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Jordan suffers

worst riots

since 1989
Unrest flares up over bread
3 Hussein of Jordan, con- News aaencies r.

^halhe^rea^
Mmisler Av,Sdor Kahaiani joins haredim for a walk down Rehov Bar-llan yesterday, after visiting a yeshi-

’ (Brian Hendleri

Kahaiani visit to Rehov Bar-Dan yeshiva
cheered by haredim, slammed by police

KING Hussein of Jordan, con-
fronted by the worst ami-state
violence since 1989, went yes-
terday to the riot-torn city of
Karak after suspending
Parliament and vowing to
crush unrest over bread price
hikes.

Angry Jordanians battled
security forces on the streets of
Karak in a second day of

g
rotests against the
uemational Monetary Fund-

backed higher bread prices.
As night fell, Hussein arrived

outside the ancient city in a

motorcade and consulted with
authorities at the local police
headquarters, a senior official

said. He had left Amman unan-
nounced earlier in the day to visit

centers rocked by riots on Friday
and returned to the capital after-

ward.

Inside the city, beneath the tow-
ering Crusader castle, streets were
quiet and largely deserted as a
curfew announced over the main

News agencies
KARAK, Jordan

mosque
.
loudspeaker took hold.

Some residents congregated
around doorsteps but few "ven-
tured OUL
Bayonet-carrying Interior

Ministry' soldiers, who were
deployed after the announcement
of the curfew, were withdrawn
during the evening and replaced
by regular soldiers, who remained
in armored personnel carriers.

During his visit, Hussein was
not accompanied by Prime
Minister Abdul- Karim ’

Kabariii.

the focus of the protests. The
monarch had vowed earlier in the

day to crush any riots triggered by
the government's price increases.

The king had also dissolved the

summer session of the elected
lower hoose of Parliament, where
the IMF-sanctioned bread price

rise enacted on Tuesday had
found little support.

While other parts of south

price hike
Jordan quieted yesterday, trouble
erupted in Karak again.
Tear gas fired by police and

dropped from army helicopters
dispersed the large crowds, but
clashes between "security forces
and protesters darling from alleys
continued throughout the day.
Police sirens wailed across the

hill-top city. 90 km southwest of
Amman, as protesters used barrels
and rocks to block armored cars.
The army sent armored personnel
carriers to smash through the bar-

ricades.

One crowd burned a building
housing the Education Ministry,
which had recently raised fees.

•

Banks and government offices
were again targets. Smoke from
burning tires billowed into the
sky, as army helicopters hovered
low over the teeming town.
Despite the violence, there

appeared to be few injuries.

Reports by Karak residents of two
deaths on Friday were firmly
denied by the government.
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INTERNAL Security Minister Avigdor
Kahaiani 's surprise visit to a yeshiva nearRehov
Bar-Ilan yesterday made him an instant hit with
some haredim, but angered many on the
Jerusalem police force.

The visit to the Or Hatzafon Yeshiva came at
the end of a relatively quiet day on Rehov Bar-
nan, which for two months has been a weekly
battle ground between haredim, who want the
road closed on ShabbaL secular protesters and
police.

“At the very same yeshiva Kahaiani visited,

haredim have been coming out every Shabbat

i. ?

BILL HUTMAN

chanting ‘Nazis, Nazis,’ at us and throwing
stones,” a senior police officer said. “We thought
Kahaiani was supposed to be on our side."
A spokesman for area haredim praised the

visit, as well as the minister’s recent orders to
Jerusalem police to stop stationing mounted
policemen and water cannons at Rehov Bar-Dan
on Shabbat
Kahaiani got out ofhis car on Rehov Bar-Dan,

and after speaking briefly with Jerusalem police
chief Cmdr. Aiye Amit, left his police escorts

behind and accompanied several haredi leaders
into the yeshiva, about half a block from the
main road.

Haredim prevented policemen and most jour-
nalists from entering the crowded veshiva.
Police sources said Kahaiani gave the order for
the policemen escorting him to stay behind,
before going inside.

To the cheers of the haredim in the yeshiva’s
crowded synagogue, Kahaiani put on a.black
kippa and joined them in singing a Shabbat
hymn.

(Continued on Page 2)

Jordan’s economic woes could
threaten warm peace with Israel

TWO days of bread riots in Jordan
are more of a reminder than a
threat to King Hussein's govern-
ment. When East Bankers who are
usually the king's strongest sup-
porters riot, attention must be paid.

Jordan's internal stability has
been constantly underestimated.
Though his country is basically
weak, Hussein has brilliantly

assured its survival - and that of
his regime - over many decades.

BACKGROUND
BARRY RUBIN

His great secret has always been
the strength of the East Bank eth-

nic groups: Beduin tribespeople,

Jordan Valley peasants, and their

descendants strongly loyal to the

monarchy. Staffing the army, the
intelligence services, and growing
sectors of the educated elite, they

Netanyahu meets Levy today
in attempt to end rift

are suspicious of the degree to
which the Palestinian majority
shares their fidelity and interests.

Within Jordan, three potential
threats to Hussein are always sim-
mering under the surface: eco-
nomic collapse, Palestinian nation-
alism, and Islamic revolutionaries.

But Jordan's economic difficulties

remain its most intractable domes-
tic problem.

(Continued on Page 2)

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Foreign Minister
David Levy are expected to for-

mally bury the hatchet this

morning and appoint someone
they both agree upon to head the

steering committee for the

Israeli-Palestinian talks.

Though today's meeting was
scheduled late Thursday night.

Levy still did not attend the

weekly cabinet session on
Friday. He had steadfastly boy-

cotted ail cabinet and ministerial

forums for a fortnight to demon-
strate his pique at being alleged-

ly overlooked in diplomatic

moves on the Palestinian front.

But Levy's aides say his

SARAH HON1G

absence from Friday's session
was due to technical problems,
including jet lag. Levy had
relumed Thursday evening from
a five-day private visit to the

US.
The ice was broken by

Netanyahu, who phoned Levy,
expressing appreciation for

Levy’s contribution to the gov-
ernment and adding that he
hoped ihey would cooperate to

further its aims.

Netanyahu is expected to tell

Levy today that the Foreign
Ministry will be given an active

role in all negotiations and that

Levy will be pan of all decision-
making forums.
In the Prime Minister’s Office

it was hoped last night that the
meeting would offer Levy a
face-saving way to back off
from the political brink. Levy's
aides were confident that the cri-

sis would be resolved, but noted
that “certain forces" among
Netanyahu’s aides might wish to

sabotage the rapprochement.
Brig. -Gen. (res.) David

Agmon is most widely men-
tioned, as the probably head of
the new steering committee,
although some sources said for-
mer chief of staff Dan Shomron
might get the hod.

You've looked after others - now think about yourselves

Lease an apartment where
your kind of people live

Poll: Dole, Clinton almost tied
WASHINGTON (APj - Republican presidential nomi-

nee Robert Dole is statistically tied with President Bill

Clinton in a Newsweek poll conducted as the

Republican National Convention came to a close.

Dole trails Clinton by only 2 percentage points -

within die margin of error for the poll.

If the election were held now, Clinton would lead

with 44 percent of the vote. Dole would receive 42 per-

cent and the candidate nominated by Ross Perot s

Reform Party would receive 3%, according to poll

results. - , .

A poll Newsweek conducted the previous week had

Dole trailing Clinton by 20 percentage points.

The magazine said 933 registered voters were inter-

viewed by Princeton Survey Research Abates for

the latest poll - 465 of them on Thursday night, the day

Dole gave his speech accepting the Republican presi-

dential nomination. The remaining 468 were inter-

viewed Friday nighL The overall margin of error was
plus or minus 4 percentage points.

Fifty-six percent of those who watched Dole’s nomi-

nation acceptance speech said they now have a more
favorable view of him, the magazine said.

Thiriy-five percent of aD respondents said what they

saw or heard about the speech gave them a more favor-

able impression. The magazine said 21 percent ended

with a less favorable opinion.

“The Republican National Convention played an

obvious role in heightening Dole’s popularity," it

sakL “Other factors which are helping Dole include his

choice of Jack Kemp as his vice-presidential running

mate and Dole’s tax cut proposal."
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r^TTunanders in dehydration

case given suspended sentence
”

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN thatif the officers are found gu

A SPECIAL’ military court on

Friday handed down a 90-day

suspended sentence to Col. Amos

Ben-Avraham and Capt. A., and

issued a. two-month suspendeu

sentence to unit doctor Capi. - "T^nsibility.
all of whom were convicted

Yaron Bar-Dor, of Jerusalem,

causing the death by negligence Yaren ^
•«>«% inhn died of deny-

believe it will put an end, at least

for now, to the tear that harm will

come to those who choose to take

causing me umui 5 u
of two soldiers who died of dehy-

dration in 1992. ,

The prosecution had demanded

a prison
-

.term arid demotion for

BafAvrafiam.
Senior army commanders were

yaron — --- - . -

and Eran Ofer, of Afiila, died of

hydration while on nav.ganon

exercises in the Negev as part of

their training for Sayeret Malltal,

rhe elite General Staff unit.

None of the three officers was
None or w—

.

Senior army commanders were
j wUh the tribunal saying

relieved with the sentences, and a- Yj have jn effect ended

- - - Z officers' military careers.But

sMFht
1
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that if the officers are found guilty

of causing death by negligence

during a period of a year, they

must serve rheir suspended prison

terms. There is no fixed punish-

ment for negligence and each case

is apparently weighed on an indi-

vidual basis.
.

*‘We see this as an acquittal of

all the guilt that was dumped on

Amos and the rest of the officers,

said his father, David Ben-

Avraham.

In his first interview on the mat-

ter since the May 1992 accident,

Ben-Avraham said he accepted

the decision. He said the excep-

tional step of resigning as com-

mander of the Sayeret Matkai unit

immediately following the acci-

dent was the responsible thing to

d° (Continued on Page 2)

Enjoy the sea view, while you breakfast on the
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also enjoying complete privacy. Round - the -
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Kahalani reportedly
planning shakeup
of police brass

INTERNAL Security Minister

Avidgor Kahalani plans a major

shakeup of police brass over the

next several months, which will

include not extending Insp.-Geu.

Assaf Hefetz's term when it

comes to an end in the spring,

sources close to the minister said

over the weekend.

On Thursday, Kahalani

announced he is postponing the

retirement of Investigations

Department chiefYossi Levy, who
is to be replaced by Cmdr. Sando
.’Mazor.

The sources said that the move
js more than a postponement, call-

ing it Kahalani ’s fust step in the

.shakeup. Mazor was appointed to

the post, one of Che most senior on

die police force-, by former inter-

nal security minister Moshe

BILL HUTMAN

Shahal, and Kahalani wants to

make a new choice, they said.

Hefetz, who was angered by
Kahalani's decision, had strongly

backed Mazor ’s appointment
Hefetz’s three-year term ends in

April, and although the minister
has an option to extend it for a

year, this is very unlikely, accord-

ing to the sources.
The differences between Hefetz

and Kahalani reflect deeper divi-

sions in outlook between the two,

the sources said
Kahalani dismissed as

“unfounded siupidness" the

reports of tension between him
and Hefetz.

His spokesman. Raft Levy,

issued a statement on the subject,

reading, “Any attempt by anony-
mous sources to try to connect
Kahalani with trying to influence
investigation is nothing but gos-
sip.

“The minister will continue as

he is obligated, and as he set down
for himself when he took his post
He has no intention to show the

investigators how to work, or take

special interest in any specific

investigation.

“As for the Investigations
Department, the appointment of
Cmdr. Sando Mazor has been
postponed for several months. ...

If the minister makes any decision
regarding the post he will

[announce] it directly to the peo-
ple involved, and not to the

media.”

Amnesty condemns torture

by PA security forces
LONDON (Reuter) - Amnesty
International issued a call on
Friday for an end to torture in

areas under the Palestinian

Authority’s control, as PA
Chairman Yasser Arafat declared:

“I will not tolerate torture."

The London-based human rights

organization also urged the PA to

abolish political detention without
trial.

It called for the release of hun-
dreds of detainees, most arrested

after die suicide bombings in

February and March, if they are

not to be promptly charged or
tried.

In an interview published in

Oslo, Arafat said he would not tol-

erate torture in jails, but added that

critics must understand that thePA
is dealing with fanatics.

Interviewed in Gaza, Arafat told

the Norwegian daily Aftcnposten
he had given the International

Committee of the Red Cross per-

mission to inspect Palestinian

prisons.

Amnesty said a delegation had

met victims of torture, lawyers,

human rights groups and chiefs of

branches of The security forces

during a rwo-week visit to the PA
in July and AugusL
“Evidence of widespread torture

by branches of the PA’s security

forces is incontrovertible,"

Amnesty said in a statement.

Amnesty said torture victims

had told of severe beatings, burn-

ing by cigarettes, suspension -

often in contorted positions —

while being beaten and prolonged

sleep deprivation.

Despite complaints, no investi-

gations of the victims’ allegations

were made, and some were threat-

ened with reprisals if they contin-

ued to complain.

“Torture, detention without

charge or trial, complainants
ignored or threatened with

reprisals, a multiplicity of security

services with no accountability -

all this has created a climate of

fear where gross human rights

abuses are becoming systematic.

Amnesty said.
ino. .

It said that since July 19?5 at

least eifiht people had died in the

custody of PA security services in

circumstances where torture may

have played a part in their deaths.

On numerous occasions

inquiries have been announced,

but no report has ever been made

public, it said.

Amnesty said it issued eight rec-

ommendations intended to end the

torture of detainees:

•Arafat should make clear that

torture will never be tolerated.

•Families, lawyers and doctors

should have immediate access to

detainees, who should be brought

before a judge within 48 hours.

•Full and public inquiries should

be held into alleged human rights

abuses.

•Human rights workers should

be able to raise cases of torture

without fear of reprisals.

•There should be no impunity

for torturers.

•Prolonged detention without

trial should be ended.

•Trials by state security courts
.

should be ended.
. .

•The International Committee of

the Red Cross should have access

to detainees. •
•

.
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PA Attorney-General Khaled

Kidra said cover-ups and human

rights abuses would not be tolerat-

ed-

“It pains us to see an incident

happen here and there and we feel

sony that it should happen.", he

said “But the bright side is chat

we. as an Authority, do not cover ,

up or conspire with one who com-

mits a violation and that we do not

hesitate to punish them. - <§

“There is obviously a deliberate

conspiracy coming from the out-

side parties which want to abort

the peace process and the

Palestinian Authority." he -said.-

Four killed in

road accidents
; FOUR persons were killed on the

roads over the weekend, in sepa-

rate accidents, and more than 20
were injured.

A 19-year-old female soldier

i was killed while walking in the

middle of the Acre-Nahariya high-
- way, near Kibbutz Shomrat, early

on Friday morning. Police believe
- chi* wanted to commit suicide as
she had previously been hospital-

ized after swallowing a large dose
• of Valium.

The soldier fled from the hospital

. on Thursday night and returned to

her base, where paramedics tried to

persuade her to return to the med-
ical facility. She ran out into the

- highway, with the paramedics giv-

ing chase, and tried to hitch a ride.

When she saw the paramedics
' approaching, she dashed into the

middle of the highway, where cars

began swerving to avoid het One
fait her and she died instantly.

Military police are investigating.

At about the same time, also in

. the North, two vehicles collided
• head-on at the Hayogev junction.

One person was killed and two

\

injured. The injured were rushed

! to the Emek Hospital in Afula.

j

Tova Dadon, 30, of Netanya,
‘ lost her life and her husband and

;
four children were injured yester-

• day morning when the van in

which they were riding hit the traf-

fic median on the Geha road near

the Messubim junction. Police

believe the vehicle's brakes failed.

The injured were taken to Sheba
Hospital at Tel Hashomer.

Also yesterday, a 40-year-old

man from the South was killed

when his car overturned on the

Jordan Valley highway.
Six people were injured in a pile-

up at the entrance to Tiberias yes-

terday morning. The accident
occurred after a driver apparently

stopped suddenly after taking a

wrong turn. And last night, another

eight people were injured near the

Golani junction in the North when
a car tried to overtake an oncoming
vehicle and crashed into it Four
ambulances took the injured to

Poriya Hospital near Tiberias.

According to police statistics on
Friday, 18 people were killed on
the roads and 35 were injured over

the previous week. That brought

the number of road deaths this

year to 354.

Meanwhile, Tel Aviy District

Police last week handed out fines

to 175 drivers caught speaking on
cellular phones without car phone
speakers. More than 500 fines

have been given to drivers for this

offence since police began enforc-

ing the law three weeks ago. (Itim)

! Four drown over weekend
\
FOUR men drowned in the Mediterranean Sea in separate incidents and

* seven people were hospitalized after swimming accidents over the

Jordanian police in armored personnel carriers stand by yesterday on the main street ofKarak fol-

lowing the second day of violence over bread prices. dtaucr:

weekend.
Martin Liebertin, 72, of Nahariya, drowned off the Galei Galil Beach

in Nahariya around 5 a.m, yesterday morning. He entered the water

before lifeguards came on duty.

A 50-year-old man drowned at the Kiryat Sanz Beach in Netanya on
ShabbaL He had gone to a part of the beach where swimming was pro-

hibited.

A Jordanian tourist, 25, drowned at a beach south of Haifa yesterday.

A 60-year-old Russian tourist drowned at the Kesha tot Beach in

Ashdod on Friday evening, two weeks after coming to Israel to visit his

son, who lives in Jerusalem.

Seven people were hospitalized over the weekend in moderate to seri-

ous condition after getting into difficulties at the Marina Beach in

Ashkelon and the Keshatot Beach. Swimming is forbidden at both

beaches.

Ashdod police chiefAmnon Ziv said he holds the injured responsible

as they were swimming at night, at beaches where swimming was pro-

hibited and “some of them were drunk'when they entered the water and

wefajwept away.
”

In another incident, an off-duty lifeguard strolling by Jaffa Port

•noticed a man drowning and jumped into the water to rescue him. A
Coast Guard bait picked up the two men and returned them to shore

safely.,
.

A 25-year-old was seriously injured in a jet-ski accident at Beit Yana;

Beach near Netanya yesterday .afternoon. He was taken to Hillel Yaffe

Hospital in Hadera. fcater, a 1'6-year-old was moderately injured in a

similar accident at Poleg Beach in Netanya.

Yesterday afternoon, a Magen David Adorn crew managed to resusci-

tate a 50-year-old man who had almost drowned. The man was taken to

Laniado Hospital in Haifa. (Itim)

With deep sorrow we announce the sudden passing of

our beloved

KURT STEINMANN
The funeral will take place at the Kfar Shmaryahu

Cemetery on Monday, August 19, 1996 at 5 p.m.

Mis wife, Ruth Steinmann
Daughter, Mlchal

Son, JOrgen and Ramify

Sister-in-law, Mirjam Honlg

WOES
(Continued from Page 1)

Jordan has few resources and a

huge young generation with high

expectations and few prospects.

Rioting sparked by large con-

sumer price increases, mandated

by agreements with the World
Bankand International Monetary
Fund, is one of the most common
causes of Third World unrest.

A key factor is the predicament

set off by Iraq's 1990 invasion of

Kuwait. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,

angry over Jordan's support for

Saddam Hussein, cut off all aid.

Moreover, hundreds of thousands
of Jordanians fled or - in the case

of Palestinians holding Jordanian

passports - were expelled, from
the

.
Gulf area. (It is sobering to

realize that Jordan has absorbed

proportionately more “immi-
grants" than Israel in the last six

years.) Despite King Hussein's

recent successful visit to Saudi

Arabia, Jordan still gets virtually

no help from the wealthy Arab oil-

producing states.

One reason the king decided to

make a full and warm peace with

Israel was a hope for economic
betterment. It did lead to a huge
improvement in US-Jordan rela-

tions and forgiveness of Jordan's

American debt.

But Jordan’s hopes of a big
peace dividend, involving more
tourism, investment, and trade

with Israel have been generally

disappointed, in part due to

domestic agitation against closer

economic links ro Israel. When
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu visited Amman earlier

this month, economic issues were

high on the agenda.

The other two problems

Palestinian nationalism and

Islamic radicalism - have

remained under control during the

past several years, to a surprising

degree.

The breakthroughs in the Israel-

PLO negotiations have reduced

Jordan's Palestinian predicament.

Confused over how to view PA
Chairman Yasser Arafat’s new
policies and worried lest they be

destined to remain forever in

Jordan, the Palestinians’ loyalty to

the PLO has been weakened and

their conscious dependency on

Hussein's goodwill has intensi-

fied.

At the same time, radical

Islamic political forces in Jordan -

though they loathe Israel and the

king’s peace policy - are less hos-

tile to their own government than

in any other Arab country and are

seldom violent The regime has

successfully oumaneuvered them

by, among other tilings, changing

electoral laws and by occasional

arrests.

Nevertheless, the weekend's
riots make it clear that Jordan
cannot be taken for granted.

Hussein was Israel's leading
defender at June’s Arab summit in

Cairo and has done his best to

maintain close relations with this

country despite misgivings about
the Netanyahu government’s
policies. Jordan’s leaders must
continue to believe that his peace
strategy materially contributes to

domestic stability, despite the ide-

ological discontent it breeds.

The setting of the headstone for

PETER R. ALLEN-FROST
Will take place on Tuesday, August 20, 1996 at the Kiryat Shaul Cemetery

at 5:30 p.m.

Our sincere thanks to all those who offered their condolences

Taini

The family and friends

KAHALANI
(Continued from Page 1)

“I have come here to say that you

have the right to call out ‘Shabbes,’

and to protest on fee sidewalks.”

Kahalani said, standing atop a

table. “But you must not also resort

to violence.”

Kahalani was barely able to

speak because of all fee shouting in

the synagogue. “Fire Amit, fire

Amit," and "free fee [haredi]

detainees," fee crowd chanted,

wife fee minister unable to quiet

them.

On Thursday, fee High Court of
Justice extended a temporary
injunction preventing fee closure

of Rehov Bar- IIan during prayer
times on Shabhat, until a commis-
sion investigates fee whole issue of
Shabbat traffic in Jerusalem.

The crowd of several hundred

haredim cheered, however, when
Kahalani, after leaving fee yeshiva,

walked down Rehov Bar-Han, in

what they saw as a victory because

the minister was forcing traffic to

come to a halt

“Kahalani for prime minister,”

several in the crowd chanted.

Kahalani's visit was not coordi-

nated wife fee General Security

Service VIP Security Department,
.as is customary for ministers, nor
did a bodyguard accompany him.
Kahalani dismissed the issue of his

personal security, saying he would
continue to make similar unsched-
uled visits, “to keep in touch with

the people."

Sources close to fee minister said

the minister’s style may be new to

the police and make many officers

uncomfortable-, but police shouid
give it a chance. The sources noted
feat since several weeks ago, when
Kahalani ordered the police horses
and water cannons away from
Rehov Bar-llan, there has been rel-

ative quiet there.

Before Kahalani's visit, haredim
threw stones at two vehicles,
breaking their windows. There
were no injuries. A police
spokesman said u haredi man was
detained with regard to another
rncidenL

Most observers had expected
serious unrest following the High
Court ruling, but fee haredim
apparently responded to the calls

for restraint issued on Friday by
various haredi leaders,

Court pressured

not to give senior

officers jail terms
BACKGROUND

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

THE decision by the autonomous

military court to give short sus-

pended sentences to Col. Amos
Ben-Avraham and two other offi-

cers, convicted of negligence in

the 1992 deaths of two soldiers,

and not demote them, came after

stern warnings from the top IDF
brass and anonymous officers in

the field.

They warned that punishing top

officers for taking responsibility

for accidents far down their com-
mand would harm morale. They
also warned it would likely make
officers avoid responsibility and
cover themselves rather than deal

with the security tasks at hand.

The case involves fee May 1 992
deaths from heat exhaustion and
dehydration ofYaron Bar-Dor and
Eran Ofer while training in

extreme Negev heat with the

General Staff’s elite Sayeret

Matkal commando unit After the

accident, .unit commander Ben-
Avraham, immediately took over-

all responsibility and took the

unusual step of resigning until fee

inquiiy was over. His admission

of responsibility was used as evi-

dence against him in his court-

martial. Those close to fee case

said this was a flaw in military

justice, noting feat it was vital to
maintain the principle ofcomplete
integrity during debriefing in

order to prevent accidents from
recurring.

Commanders ore urged to take
responsibility for faults so they
can be corrected. "But we don't
expect these admissions of faults

to be used against us in a criminal
case,” said one former unit mem-
ber.

Uzi Landau, head of the
Knesset's Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee, said it was a
mistake to have even tried Ben-
Avraham in fee first place.
"Putting him to trial was an unjus-
tified caving in to fee sensational-
ist media and irresponsible politi-

cians. The result will be an army
of people who don't want to take
responsibility and which is not
prepared for war," Landau said in
a statement.

But senior officers, brigade and

battalion commanders all denied

they sought immunity for them-

selves. "It's a very good verdict,

but we ’ll be severely attacked,”

said another officer involved with

fee unit.

Yoel Bar-Dor. father of Yaron,

said for him fee verdict sent an

important message and that the

actual sentence was secondary.

“The sentence is lesS significant

for us. It doesn't really matter to

me. What is important for us in

this trial was the placing of

responsibility. It is important that

fee issue of training in difficult

weather conditions has been

raised again and again in these

past years and has been filtered to

all army units,” Bar-Dor said.

Yosst Assaf, a retired brigade

commander who organized public

support for Ben-Avraham. said he
was delighted wife fee verdict. ;

"It is almost as if fee court

became newly religious. The sen-

tence in a way reverses fee ver-

diet. The message is that comman-
ders can take responsibility, bu!

that there are limits to it," Assaf
said.

He said initial ads in newspapers
produced a flood of support by
reserve officers who saw the trail

of Ben-Avraham as symptomatic
of an increasing trend to try senior

officers for tragic accidents which
occurred far below their com-
mand.

Two other colonels are current-

.

ly being tried for death by negli-

gence. Col. G. was charged fol-

lowing fee electrocution" of two
Golani soldiers under his com-

'

mand. Another case involves Col.
Moni Horev, head of the IDFs
Officers Training Academy.
Horev was fee Givati Brigade
commander when Yanai Shoshan
was mortally wounded after a
fragmentation grenade went off in
his webbing. An investigation
found the 1994 accident occurred
because Shoshan was nor aware of
safety regulations. Horev and four
other officers are being charged in
a military court wife negligence
for not ensuring regulations were
followed.

*

COMMANDERS
(Continued from Page l)

"We have to take responsibility,
and taking responsibility means
dealing wife [mistakes], correct-
ing and improving ourselves
where needed and preventing
[mistakes] in fee future," Ben-
Avraham said.

The colonel criticized fee mil-
itary justice system. He said he
was "tormented” and marked
wife a "criminal stain” not
because he look responsibility for
fee incident but because fee legal
process was unsuitable.

“It is clear feat fee most impor-
tant thing the prosecution has to
do is to decide seriously in each
case whether it involves a crime.
I think that the fact feat there are
so many officers who are in this
situation shows that, somewhere
sometnrng has gone wrong with
this initial decision-making
process, Ben-Avraham said.

Min'Ster Yitzhak
Mordechai and a string of toparmy commanders, including

%
™J°r-genentis and former

chief of staff Ehud Barak, testi-

l
S c

£
arJcter witnesses for

Ben-Avraham. Their presencewas a message to fee court andIDF officers in general feat anygrave punishment would ham
mouvatton among officers.
The problem is not putting

bu
J
«*

nere officers who are far

tried* for lh'°
m

“t
incideni «Ined for femgs which, given thedaily reahty of fee army makefrvery difficuU f°r feemto^ave adlreci link widi,-amfcsai(I

QC Central Command Maj.-
Getr. Uzi Dayan, a former com-
mander of Sayeret Matkal, told
fee military court feat if Ben-
Avraham was demoted it would
send a message to officers feat
taking responsibility opens them
up to to being prosecuted. - - -
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Cyprus, Greece seek
international help

WORLD NEWS
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In both clashes, on Aug. II and 14, Greek Cypriot
protesters stormed into the buffer zone, a no-man’sand patrolled by UN peacekeepers. The protects
threw states at the Turkish security foiLs who
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African migrants await
fate in Paris church

inside the buffer zone." the UN statement
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u’ ^h,le a breakaway Turkish Cypriot state
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RUSSIAN security boss Alexander
Lebed and Interior Minister Anatoly
Kulikov traded insults yesterday
when Lebed snubbed an Interior

Ministry meeting and Kulikov said
Lebed did not understand the issues.
Lebed, Yeltsin’s special represen-

tative in rebel Chechnya, declinedan
invitation to attend a closed meeting
of top Interior Ministry officials.

"There is no sense in him going os
there will be no serious discussions
about Chechnya. Kulikov's deputies
will all be there, trying to work out
what tactics to use to save him,"
Lebed press spokesman Alexander
Barkhatov said.

Kulikov told Russian television he
regretted Lebed’s decision to stay
away and made clear he thought
Lebed was ill-informed about
Chechnya.

"Perhaps Alexander Lebed, a man
who has only recently began to dip
into Caucasian problems," does not
yet have a full understanding of
everything," Kulikov said.

He added: "Perhaps his presence
would have helped us to sort out
things together and to adopt more
effective measures."

Lebed, who shot to power in the
Kremlin after a strong performance
in the first round of the Russia’s

News agencies

MOSCOW
presidential election, said Kulikov
should be sacked for mishandling
the Chechnya conflict

“The MinisterofInterior ofRussia
did not fulfil his duty before Russia-

I*in totally sure he cannot remain
minister any longer," he fold a news

of a planned joint commission that
would monitor the shaky cease-fire.

and said five Russian armored vehi-

cles were destroyed, according to

Interfax. The Russian side had no
immediate comment.
The audacious rebel assault on die

—— —— -—-—

j

issue a
conference after returning from talks similar order today, it said, accordin'*
with Q*TV»r>ticf lp'irUrc In flwl „
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Maskhadov gave Pulikovsky a codv a *
l0UST? a

f
S!Uffir

ofhis order to rebel fighters formaSv
establishing the truceand ?r

confld®nce of Russan

responsibility" ^^republfcardsetoffanc^y

and Pulikovsky promised b^ .bbme-casung in the Kremhn.

with separatist leaders in Chechnya,
"Now I address Russian President

Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin; you will

have to make a difficult choice. Only
one must stay - LebedorKulikov."

Interfax news agency, however,
quoted well-informed Kremlin
sources as saying Yeltsin had a
"short telephone conversation" with
Kulikov and had ordered him to stay

at his post.

Outbursts of fighting shook the

informal cease-fire in Grozny yester-

day while the Russian and rebel
compianders met to negotiate details

of their uneasy truce.

The meeting in southern
Chechnya between Gen. Konstantin
Pulikovsky, the top Russian com-
mander, and Chechen chief of staff

Aslan Maskhadov lasted for more
than four hours, the separatist com-
mand said. The two discussed details

to the Interfax news agency.

Fighting conunued to flare up
from time to time in downtown
Grozny, which the Chechens contin-
ued to control despite running low
on gasoline and other supplies. The
sides blasted each other with
artillery, mortars and machine guns
and Russian warplanes carried sev-
eral air raids on the city.

Issa Astarairov, the Chechen chief
of staff in -Grozny, accused the
Russian side of violating the cease-
fire and said his fighters have
rebuffed several Russian attacks yes-
terday.

"We don’t have any hope thai the
Russians will honor any cease-fire,"
he said. "Russia's policy is based on
the principle of the fewer Chechens,
the bener."

The rebel command reported a
major outburst of fighting last night.

In Chechnya, many interior troops
believed that Lebed could help
resolve the conflict, but said Kulikov
should not serve as a scapegoat.

"It's not right to blame just one
person. Maybe he's guilty in some
way but he’s not the oily one, a lot

of other people are guilty," said Maj.
Sergei Vakhtarin, whose troops were
manning a checkpoint 40 kra south-
west of Grozny.
The rebel chief of staff,

Maskhadov. said Lebed is the only
Russian official he trusts.

“He hasn’t got blood on his
hands," said Maskhadov, who has
met twice this week with Lebed in
search of a way to end the 20-month
war, which has killed more than
30,000 people.

At least 247 Russian soldiers have
died and 1 .000 have bam wounded
since the rebels overran Grozny,
according to Lebed. The soldiers are
dying for nothing, he said.

PARIS (Reuter) - Some 300
• Africans lacking residency papers
kept up their vigiJ in a Paris
church yesterday, preparing for a
raid by authorities commined to
expelling them.
Hundreds of supporters sur-

rounded them, hoping to dissuade
the authorities. But the govern-
ment ruled out any compromise,
saying allowing the migrants to
remain would violate the law.
Among the 300 were 10 individ-

uals in the 44th day of a hunger
strike. Volunteer doctors at die
church told reporters that two of
the 10 had begun refusing to sub-
mit to daily health checks, raising
fears for their lives.

At midday an ambulance pulled
up to the church and whisked
away one of die African women
who had been occupying the
church.

She later gave birth to a baby -
the sixth to be bom to the group
since the occupation began on
June-28.

“When you are the head of the
government, your duty is to apply
die law, and this is what we are
going to do in following the
applicable procedures,” Prime
Minister Alain Juppe said in an
interview published yesterday.

"The stakes are quite high
because beyond these few hun-
dred people are thousands of other

illegal
I immigrants, and I remind

>^JU that the President (Jacques
CTitrac) said on July 14 that illegal
immigration must not take hold in
France." Juppe told the regional
daily Sud'Ouesi.
Tfte protest was shaping up as a

public relations nightmare for the
Juppe government as celebrities
and other supponers flocked to the
Samt-Bemard church in the capi-
tal’s multi-ethnic Goutte d’Or
neighborhood to show their soli-
darity.

Among those passing the night
at the crowded church were film
beauty Emmanuelle Bean, cancer
specialist Leon Schwartzenberg
and Jacques Gaillot. the French
bishop sacked by the Vatican last

year for his liberal views.
People outside the church said

they hoped to provide an early
warning in case of a raid. Some
said they would cry to physically
prevent police from carrying off
the Africans.
- The -Africans have denied they
are in France illegally, saying that

virtually all had arrived with a
proper visa, which the state later
refused to extend.
They accuse the government of

trying to make an example of
them because it fears inroads by
the fiercely anti-immigrant
National Front parly in 1998 elec
tions.
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Mugabe weds

former secretary
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) - Decades of disputes with the Roman
Catholic Church apparently forgiven, Zimbabwe’s president and his bride

welcomed international dignitaries yesterday to their wedding mass.

Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe’s only black leader since independence

from Britain in 1980, had eschewed Christianity for decades - first as a

Marxist guerrilla leader, then as a radical politician who accused church-

es of meddling in state affairs for protesting human rights abuses.

Catholic Archbishop Patrick Chakaipa performed the ceremony. His

spokesman said the Harare diocese found “no impediment" to a full

Catholic wedding mass.

Mugabe, 72, married his former secretary, Grace Marufu, 31, whom
he’d married in 1992 in an African tribal ceremony.

In her first interview on state television, Marufu said she worked as a

private secretary in Mugabe's office for nine years until 1 994.

Some Catholic leaders had protested yesterday's ceremony, saying

Mugabe was guilty of polygamy.

Mugabe and Marufu have two children, a 9-year-old son and a 7-year-

old daughter, both of whom were bom while Mugabe’s first wife, Sally

Hayffon, was still alive. She died of a kidney ailment in 1991.

Before the death of his first wife, Mugabe had paid a traditional ‘bnde

price" to Marufu ’s family. They were married in 1992.

Church leaders said the ceremony would solemnize the marriage.

More than 6.000 guests were invited to the ceremony in a Roman

Catholic church, 80 km west of Harare, where Mugabe as a child was

^S^AAiS^SNelson Mandela and the leaders of neighboring

Botswana and Namibia were to attend.
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MOSCOW. (Reuter) - France's

flr& woman in space took on

fromthe Baikonur cosmodrome m
Kazakhstan yesterday for a lb-

day -scientific mission aboard

Russia

*

5 .
orbiting Mir space sta-

tion. -
. , .

Itar-Tass news agency said me

Soyuz-U .
rocket carrying

Freodiwornah Claudie i^
ldre_

Deshays and Russians Valery

Komm-and Alexander Kalery

took off as scheduled at 5.17 p.m.

Theipcket is due to dock with Mir,

Tomorrow. _

The crew willjoin two Russians

aiKl;American^aslronaut Shannon

Luctd on the orbiting station,

whkft was launched in February

1986-and which bas.been manned

permanently ever since.

Yesterday's launch had been

delayed twice because of prob-

lems;with a booster rocket taking

supplies to Mir. -•

Big problems have hit the

ontie^Houd Russian space secior

since the Soviet Union fell apart

in 1991 and many missions have

been changed at the last minute.

Some new development has

been frozen, although cooperation

with other countries has brought

in much-needed revenue. Russian

officials have said France was

paying $13.7 million for the

Andre-Deshays mission. .

Russia, the United States and

Europe are working together to

build a new, permanently-manned

station, to be called .
Aipha

.

Andre-Deshays first applied to

join the F™ch agency
J

CNES in 1985, but was

dowi. She studied for a further

five years and reapplied, jommg

ft/aaenev ^ a®° as^
of itsphysio,ogy

and space medi-

Jgfjsrssjs

s

B-S

in February.
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WORLD NEWS

Hostage pilots make
daring escape

SEVEN Russian pilots held

hostage for over a year by Islamic

militia in Afghanistan have

escaped in their own plane to the

United Arab Emirates, dodging a

jeep on the runway and evading

pursuers in a plane and a heli-

copter.

Sources in Moscow and a

Taleban opposition militia

spokesman in Afghanistan said the

pilots eot away in the same cargo

plane "which a Taleban fighter

forced them to land in August

1995.

“They managed to escape yester-

day to Sharjah. They persuaded

Taleban authorities they needed to

make a check and make mainte-

nance of the aircraft." a representa-

tive of airline Aerostan told

Reuters by telephone from
Sharjah.

W'akil Ahmad. Taieban
spokesman in the southern Afghan
town of Kandahar, said the

Russians had escaped with three

guards after pretending they want-

ed to cany out maintenance.

He said one Taleban jet ordered

to chase the runaway plane could

not take off because of a flat tyre

and a second jet and a helicopter

took off too late to catch the cargo

PHILIPPA FLETCHER
MOSCOW

plane, a Soviet-budt Dyushin-76.
Explaining how the pilots had

escaped, Ahmad said the Russian
airmen had been allowed to
inspect iheir plane every two
months to keep it airworthy.
Two checks took place on Friday

and during the afternoon inspec-
tion the plane suddenly began rac-
ing along the runway. It skirted a

jeep that tried to block its path and
took off.

Ahmad said Russian airmen
identified their plane as being from
Afghanistan’s state-run Arlana air-

line as they flew over Iran to

Sharjah, a popular destination for

shoppers from Russia and else-

where in the former Soviet Union.
A spokeswoman from Russia's

Emergencies Ministry said the

ministry would send a plane to
Sharjah soon tc collect the pilots.

"They'll pick them up and come
straight back,” she said.

Itar-Tass news agency said
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
had been told about the pilots’

escape and hod ordered Deputy'

Prime Minister Vitaly Ignatenko tc

fly to the UAE as his special repre-

sentative to meet them. Tuss said.

A Foreign Ministry statement
said the Russian embassy in Abu
Dhabi was in constant contact with
the pilots and the authorities in

Sharjah.

The statement said the -Russians
flew io the United Arab Emirates
"as a result ofcourageous actions'’.

They were in a satisfactory condi-
tion and planned to return home
soon.

When the pilots were forced
down, their plane was carrying
ammunition to Kabul from
Albania, and Taleban said the inci-

dent proved Russian military sup-
port for the government of
President Burfianuddir. Rabbani
which the miiitia is fighting to

overthrow.
Moscow has said the crew’s

nationality was coincidental and
has made regular attempts to

secure their escape.
The Taleban initially insisted

that Russia account for about
60.UUO Afghans said to have dis-

appeared after the former Soviet
Union invaded Afghanistan in

1979. It also demanded an end to

what it caiied continued Russian
interference in Afghanistan.

(Reuter;

India firm on rejecting nuclear treaty

NEW DELHI iReuter) -- Indian Prime Minister
H.D. Deve Gowda has vowed not to give in to inter-

national pressure to agree to a global nuclear test

ban treaty- that New Delhi finds discriminatory, a
government spokesman said yesterday.

“Attempts are being made to put pressure on us to

agree (o this despite its obvious negative implica-
tions for our national security. We have made it

clear that we shall not allow such efforts to suc-

ceed.” the spokesman quoted Deve Gowda as say-

ing.

“The reluctance of the nuclear powers to give up
their arsenals is proof of their discriminatory atti-

tude on this vital issue of global importance,” he
said.

India has vetoed the Comprehensive Test Bar.

Treaty (CTBT) being negotiated in Geneva and will

oppose further any attempts to send the draft treaty

to the UN General Assembly.
India says the treaty is discriminator because it

fails to commit nuclear powers to disarm within a
specified time and allows them to refine arsenals

through computerized testing while barring others

from tests.

It has pledged to block the treaty because it con-

tains a clause requiring India io ratify the pact for i;

to become law. India says this infringes its sover-

eignty, and is virtually isolated in openly opposing
the pact
The five nuclear weapons states are Britain,

China, France, Russia and the United State::. India.

Israel and Pakistan are called ‘‘Jirishold’' states,

considered capable of swiiity assembling nuclear

arms.

The Dalai Lania. Tibet's god-king and Nobel
peace laureate, yesterday said he supported India's

decision to link the CTBT with universal, time-

bound nuclear disarmament.

In the interview with the ?i>».cr :•} Ir.dia the

Buddhist spiritual leader said: T. support India?
stand on the CTBT that aii nuclear power? should

make a timetable for eventual elimination of ali

nuclear weapons
"

“At present, what’s happening is that an attempt is

being made to prevent non-nuclear powers from test-

ing. This is inadequate... it’s very important to work
for eventual elimination of all .nuclear weapons." nc

said.

Queen asks paparazzi to keep off
(Reuter,/ - Britain's

ieri.JELizabeih has askecLfoui

freplanoe.,phptographers for,, an
assurance that they will not tres-

pass on her Scottish estate dur-

ing a holiday she began there

yesterday.

A spokeswoman for the queen
said the move followed past

incidents when member? of the

so-called paparazzi, using cam-
eras with ior.g lenses, had
refused tc ka'*c the Balmoral
estate, or io stop raking snaps of

her and her family off-duty.

It was the second lime this

week photographers had fallen

foul of Britain's royalty, the

most photographed family in the

world.

.

Princess Diana, who is . cur-

rently in the middl.e of a divorce

from heir to the throne Prince

Charles, has just won a High
Court injunction ordering a pho-

tographer she said was harassing

her to keep more than 300
meters away.
The Sur. newspaper said that

iast April the four photographers

worrying tire queer, had refused

a request front a policeman and

a Royal bodyguard tc move off a

mountain on the estate, claiming

they were on a public footpath.

They spent an hour taking

photographs of various members
of the Royal family, it said.
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US Senator Hank Brown (rear center; poses

members last Tuesday in Kandahar. Afghanistan

last year managed to escape to the UAE yesterday,

s with Russian cargo plane captain VX Sbarpatov (scc™^
istan. The Russians, who were held hostage by militant Taleban guerrillas since au^usc

Seoul police turn the screw,

students stay defiant

The 3nt: said yssicracythat .if

the tour, who were no.i named,
refused to give an assurance^that

they would stay away from
Balmoral, the estate would also

go to court for an injunction tc

keep them away.

But the spokeswoman did not

confirm Lius. There ore ail sorts

of things -v; might be aoie to do.

A: thir stage -.ve vouid rather dc

it .viilingly,“ she said.

Tiie Queen wn? due ;c arro-e at

bai moral yesterday for her

annual summer holiday accom-
panied by her husband. Prince

Philip, and her daughter

Princess Anne. Other family

members are expected to join

her later.

Princess Diana took action this

week against Martin Stenning. a

36-year-old freelance, who. she

complained, followed iier every-

where.
“i cau no longer tiri ,rs out of

Kensington Palace filer London
home) gates without fearing

what be 'might do to me ne.xi.”

the princess said in an affidavit.

“He seems to know my every

move. I shall suffer undue psy-

chological pressure and become
ill/' she added.

MORE than 1 ,000 South Korean student radi-

cals armed with gas cylinders, petrol bombr
and bun pipes kept a huge force of riot police

at bay for the fourth day yesterday., and scm*
of them threatened suicide it attccked

Witnesses said the masked students noted up
at Yonsei university in western Seoul defied *».

thick fog of skin-searing Lear gas tc stage an

illegal rally demanding unification with com-
munist North Korea.

About !0.000 riot police, backed bj t£a:~gu?

’launcher? and isc-Iic••‘.piers. hau massed ?.• -be

Yonsei campus ioi the fourth roiisoc-juvc day

to put pressure or. the orotestevs to jiinrender.

Police ‘Varied there, ir. repealed Ire:dspeaker
ralii. -he;: -'ouiri face <tevr- -pmushrierH if jV •

cniiunucti a hold out.

Witnesses said police had cornered the stu-

dents in two campus buildings after peppering

thens with rear gas 6 ore. helicopters.

‘Police ousted the students deep into he
•ra.mpus easily but were unable tc break intc

there "tre ngholtis.'’ one witness said.

As oc‘rer. gas-firing helicopters tircied over-

head, severe' hundred student? sang ar.ti-gov-

omTicnt scr.gs and ohar.ted slogans or. the roof

of a science department building.

SHIM SUNG-WON
SEOUL

Tile students rained down rock? and water tc

prevent he'meted police on tlte ground from

approaching the building.

.Around the other occupied building, radicals

beat at the iines of riot police with iron pipes

and hurled petrol bombs and stones. Police

riposted with repeated volleys of tear gas. and

sura picked ap the stenos and hurled their,

back.

The wotesters, v»ho had thrown up barri-

cades outside the building. ailrr-g rep steel

'jut ie?f:c. raid >ras. x- in.:r- ’ Nereis

.•.her. pcitec -licred in.

Onesiudeni was hit in the head by a police

tear-gas grenade and fell to the ground Weed-
ing heavily, witnesses said, ine student was
taken tr hospital by zmbuianco.

Meonvvmie state prosecutors vowed again

yesterday tc crack down on student redimis,

calling there, communist sympathizers hamper-
ing gcvemmsTK effort? to work :ut detente

vfth d» North.

Police said that of about 3.600 protesters ai

Yonsei ail but about l.iOO were believed to.,

have slipped oui of die campus through back

gates into surrounding hills after police pulled

bark Lc the Iron! g«u<. during the night.

Police said they had aiflead) detained nearly

1.500 students for involvement in this week’s

violent demonstrations, rbrniaiiy charged 19 of

them and sought arrest warrants for 23 others.

About 1,000 were being questioned by police.

Students who have occupied die two campus

buildings for four days warned they would

crepiotire gas cylinders if police stormed the

buildings tc arrest them.
* Wc will fight tilt 2nd if we are not

ii].?-- xi go »i :mc free. We are prepared to

rii:.“ jiioaicd

Lab? ran, ir. Lhe occupied science block

contained a iarge quantity of chemicals, uni-

versity officials said.

Senior prosecutor Choi Byong-kcok said the

Ycr.sti protester-' had :aiic-d tilt Seoul govern-

rxnt a puppet of ‘he united Slates and were

‘actively engaged in activities benefiting the

enemy.’’ . .

Abcu‘ 500 policemen had beer, injured in

‘his ve-ek s :lashes: stu-jeris oreiti 400 protest-

er? hrec; been .-’cuntied ^Reuter)

Indonesia celebrates 51st

independence day quietly
JAKARTA -Krreter; - •rdcr.ejiar

Fresidcn: Suharto took the saiw a;

? military parade yesterday a? the

nation celebrated its 5fst anniver-

sary of independence against the

background of recent political

unrest

Troops guarded routes to the

presidential palace where Suharto

presided over the main ceremony,

attended by about 4.000 people,

including foreign dignitaries anti

members of parliament.

Guns boomed in a -eremoniai

salute and soldiers in crisp uniforms

stood at attention us •. military bard

played the nation2 i anthem but

enthusiasm appeared tempered by

the unrest and the death of

Suharto s wife ir .April/

Suharto made ;ic speech but

waved to the audience when leav-

ing after the one-hour ceremony.

Megawati Sukarnoputri, daughter

of Indonesia's late founding presi-

dent and rever'd independence here

SukcrriC. war present r.t the csremc-

r.y but did not speak to repertera.

She die not approach Suharto,

who succeeded her father in the

midst of poiiticoi turmoii in the

mid-1960s, but witnesses said she

greeted him inside the palace after

the ceremony.

The- capital was mostly deserted

with shops closed because of the

holiday, but passengers in some
cars could be seen waving small red

and white Indonesian flags. Red-

and-white bunting and lights deco-

rated sidewalks on main through-

fan:?.

The palace ceremony was not

open tc the public but many people,

eouid be seen congregating at the

nearby Independence Square.

Crowds were far less than in pre-

vious years and witnesses said

many preferred to stay at home
because of the prevailing tension.
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But there rvas r.: sigr. ; f .Lraor.-

strations cr ;-crdh: csi-braiicr.? by
ar.ti-goverr.nien: rrctes*?ra.

A sense of unsass lias hung
the countT'' since ricte jrapteti ir.

Jakarta on July 27 after police raid-

ed the headquarters of the

Indonesian uemorraiie Party iPDfi
and evicted supporters of
Megawati, who way ousted as party

chief by a government-backed
party faction in June.

At least four people died and
scores of buildmgr and vehicles

were set or, fire in the worst vio-

lence in the city for -wo decades.
Suka—.c proclaimed indepen-

dence -jTi August ; 945, r.v:

days after world war u ended anti

following more than tnr-.'e years ?f
Japanese accupatiori.

Tne formal power ef transfer

from the Dutch
; wnc had ruled

Indonesia for inert than 350 year?
before the Japanese occupation,
came only in i >49 after come
heavy fighting.

Suharto, .vhc joined a iapoucce-
spon»ored defense jo'.cc during the
occupation anti ixcame a general
after independence, nae led die
mostly Iviosiex state with a firre

grip.

Police arrest

neo-Nazis
across

Germany
FF.AhiKFURT (AP) - Police

Oirested about 60 right-wing
extremists who marched through
the southwestern town of Worms
yesterday in violation of a nation-
wide ban on rallies marking the

anniversary of former Hitler

deputy Rudolph Hess' death.
Police look neo-Nazis into pro-’

tective custody elesewhere, or
turned back groups at the French
border who were making their

ya\ lc the demonstration some
«3C km south of Frankfurt,

Police in Worms said nearly
200 counter-demonstrators filled

the town s main square to protest
the neo-Nazi gathering, but no
clashes uere reported.

Police in the southwestern
states of Baden-Wuememburg
and Hess said they took 44 sus-
pected neo-Nazis into protective
custody.

Authorities banned neo-Nazi
raiiic? nationwide in anticipation'

?
l

7

^^bes marking die Aug. I7t

ritat’n of Hess in West
Berlin ^ Spandau prison.
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A 21st-century Johnny Appleseed
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T\ESGNING food packaging

I Irequmes more than some-
that will merely keen

the product together, lb say com-
petitive, manufacturers have to
design products that are attractive,
mendly to the environment and
which even keep fee food fresh or
help it cook.

Joseph Miltz, a chemical
fcx** ea

JI®®er and packagfag.expert
at the Haifa Technion, is currently
heading a team effort to mate food
wisp and brown in the microwave
insififld of becoming hot but remain-
ing “sickly” pale. According to the
Technion ’s Focus newsletter , the
team are analyzing elements that
cause die food to brown, including
food composition and package char-
acteristics such as type and thickness
of its laminated metal coating.

Another Miltz project is to find
ways to use recycled plastic as a
middle layer between two “virgin”
layers of plastic, on condition that

the researchers can prove pollutants

in the recycled layer won’t seep
through to the food. Miltz is also
looking into the possibility of devel-

oping plastic trays to replace metal
cans for food packaging plastic is

cheaper for food companies because
of lighter

-

weight and lower trans-

portation costs.

“Active packaging" - a technique

of using oxygen-absorbing pads
under a bottle cap or wrapping toma-
toes with ethylene absorbers to

retain freshness- are very popular in

Japan today, but not in the US,
where consumers are suspicious of
die safety of such innovations.

MBtz, who says active packaging is

harmless, is. looking into ways to

incorporate the active elements into

the packaging so that they won't
offend Western buyers.

LONG-DISTANCE
HOUSE-HUNTING

A computerized database for real-

tore and assessors has been designed

to let potential clients see full-color

photographs ofproperties upfor sale

orient. The two-year-old Tfelereview

company, established by Yegar
Avrech and his partners Haim
Lazerovich ami Golan Becker; pro-

vides this service.

A person living in Tfel Aviv, for

example, who is interested in an
apartment in EOat doesn't have to fly

south to look for a flat He can view

many properties, snapped by pro-

fessional photographers, over a

computer screen. After selecting

those that interesthim, he can ask to

see diem in - person, but it is not

unusual for customers to buy an

apartment merely after viewing

them on the database.

The Pbotortatflan system is updat-

ed daily before 8 a.m. Telereview

customers may receive a file ofpho-

tos at their e-mail address every

morning. The largest number of

properties is listed between

Thursday and Friday. Foreign cus-

tomers may also find potential prop-

erties; as the database is hooked up

to 300 real estate and assessors

offices around the world. Perhaps

one day, virtual reality could be

used to “tour” homes while maneu-

vering care's computer mouse.

Avrech, who initiated the idea, has
opened Israel first real-estate ser-
vice on tire Interna for individual
searching for properties. More infor-
mation can be obtained from 03-
5470547.

WIREDTOAPRON STRINGS
The feet that many worried par-

ents have supplied their soldier chil-
dren with a cellular phone is known;
now parents sending their young-
sters to overseas camps and trips are
renting special cellular phones that
wok overseas as well.
United Call, a Ramat Gan-based

company that leases orilular phones
abroad, says there has been a 100
percent increase in such rentals in
the past yeat Most of the phones are
used in North America and Europe.
United Call managing director Yossi
Branknopf says anxious parents feel
secure when they can reach their
travelling child at any time. The
company also provides phones for
use m Eastern Europe.

HOUSE ON-LINE
• Accent Software's NetCreature
division has been hired to build an
Internet site for the Knesset The
Jerusalem software company plans a
site that will offer “virtual tour” of
the parliament budding, with full

details on the Knesset's activities. It

is being created in cooperation with
the Knesset's computer unit and
library and will also serve all fac-
tions. The planned launch in Hebrew
will be in September, and an English
version win follow.

“Others build sites, but we build
bridges,“says NetCreature director

Dudi Fuchs. “The project will be a
bridge over which die citizenry will

be able to contact their representa-

tives in die Knesset directly or via

the committeesto get information in
any subject related to die legislative

process.

GREEN GREENHOUSE
Local scientists have developed a

solar-energy desert greenhouse
whose energy costs are significantly

lower than conventional systems.

Prof. Dov Pasternak and Dr. Eli

Korin of Ben-Gurion University and
engineer Uri Dror of foe Nifla Ltd.

company built a greenhouse with a

tunnel-like section covered with

plastic, screened windows and two
solarcellscontaininga plastic sleeve

full of water.A mobilepolyethylene

screen allows maximum penetration

of sun during die day and thermal

insulation al night
The innovative system, recently

displayed at the recent Agritech

exhibition in Tel Aviv, has a number
of benefits: the operating costs are a
third of conventional greenhouses;

no mist is created inside and the

leaves do not become wet fa addi-

tion, says Pasternak, it can be run

either automatically or manually in

places lacking electricity. The
patented system is suited especially

to desert climates with strong sun-

light. On dear summer nights, the

system raises foe inside temperature

by 9 degrees Celsius above the out-

side teperature. On a cloudy night

after a rainy day, inside temperatures

are 6 degrees higher foan outside.

JUDY SIEGEL-rrZKOVICH

I
F you see what looks like giant carrots
dropping from an airship and hear the

pitter-patter of falling trees, they may
not be the “unidentified flying objects"
recently sighted over Israel or pie in the

skyfout, the brainchild of Dr. Moshe
Alamaro, an Israeli-trained aeronautical
engineer at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, who aims to fight global
warming with tree planting like a 21st- cen-

tury Johnny Appleseed.
Alamaro, who was bom in Italy and raised

here, left in 1982 for the US. From working
at Israel Aircraft Industries and the Israel

Navy, he is now working with his MIT part-

ner Nicholas Patrick to establish an interna-

tional consortium for fighting global warm-
ing. Alamaro was in Israel recently, on a

stop-off from a visit to South Korea, to inter-

est local companies and investors fa the con-
sortium and share the cost and technologies.

The young scientist says that many parts

of the world that are now bare of trees, but

used to support forests, have the potential of
doing so again. Middle Eastern forests were
cleared by the Ottoman Empire during the

19th century; trees died in Greenland and
high-altitude parts of Europe in the 13th
century due to climatic changes; forest fires

have ravaged large tracts of forest in

Colorado, Alaska and New Mexico in recent

years. “All these places, as well as large

parts of Canada, northeast Asia, Africa and
South America, can once again support
forests, given a feasible reforestation tech-

nology."

But planting trees, especially in outlying

regions, is a difficult task, as any Jewish
National Fund worker can tell you. Thus

Alamaro and Patrick have adapted a 25-

year-oid technique of dropping seedlings

from foe air. They have already seen that

their idea can work.

In the late 1970s, John Writers of the

University of British Columbia's research

forest investigated the possibility of refor-

esting logged-out areas from an aircraft But
his earth-filled darts scattered the soil if they

hit it (thus the saplings did not easily take

root), and if they hit a rock or tree stump,

they exploded. Hie two developed a larger,

stronger, slicker cone made of biodegrad-

able material and holding a sapling, soil,

nutrients and water bags about 20 or 30 cen-

timeters in height. Dropped from an
unmanned airship in the sky, the “missile"
reaches a speed of 300 kilometers a hour and
plants itself in reckless, uninhabited soil.

Since dropping these would be dangerous in

areas populated by animals and humans,
Alamaro and Patrick intend to work in

remote areas where no ooe would be hurt.

Any place without rocks or debris would be
suitable, even in a desert, if it received

enough rainfall to sustain foe tree.

What would be the use of this? Alamaro
explains thai trees remove carbon dioxide
from the air as they grow. According to the

US Depanmem of Energy, a hectare of pine
trees absorbs nearly 10 tons of C02 each
year. This can reduce the danger of global
wanning. Laws fa foe US and elsewhere
increasingly require electric-power compa-
nies and those that carry out logging opera-
dais to plant trees to compensate for the

barm they have done to the atmosphere. It

doesn *t matter where they plant foe trees -

it could be in Alaska or Antarctica for that

matter - as Jong as they survive and gobble
up carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

Dr. Moshe Almaro plans to fight global

warming with tree planting.

The team has already dropped their cones

from a plane fa an unpopulated pan of

Bedford. Massachusetts, and “everything is

growing fine. Now we're modifying foe pro-

cedure a bit.” Alamaro recently visited

Japan, whose ministry of industry’s mechan-

ical engineering institute is waking on a

solar-powered, " remote-controlled airship

for communications purposes. Two

investors are former US secretary of state

Alexander Haig and his son, who hope to
launch 250 of these balloons into the lower
stratosphere to function as communications
satellites butmuch more cheaply than those
hurled into space. These airships, says
Alamaro, could double as tree-planting Sta-

tons and monitor their landing. "This could
be done by infrared sighting, which is car-
ried out much better at night than during the
day. because it's cooler and movement of
animals and people could more easily be
picked up."
Low-iyfag countries such as Bangladesh

and foe Netherlands may be foe first to suf-

S5°bal warming, he continues. As
foe heat melts Arctic ice, the oceans will

rise, and these countries could be flooded.
"Dius reducing carbon dioxide concentra-
tions is urgently needed.
Pine trees, such as those that grow in foe

Jerusalem area, are especially resilient to
cold, but other types could be air-dropped
as welt. “In less foan a year, we can Stan in

places hit by forest fires in the US,"
Alamaro predicts. Sha'ar Hagai near
Jerusalem, which was hit last year by a
severe forest Are, would not be a very suit-
able site due to its rockiness, but the flatter

areas there could possibly be a good target.

“As we gain experience, we wiU make our
offer to power companies, mass rqanufac-
turing the containers and planting hundreds
of millions of trees at a cost of 25 to 40
cents apiece."

Dr. AJamaro can be reached at foe

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Room 3-335, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139 or by e-mail: alamaro@mitedu

Wristwatch beeper comes to the rescue

YAD Sarah’s emergency
beeper system recently

saved the life of an elderly,

sickly widower who resides alone

fa the capital's Bukharian quarter.

After feeling unwell, die man man-
aged to press the emergency beep-

er “wristwatch” linked to his phone
line.

The voluntary organization

immediately called the man’s
home, but no one answered.

Worried, after noting on the com-
puter screen the man’s medical his-

tory (hypertension, chronic lung

disease and overweight), a Magen
David Adorn ambulance was sent

to the home and a neighbor

informed. When he didn't respond

to the doorbell, the MDA team
called foe fire services, who broke

down foe door. An MDA mobile

intensive care unit arrived and
revived foe man. Diagnosis: A
heart attack. Yad Sarah quickly

informed Bfloir Holiro Hospital,

where the patient was sent for treat-

ment, foal he was allergic to most

types of antibiotics.

The voluntary medical aid orga-

nization based in Jerusalem is cur-

rently installing large numbers of
emergency beepers in thehomesof
old people living alone in the

Beergheba and central region. They
are provided at a cost of NIS 200,

including a battery for use during

power failures. For more informa-

tion, call Yad Sarah at02-6444422.

SHORTENING COLDS
It isn’t a cure for foe common

cold, but US researchers have
found an inexpensive throat

lozenge that seem- to shorten the

duration of a cold. The study, by
scientists at foe Cleveland Clinic

Foundation, was published in the

latest issue of foe Annats of
Internal Medicine.

Non-prescription zinc gluconate

throat lozenges were found to cut

foe duration of cold symptoms

HEALTH SCAN
POST HEALTH REPORTER

nearly fa half, wrote pediatrician

Dr. Michael Macknin. Trying the

lemon-flavored zinc lozenges and
placebo lozenges on 100 clinic

staffers suffering from colds, be
found that symptoms, including

coughing, sneezing, headaches,
nasal congestion, hoarseness,

runny noses and sore throats, were
eliminated in an average of four

days for the group that took zinc

lozenges and seven days in the con-

trol group.

The lozenges, marketed fa foe

US under the brand name Cold-

eeze, are not perfect, however.
Eight out of 10 who used them
complained of a metallic aftertaste

and 20 percent suffered some
annoying side-effects including

mouth irritation and nausea. At
least seven previous studies of zinc

and colds yielded conflicting

results. Macknin warned against

taking zinc as a preventive mea-
sure. saying that no studies have
investigated whether foe mineral

prevents colds and that more
research is neededon the effects of
taking zinc over a long period.

LEND ME YOUR EAR
Why do mothers tend to hold

infants on their left arm? One
explanation is obvious: most
women are right handed, so they

free their more dextrous hand for

taking care of foe baby. However;
Dr. Hairy Sieratzld, an expert fa

neonatology at London's
Hammersmith Hospital, led a team
that presented a new explanation.

fa a recent issue of The Lancet,

they explained that putting the

baby in this position frees bus left

ear so he can bear foe mother's

voice. This is related to the organi-

zation of foe human brain, the

researchers explained. Each side of

the brain is specialized to process

different aspects of speech; the left

side, which gets information main-
ly from foe right ear; handles the

structure of language the grammar
and syntax of speech and foe con-

tents of words.

But when mothers speak to their

babies, the researchers suggest,

they express themselves not

through words and grammar but

through the sound of their voice -
foe tone and melody of their

speech. The right side of foe brain

that processes tone and melody
gets most of its information from
the left ear. So when mothers
instinctively cradle their infant on
the left side, foe baby's left ear is

free to absorb tone and melody, if

not foe sense, of their words.

ON-LINE BABIES
On-line, computerized supervi-

sion of premature babies has been
installed at Jerusalem's Bikur
Holim Hospital Described as “foe

first of its kind’’ in foe country, the

system allows staff to have all data

on each neonate at their fingertips:

heartbeat, blood pressure, respira-

tion and other vital parameters. By
pressing a code, foe operator can
get all the information about each
baity, including what drugs he or

she is getting and progress in

development Neonatal intensive

care unit director Prof. Rina Gil

says foe system was developed
over the past two years in accor-

dance with the unites special

'

requirements.

Dr. Dan Gur, who was in charge

of the computerization project,

says a special system was devel-

oped to produce an electronic med-
ical file for each young patient All

foe information is available in real-

time over foe weeks or months that

they are hospitalized. Bikur

Holim's 25-year-old neonatal

intensive care unit was foe first

established in IsraeL

The case of the
fading fax document

TELL ME WHY
JUDY SIEGEL4TZKOV1CH

/
* received a fax on my fax
machine, which uses chemi-
cal paper. It was an impor-

tant document, but it faded
quickly andnow it is gone. WJua
causes this to happen? Is there

any way of restoring faxes that

faded into oblivion? Nahum
,
Beit

ZayiL
Technicians at five fax repair

shops inJerusalem agreedon this

answer:

The thin chemical paper used in

old-fashioned fax machines is

sensitive to light and heat. Light
makes the writing fade, and heat

makes foe paper turn black. It’s

always a good idea to photostat on
regular paper any important fax
that is produced on chemical
paper.

Unfortunately, there is no way
to restore the text of a fax mes-
sage that has faded or blacked out.

Regarding evolution, l always
wondered why - if creatures

developed over billions of years
from simple cells to plants to

lower animals to higher animals
— we didn’taU end up asthe same
creatures instead of such diverse

flora andfauna. What is die sci-

entist's explanation? Alice,

Omer.
Prof. Elian Chernov, an expert

in evolution at the Hebrew
UniversityofJerusalem, replies:

There is competition among the

species. Each of them reached a
certain stage because it found its

ecological niche under specific

geographical, environmental and
climatological conditions where it

lived. Thus each species became
foe best and will not change until

some other species adapts better

and replaces it or there is some
catastrophe that destroys it. If the

climate, geography and environ-

ment fa the whole world were
completely uniform, life would
not have progressed beyond foe

virus, because there would be no
competition and no adaptation to

an ecological niche.

I know that mutations can
change a person'sDNA over the

course of his lifetime. Does that

mean thattheDNA ofadultiden-
tical twins is not the same as it

was at birth? Hagai,Ariel
Prof. Rivka Carrrd ofthe genet-

ics department at Ben-Gurion
University ofthe Negev explains:

The “genetic fingerprint" of
identical twins is exactly the

same. However, various environ-

mental influences to which each is

exposed during life can cause

mutations to develop in the DNA
of some of their tissues. If one
twin lived in Chernobyl at the

time of the nuclear disaster, he
could have suffered mutations
that increase his risk of cancer,

while the other twin would not.

These mutations would not show
up in foe blood cells, but it would
appear in tissues of various affect-

ed organs.

Viruses, ultraviolet light and
ocher environmental influences

can cause these somatic changes,

as could nuclear radiation. Twins
could, by the way, both have a
genetic pre-disposition to a cer-

tain disease, but the disease
wouldn’t necessarily have to

occur fa both if the two were not

exposed to foe same degree to

environmental triggers that cause
the disease to appear.

An environmentally friendly CD-ROM
D1SK-COVERY

JUDY S1EGEL-1TZKOV1CH

S\LAMO Shel Ozde> a Hebrew

m Wmmslatwn ofDigital Impact

\jF ImL's Ozde’s World, a CD-

ROM. produced and marketed by

Mahshevet Ud.,

for children aged three to eight.

NIS 159.

Rating: four stars out ofJive

^ This is undoubtedly foe only

computer program fa foe

HSTglif; accompamed by a 54-page users

LV ! *H ^Sprinted on

MIIIm and five Jerusalem P^***®^1

planting medium ready for genxu-

(

v

jy nation in an empty yogurt contain-

^The US company that developed

this software should be congramlat-

cd for foe thought that uM £
and Mahshevet deserves tarios

choosing to adapt it for

audience of children. AgwwWg
and protecting the

foe message of the
«d *

remains foe key idea ttatWgh<
?f,0

instead of being

produce yet another *°ds

under foe guise ofbeing

aLAnychild who spends hours p»

S tough all *
SSL on scS* wffl umloubedy

become 'grew' <t£- m°T?
ronmenttHy aware) than bef0I**

h
Ozzte is a friendly beaverwho

guides foe useramong five

Ites: his bedroom, foe seashore, tne

is shown: sandwiches jump out of a

picnic basket onto a blanket; a lion-

faced clock begins to roar.

Each of the sites also has four

objects that lead to games. A puzzle

piece is clicked to produce a full-

screen puzzle, that can function on

any of three levels of difficulty- A
magnifying glass, when clicked,

turns into a picture with hidden

objects that must be discovered

with the help of clues.

Click on foe yellow dump truck

and you get a classification game:

various objects run across foe

screen as if on a conveyor belt, and

foe user has to drag it into the prop-

er category. One typical game

requires seating junk mto recycling

pOes according to whether they are

made of plastic, paper, meal °r

glass.A ttophy iscbcMm produce

a memory game: dKk on w*’.'™?"

flows and try to find pairs of ani-

mals. If you complete all of them, a

nice Dhoto is uncovered.
-

^ThSeganes will interest kids on

foe younger end of
foo ap

foe Syountfag part^
t/L /JL in or 12 year oWs, and

not just up to eight as designated by

KffSi scientific expen-

<Ofemo Shel tefe’ comes with a user’s manual printed on recycled

^^.Eachpffoe«^^
be reacted by clicking tbemwjj

- on a signpost or on a map. The

i screens are full of objects

mals, household objects, pfanis and

various paraphernalia. £Iic

them and colorful clever animation

access foes^ote^
^untflanon-areen

nnens. then simultaneouslyjyess
.foe

% ]aTm tie keyboard while

^J^4emonse.Tbis^gnbe

^^®way wasn'tdevisedtoopen

househ^d items- ^m^
*°PP0^Tftao a «**
by

skewenng 00
^powered

^^etVacut cylindrical

ran fined with aluminum fbiL Or,

using an apple stuck on an axis,

make a model explaining the sea-

sons and foe change of day fltio

night Ozzie also invites users to

catth bugs and worms and
examine

them while they feed in a jar - but

insists foal they be^"returned to their

natural sunttundings" when they re

finished, instead of™mgfoeml

Two other green-minded assign-

ments: sending a ccmtribuoon to the

Whale Adoption Project m Mame

/you can “adopt" a whale by setect-

Sffiom photographs)^\ vmmg

Jfatter of support to People for foe

Ethical Treatment of Animals m

that many offoe

Hebrew voice-overs are delivered
m

^monotonous, soporific ro«; P^

fessiooal actors could have beep

used. But this delightful program is

worth buying and uang again and

again.

Safer Ha'Igayon (in Hebrew),

and the Book of Nonsense (in

English), byEdward Lear. A book-

and-CD-ROM combination sold

separatelyin the two languages,for

children of all ages. Produced by

Maxima, marketed by Hed-Artd

Multimedia in Or Yehuda. NIS 69

for each set.

Rating: foree-and-a-half stars out

of five
. .

This offering is like cranberry

juice; sharp, refreshing but not to

everyone’s taste.
_

Hed Artzi

Multimedia and Maxima are to be

congratulated for producing an

unconventional piece of software

and a bode, in two languages, to

mark the 1 50th anniversary of the

publication of Edward Lear’s Book

of Nonsense.The writer, bom in

London in 1 812, first earned his liv-

ing at 15 by drawing birds and other

art At 19, be started working as a

draftsman for the London
Zoological Society. He gradually

moved on from natural-history art

to landscape paintings, and then

during the mid- 1830s, began to

write nonsense verse for children.

The Book of Nonsense was pub-

lished fa 1846. Consisting of short

rhymed verses, it is regarded as a
• masterpiece of children’s literature.

A man ofgreat humoi; he wrote this

about himself: How pleasant to

know Mr. Lear! Who has written

such volumes of stuff! Some think

him in-tempered and queer, but a

few think him pleasant enough. His

mind is concrete andfastidious. His

nose is remarkably big; His visage

ismore or lesshideous. His beard it

resembled a wig.

Youngsters who like to savor and

play with words should first read the

46-page book; a typical offering:

There was an Old Person whose

habits, Induced him to feed upon

Rabbits; When he'd eaten eighteen,

he turned perfectly green, Upon

which he relinquished those habits.

The CD-ROM contains all the

poems and more. Clickon mote foan

two dozen eggs, each will crack and

one of Lear's creatures will appear.

Avokre recites the poem as you read

foe text on the screen and enjqy foe

animation. The CD-ROM can also

be listened to asan ordnaiycompos

disk, without the antics on the com-

puter. This low-priced product is a

wonderful change of pace, but if

your kids are addicted to anion

games and don’t care much about

language, it would bate them.

EYE
ON THE
MEDIA
DAVID BAR-ILLAN

Media reporting on Israel is not only relentlessly unfair but immensely

harmful to Israel and to democratic values.

The Jerusalem Post's popular and hard-hitting Eye on the Meda column
cites specific media reports and names to expose the bias, distortions

and gross factual errors that plague such coverage. Reprinted here are

97 recent columns on the way the American, European— and Israeli—
media report events.

Eye on foe Media is an eye opener, essential reading for everyone who
cares about Israel, truth and journalistic ethics.

David Bar-Man’s column Is outstanding. He Is 100% right.

TeddyKoBek (Davar, August21, 1992)

JP Price: NIS 45.00

To: Books Dept., The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

TeL 02-241282

Please send me Eye on the Media, Enclosed Is my check for

NIS 45.00 per copy, payable to The Jerusalem Post. Credit card
orders accepted by phone.
Add NIS 14 per copy for overseas air mail delivery-

Name.

Address,

City.

Code, Tel.,

Please fist gift recipients* names on a separate piece of paper.
<u>i»en
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Turkey’s shameful occupation

UNITED Nations leaders have always
loved citing Cyprus as one of their

peacekeeping success stories. This is,

and always has been, arrant nonsense. Cyprus
had been a powderkeg waiting to explode since
Turkey launched, and got away with, an inva-

sion of the island in 1974 every bit as brutal as

Saddam Hussein's annexation of Kuwait The
Cyprus problem is a problem of invasion and
occupation that simply has not been addressed
by the international community. The recent

renewed clashes demonstrate that the time is

long overdue for the world to wake up to the
serious- dangers posed by Turkey’s intransigent

refusal to accept the long proposed demilitariza-

tion of Cyprus and creation of a binational fed-

eral republic'.

UN officials have been known to plead that

since Cyprus has been at de facto peace since

1974, a final de jure solution there can wait the
fullness of time. This again is further nonsense.
It is only when the so-called UN success stories

are put to the test, they begin to fall apart
Cyprus is at peace since 1974 in die same way
that Kuwait would have been at peace if all its

citizens had been driven out and Iraqis settled

there. The United Nations and the Western pow-
ers have played the hypocrites in Cyprus for too
long. The north ofCyprus was ravaged and eth-
nically cleansed by the Turkish army. The prop-
erties of all its Greek Cypriot residents were
simply stolen and handed to Turkish Cypriots
and tens of thousands of mainland Thrks who
were brought over to settle the territory.

There was no Operation Desert Storm to save

Cyprus. In 1974, the Cold War was still at its

peak, and NATO ally Turkey was far too impor-
tant to deserve anything more than a slap on die
wrist for assaulting its island neighbor. Neither
has there been in 22 years any hint of a Dayton
peace settlement, enrorcable by NATO, for die

unfortunate Cypriots. It is scarcely surprising

that the anger of Greek Cypriots and their sup-
porters boilover occasionally in demonstrations

on the island. Neither is it surprising that the

Turks react with the savagery typical of their

traditional handling of Cyprus. As if the scenes
of a Greek Cypriot demonstrator being beaten

to death by an ugly mob last week was not

enough, the Turkish army followed it by using
overwhelming gunfire against an unarmed
demonstrator climbing as flagpole.

Even the usually mealy-mouthed UN head-
quarters in Nicosia was obliged to protest

strongly “the totally unwarranted use of force

by Turkish or Turkish Cypriot military person-

nel.” The demonstrator was shot five times

while climbing a flagpole to tear down a

Turkish banner on the Green Line. Turkish or

Turkish Cypriot soldiers then proceeded to fire

some 25 to 50 rounds indiscriminately into the

crowd inside the buffer zone," the UN statement
added.

The US House of Representatives a year ago
approved a long-overdue resolution - too litue

and too late - describing Turkish military occu-

pation of northern Cyprus as unacceptable and
demanding complete demilitarization of the

divided country, while the unity of Jerusalem as

Israel’s capital gets a good share of internation-

al debate, the scandal of the totally divided

ancient city of Nicosia goes mostly unremarked.

The suspicion is that many of the principals in

the Cyprus affair continue to turn a blind eye

because their past record on it is so appalling

they would rather forget iL

Turkey has always refused to accept that

Cyprus, a patently Greek island through and
through, was just one more victim of Ottoman
greed in this region. When the Ottomans van-

ished, Turkish claims to Cyprus should have
vanished with them. The British Empire
acquired, ruled and finally quit Cyprus with

characteristic deviousness. When Greek

Cypriots objected to their rule in the 1950s, the

British created ethnic division by fanning hith-

erto non-existent Turkish nationalism, recruit-

ing Turkish Cypriot policemen to flush out

Greek Cypriot rebels.

After independence was won in 1960, Greece
reftised to accept iL and sent in the neo-fascist

underground of George Grivas to overthrow

Archbishop Makarios. The Greek military junta

in Athens was heavily supported by a United
States then busy countering Soviet
Communism by encircling it with right-wing

regimes. After the Athens-made coup in 1974,

Turkey seized the opportunity to invade Cyprus
in a brutal operation proudly code-named
‘Attila’. United Nations troops, sent in the

1960s to prevent ethnic clashes, simply fled

before die Turks. Some 200,000 of the 500,000
Greek Cypriots were driven across the cease-

fire line at the point of Turkish guns. Their

properties were expropriated and every trace of

Greek culture was expunged from the north.

Ancient Byzantine churches were stripped of
their paintings, Greek artifacts and museum
contents were shipped overseas for sale to avid

collectors. Turkey augmented the small Turkish

Cypriot population by flooding Cyprus with

tens of thousands of its less desirable citizens

from Anatolia.
•' ~ \ .7

Many wondered in subsequent years why-the

Greek Cypriots - formidable fighters against

the British - failed to harass the occupation

forces, accepting their fate with much diplomat-

ic noise, but no action. The answer is simple -

the Turkish army declared its intention of taking

the whole island if a shot were fired. Turkey,

while denying at that time even the existence of
the Kurds its army was killing on the mainland,

pleaded that it was upholding the minority

rights of the Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus.

It is high time someone impressed on Ankara
that majorities also have their rights. Those of
the Greek Cypriots have been trampled on for

too long.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LONG-TERM VISION

Sir, - The cabinet has agreed ef-

fectively to end the four-year freeze

on settlement construction in Judea,

Samaria and the Gaza Strip. The
move was described by Prime Min-
ister Binyamin Netanyahu as cor-

recting “the discrimination against

Jewish settlement” over the Green

Line. This makes sense. The basis

upon which to encourage growth in

settlements should never have been

a line of any color that we might not

have wanted to abide by in the

future.

However, by strengthening settle-

ments everywhere, are we not set-

ting ourselves - and those people

who would be moving to those areas

-up for a fall? Is Netanyahu making
a negotiating ploy on the backs of

settlers, or does the cabinet’s deci-

sion fall in line with a long-awaited,

long-term plan?

It is possible that the existence

and the growth of settlements

caused the Palestinians to realize

that they had better get moving on
reaching an agreement with Israel

before it became too late. And the

reality of an increasing Jewish popu-

lation may well serve as an advan-

tage in negotiations. Yet this does
not preclude the possibility that not
all the settlements will be able to be
annexed when the final lines are

drawn. It seems every bit as
thoughtless and irrational to encour-

age people to move to settlements in

densely populated Arab areas that

may not ultimately end up being part

of Israel as it was for the previous

NEW POSTING
Sir, - In your article of August 1,

“Levy recalls Labor appointees
from posts abroad,” your reporter
refers to foreign ministry diplomat
Colette Avital.

Ms. Avital is a professional career

diplomat with many years in die

service of the ministry and the State

of Israel. She is currently complet-
ing her four- year posting as Israel’s

Consul-General in New York and
will be returning to the ministry in

the near future in order to take up a
senior post

DANIEL SHEK,
Spokesman,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Jerusalem.

government to grant autonomy to

Palestinians in areas located right in

the middle of densely-populated

Jewish areas that undoubtedly will

be pan of Israel forever.

Now that final-status negotiations

are near, it would seem prudent to

have our settlement policy go hand-

in-hand with our vision of the map
we can agree to live with in the

future. Demanding “peace now”
with no plan for security and recip-

rocal commitment is shortsighted.

Immediate gratification does not

necessarily bode well for future sat-

isfaction. However, haphazardly

caving in to demands from the right

to enhance growth in settlements

regardless of where they are located

is equally lacking in vision.

What is crucial at this juncture is

a long-term plan, something we can

see ourselves “settling for.” Such a

map may not be ideal, but it may be
the only workable one. It may not

encompass every centimeter of land,

but it should allow for the eventual

annexation of the majority of Jewish
settlements, while leaving the ma-
jority of Palestinians on the other

side of a secure and defensible

border.

Only with that long-term vision in

mind should the decision be made
on which settlements to strengthen,

and which areas should get the li-

on’s share of the very limited re-

sources the government has to offer.

SHACHAR LOSHINSKY
Jerusalem.

SECURITY PRISONERS
Sir, -I am at a loss to understand

why the two Arab security prisoners

who tnnneled their way out of Ash-
moret Prison, worked so arduously
for several months to escape to
freedom.

If only they waited a little long-
er... they, too, like thousands of
Arab terrorists, including murderers
with “Jewish blood on their
hands,” could have been “par-
doned” and released by the Israeli

government
SHIFRA HOFFMAN,

Founder and President,

Victims of Arab Terror
International

Jerusalem.

PILLARS OF PEACE

Sir, - Moshe Kohn (A Viewfrom
Nov

,

July 26) tries oh so very veiy

hard to make Netanyahu look good,

but ofcourse be doesn’t succeed. He
tries to prove to us that Bibi’s re-

marks about democracy in his fam-

ous speech to Congress do not imply

that he won’t make peace with the

Arabs until they become more
democratic.

But Netanyahu’s remarks about

democracy were made as an integral

part of his statements about “three

pillars of peace.” The first “pillar”

was “security.” Netanyahu said be

won’t mate peace with any Arabs

who persist in terrorism or violence.

The second “pillar” was “reciproc-

ity,” that is, we were to understand

from this that Israel would take no

steps toward reconciliation and

peace unless the Arabs fulfilled their

commitments as promised.

And the third “pillar” on which

peace depends, he said, is democra-

cy among our Arab neighbors. He
did to say that we will wait with

peace until they become more dem-
ocratic, but patting “democracy” in

the same context as “security” and

“reciprocity,” we can infer that that

was what he meant In other words,

according to Bibi, peace may just a

well wait for another generation or

two.

Moshe Kohn would do better to

use his extensive scriptural knowl-
edge to write an article about false

or inept advisers, such as Ahitophel.

MOSHE KERN
Tel Aviv.

REFORM JUDAISM
Sir, - I refer to Yoel Lerner’s

letter of August 2 about Reform
Judaism.
The writer appears to be totally

ignorant of the facts. Reform liturgy

bears no resemblance whatsovever

to that of Christian churches. I write

from experience, having been shel-

tered by a Christian family during

the war years (1939-45).

I think Mr. Lerner is confusing

Reform Judaism with Messianic Ju-

daism. The two have no connection

at all.

P. SINCLAIR
Netanya.

— .,18. 1996TO Jerusalem PM

Power
vacuum
STEPHEN BRYEN

Communicate, don’t commute

I
wonder how many Israelis

have read A Place in the Sun,
the book written by Binyamin

Netanyahu before he became
Israel’s prime minister. In Jordan
it’s a best seller.

The Arabic translation, pub-
lished with a handsome portrait of
the author on its cover, is the main
attraction at one of the Jordanian

capital’s many outdoor book
bazaars.

Its prominent display typifies

the extent to which King
Hussein’s Arab subjects and their

brethren throughout the Arab
world seem to be fascinated if not

obsessed by the new Israeli leader.

Netanyahu’s statements, inter-

views and activities get heavy
coverage in the local press as

well as on Jordanian radio and
TV. Israel seems to fascinate the

public in Jordan and the local

media consistently respond to

tiiis trend, especially when the

incumbent prime minister is con-

cerned.

This may be attributable to the

fact that the governments of
Jordan and Israel are signatories

to a peace treaty that formalized

and publicized the tacit under-

standings that calmed the two
/neighboring states since Black
September, 1970. It was then

that the Hashemite Kingdom and
the Palestine Liberation

Organization parted company.
It is surprising, therefore, that

many of the benefits of peace
have not yet been reaped. No
Israeli television, radio and
newspaper correspondents have

been assigned on a long-term

basis to Amman. Nor have their

Jordanian counterparts been sta-

tioned in Jerusalem.

Jordanian and (Jewish) Israeli

high school students do not have

to master Hebrew and Arabic

respectively.

Israeli tourists keep an
extremely low profile in the

Jordanian capital. Outside of

Petra, which is this country’s

main tourist attraction, Israelis

are virtually invisible. Jordanian

JAY BUSH1NSKY

tourism to Israel also is imper-
ceptible.

THE NEWS media can act as a

catalyst for mutual understand-

ing and person- to-person contact
But that role cannot be per-

formed if the journalists are not

on foe spot to cover events as

they occur or explain the social,

economic and political problems

that concern the host country's

people.

Amman is one of the region’s

Occasional forays

by seasoned

reporters are not

enough

capitals that should be covered
regularly and thoroughly by
Israeli correspondents. The oth-

ers are Cairo, Ankara and
Nicosia. And their Jordanian and
Egyptian colleagues should be
filing' from Jerusalem^ is,

wrong for editorship rely almost
exclusively on international

news agencies whose orientation

must be global and whose dis-

patches must be as meaningful to

readers in Hong Kong as to those

in Aq3ba or EilaL Occasional

forays by seasoned reporters are

not enough.
Much of the infrastructure for

normalization of relations at the

people-to-people level already

exists. Israeli motorists can
drive across the Sheikh Hussein

Bridge to Jordan, exchange their

yellow license plates for black on
white Jordanian ones and pro-

ceed to Jerash, Irbid or any other

destination on the East Bank.

The same is true of the Arava
Crossing that links Eilat and
Aqaba. But the number of
(Jewish) Israeli drivers and pas-

sengers willing to see Jordan on

their own is relatively small. The

process seems to be less daunting

for Israeli Arabs able to converse

with the Jordanian officials in

Arabic. There also are regularly-

scheduled bus and plane connec-

tions between the two countries.

A newly-instituted regulation

stipulating that individual Israeli

tourists must obtain their visas at

foe Jordanian consulate in Ramat
Gan rather than through their

travel agents as in the past is a

step backward.

At the political level, the key

to genuine, lasting peace does

not lie exclusively in one coun-

try's submission to the territorial

claims of the other. This is

demonstrated in the points raised

by Rami G. Khouri in his column
in The ordon Times on the status

of the bilateral peace signed by

King Hussein and the late prime

minister Yitzhak Rabin in

October, 1994 . His points may
be far-fetched, but they do reflect

the thinking of Jordan's large if

not dominant Palestinian inhabi-

tants.

“Many Jordanians see Israel’s

treatment of Palestinians, Lebanese

and Syrians as confirming the

Israeli desire to assert Israeli-,

-supremacy in the - region,” he -

writes. This is further complicat-

ed by the reality that several mil-

lion Jordanians of Palestinian ori-

gin claim restitution from the

Israeli state of lands and economic
interest that Israel has neither

addressed nor even acknowl-
edged.”

One can only hope that open-
ing of unfettered channels of
communications between the two
nations will dispel Khouri’s
notion of “Israel’s arrogance or
its exaggerated sense of superior-

ity and unilateral security.”

A regular flow of stories in

Hebrew datelined Amman and in

Arabic datelined Jerusalem could
overcome such misguided per-
ceptions.

The writer is with the
Chicago-Sun Times.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT
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Not so East to begin with, this turtle plods through the mucky
Hula. It’s hard to say where it was going when this photo was
taken in 1955, but we can't imagine it has yet arrived.

(Werner Braun)

POSTSCRIPTS
JOUNI JUSSILA is a sports
champion. His wife is mere lug-

gage-

Jussila and his tiny wife Tima
romped through a grueling obsta-
cle course in Finland to become
the first wife-carrying champion of
the world.

The Finnish laborer out-
shlepped a field of 32 pairs over
foe 235 meter course.

Cheered on by nearly 5,000
highly partisan spectators, he took
home a mobile phone, a check for

$250, a loaf of rye bread and, most
importantly, his wife’s weight - 44
liters — in beer.

The Rabelaisian contest is root-
ed in foe legend of Rookainen the
Robber, said in foe 19th century to
have tested aspiring members of
Itis gang by forcing them to lug
sacks of grain or live swine over a
simflar course. Ii also purportedly
stems from an even earlier tribal
practice of wife-stealing - fo honor
of which, many contestants now
take up foe challenge with some-
one else’s wife.

A Swedish TV journalist, who
participated in the race, said; “The
Finns have a bizarre sense of
reality.”

IN A COUNTRY wild aboui
beauty contests, the newest title at
stake in the Philippines is “Miss
RaL”

In this case, it's all talent and
not looks - the title will go to the
woman who kills the largest num-
ber of rodents, which have been
ravaging farms in much of the
nation.

Ironically, this is the Year of the
Rat in the Oriental zodiac.

A s the Republican National ^
Convention got under-

way in San Diego last

week retired General Colin

Powell saluted former president

Ronaid Reagan and thanked him

for restoring the dignity of the

US’s military services.

Powell was right to recall

that, during the Reagan admin-

istration. US spending on

national defense increased dra-

matically and, with the renewed

spending, came a parallel

restoration of the 61an of our

military. . .

Bui there are certain ironies

in Powell’s salute. In the eight

years Reagan has been out of

office, the condition of the US »

military has deteriorated signif-

icantly. There have been huge

reductions in spending, in

troops, in bases, and in sys-

tems. And, while there has

been talk about restructuring

the US military system, not

much real progress has been

made. Given greatly reduced

defense spending, the end of the

Cold War, and other pressing

budget demands, the “left over”

post-Cold War US defense sys-

tem can’t be sustained even in

its diminished form.

This is bad news for the

friends and allies of the US who
depend on it for security.

At least three challenges

face the US and its allies and

friends: the rise of China as a

real superpower, the potential

for a turn-around in Russia’s

foreign and defense policy; and

the risk that Saudi Arabia will

fall to Islamic fundamentalists.

The growth of China's power
is a danger to the US. As never

before, the US economy is irre-

versibly tied to the Pacific rim.

The US confronted China
directly in Korea and by proxy

in Vietnam. In neither case was
it successful. Now, China is re-

shaping its military, getting rid

of obsolete military industries

and buying Western technology

to upgrade its war-fighting

capability. The recent con-
frontation with Taiwan, which
caught the US flatfooted,

stretched its resources to the

limit. The Chinese were brazen
enough to actually threaten the

nuclear incineration ‘ .-of. 'Los

Almost every leader

in the Middle East

and Asia sees the

US as weak

Angeles if the US didn’t back
off. While it is to President
Clinton’s credit that he did not
back down, the Chinese are far
from sure that he will stand up
the next time.

Russia is very hard to read
but far from safe. Boris Yeltsin
is ill and unlikely to serve out
his terra of office. General
Alexander Lebed, Russia’s
national security chief, could
well replace him. Unlike
Vladimir Zhironvsky who was
probably a fake fascist, Lebed
looks and feels like the real
thing. Should he take power in
Russia, he could cause trouble,
particularly in the ex-Soviet
republics.

An upheaval in Saudi Arabia
could also cause considerable
harm to the US. The current
spate of US-led exercises in the
Gulf is meant to try and send a
warning to the peripheral states
(Iran and Iraq), but probably
will do little good as a deter-
rent. Almost every leader in the
Middle East, as in Asia, sees the
US weak, unfocused and disin-
terested.

When one considers that there
have been two major bombings 11.

of US troops in Saudi Arabia, a
senior Defense Intelligence
Agency official murdered in
Cairo, and a flagship US airlin-
er bombed (TWA-800) it is
easy to agree with such an
^alysis. Is it no wonder then,
that the new Turkish prime min-
ister, Necmettin Erkaban, can
strike a multi -billion dollar nat-
ural gas deal with Iran and
openly defy the US?

cX^SSu**** the geopoliti-

the Stc P; lt is t0 see
foe US lacks both the will and
foe means to deal with emere-

problems. Quite
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Walking the plank
Hyde spikes Dole ’s message, af abortion tolerance

‘r'lOfiSfliyf.

~ By Hanna Rosin

u.S. presidential candidate Bob Dole has

every reason to be irked at Henry Hyde.

In June, Dole dreamed up the perfect

valentine to woo the party's moderate women; a

verse of tolerance, inserted into the abortion

plank. Then Hyde, the chairman of the party

platform committee, ruined the romance. I will

not provide cover for something I don’t believe

in'” Hyde firmed, and then publicly threatened to

quit. Dole called an emergency one-hour session

with Hyde. He emerged haggard, waved off

reporters and 5linked into a tinted-windowed

van. Two days later Dole agreed to a general state-

ment of tolerance instead of a new abortion

plank. So was Dole miffed about Hydes bull-

headedness? “Not at alt” an aide says. “Dole has

tremendous respect for Henry. Hes a man of

great principle.”

Nobody, it seems, is ever mad at Henry

Hyde. In his two decades in Congress, the 72-

year-old Illinois Republican has built a reputation

of being, oddly, both obstinate and tolerant, of

holding offensive positions yet offending almost

no one. As a freshman he wrote the most rigid

anti-abortion bill ever passed by Confess— the

Hyde Amendment— which bans federally fund-

ed abortions for poor women. Those who might

find his abortion amendment odious soil lavish

him with praise.
. ,

Already Hyde has brought his courtly man-

tiers to bear and saved Dole from a potential con-

vention squabble. All delegates to thecom~
fill out questionnaires, naming their preferences

for which of the six platform

warn to sit on. The convention ch^. GOJ^pc

ative Paul Manaforr, opted to .gnote then choices

anddivide them,according to

tern: firmly Dole" or “margmaUy
Dole

_

But^

Hyde overruled him. ‘They

inhere and give a speech to foe***£££
die need to subjugate petsond

c

'dissed 85 percent ofthem, y5
'

^Hyde’s side. “They woJdstt
just

GOP source on i ajfw* ~

there seething, and we’d •**»“*.
^skiUfUJ

Theaborrioncomptonusew.alsoa
i ne auuiLxW* ~»-r

to cause

piece ofwork. Ar first, it see
keeping

, DoleW Hyde had setded on
rancor- l*.^ ^ abortion.

dyne statement mui^ views

pW’ that “recognizes someth

on issues ofpersonal
conscience.

punishment and abortion.” Both sides were

grumbling. On the pro-choice side, Olympia

Snowe blasted the new language as “harsh,

unworkable and unforgiving;” Gov. William

Weld complained it was “begrudging” toward his

side, and both vowed to continue the fight.

Tamer pro-lifers such as Ralph Reed hailed the

decision as a “major victory,” but Pat Buchanan,

Gary Bauer ofthe Family Research Council and

Phyllis Schlafly ofthe Eagle Forum were irate.

They called it “unacceptable” to describe abortion

as a matter of personal conscience.

Yet a few weeks later both sides had lost

their steam. Amid their fury, the pro-choice mod-

erates planned a press conference, complete with

charts and graphs showing that every parr ofthe

country contained a large majority ofpro-choice

voters. They planned to launch a strategy to win

over enough delegates to make Dole change the

plank. But when they got to the event, the hard

game plan dissipated into wispy rhetoric.

The pro-lifers are harder to read, bur at least

some are appeased. Gary Bauer has been reduced

to holding a “book signing” and a “coffee table

thing” (his description) at the convention.

Buchanan will rage, but halfan hour away, at a

field in Escondido, Calif. Even the more

unhinged will hold their fire, especially ifthey

know Hyde. As executive director of Illinois’ Pro-

Life Action League, Joseph Scheidler spends his

evenings picking fetus heads out of the garbage

(“found about 5,000 so for”). Scheidler is furious

die platform will call abortion a matter of “per-

sonal conscience” because its a simple matter of

righr and wrong, cold-blooded murder, exactly

the same as blowing up a 747.” He minces no

words over Susan Molinari, the pro-choice con-

vention keynoter. “She’s perky?” Scheidler asks.

“Hitler was perky sometimes: he did that litde

dance. Probably the devil is perky." But Hyde?

“We love Henry dearly... - He probably in his

heart believes as strongly as we do. But he’s in a

position where he has to deal with die party.”

The civility that has made Hyde a credible

and respected champion ofthe anti-abortion

nance has played less well in the Congress ofNewt

Gingrich. Sadly, his victory for foe Dole campon

Jbe foe congressman’s twilight moment, a final

coup for an ambassador ofan earli«era. In a

HoL that values lockstep loyalty, Hyde floats

1 At a subcommittee
hearing on school prayer.

Si, a relic Chairman
Charles Canady of

Florida, smug in his leather fotone, takes tun,

^
Tfoen Ingfis thumps foe table and

waves his fist, trying to make her admit she envies

the success ofCatholic schools, unaware he is scar-

ing the audience. From the back ofthe room you

can see Hyde cringe and raise his eyes to the gilded

ceiling as iflooking for revelation.

When its his turn to speak, Hyde undoes

some damage: “There are so many witnesses here

ofsuch high quality,” he begins, in a gentle

rebuke to his colleague, “that I don’t have time to

address them all.... The races are further apart

than they’ve ever been, yet each of us is made in

the image of God. You cant get respect outside

the fatherhood of God. Why are we fighting? I’m

not a Muslim, but I respect the mosque..:. This

culture is dying, going down, down, down, and

the only way to save it is to raise your eyes up.

I’m not a preacher, I’m a sinner. Let it be a cross

on the wall or a Star of David, anything, but

some objective standard ofmorality.”

For all its hellfire rhetoric, the speech is a

balm. Men relax, women loosen their grips on their

children. Hyde’s soothing voice fills die cavernous

room, and settles on the audience like angel dust.

Hyde means die speech to showcase his skills

as an orator, above the quibblings ofhis vulgar col-

leagues. But his younger colleagues see it different-

ly. “He is pathologically dvil,” says one Republican

member of the committee. “Its ar the level ofdoc-

trine, like he thinks he’s Churchill or something.”

Just two years ago, Hyde was the leading

contender to succeed Bob Michel as House

speaker. Its tempting to imagine the world with

Hyde as speaker. Doffed hats in the hallways, the

heirs to the Founding Fathers batding it out in

committee rooms. Even the threat ofabortion

tyranny would be amply compensated. For

Hyde’s rigidness on the issue only obscures his

tolerant worldview. More typical of the old world

congressman is his stand on. gun control, where

he breaks ranks with GOP orthodoxy and oppos-

es repealing the assault-weapons ban— exactly

the type of reasoning that would appeal to the

moderate women Dole is courting. But it was not

to be. “To his credit, he’s his own man,” says a

colleague who knows him well. “But a slight

touch oflaziness has set in over the years, a feel-

ing that Herny Hyde’s not going to kill himself

going to meetings from 8 in the morning until 8

at night making sure every faction is happy. The

prize isn’t worth that to him.” Maybe chats why

Dole can empathize.

Hanna Rosin is an associate editor ofThe New

Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic
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Clinton wimps
out on China
ByJoshua Muravchik

I
n a now-familiar summer ritual. Congress acquiesced in U.S.
President Bill Clintons renewal ofChinas Most Favored Nation
trading status. Faced with the annual pleas from human-rights

groups and jibes from Republicans, che Clinronites argued, as they

have for two years, that trade and human rights should be decoupled.

There are more effective and less dangerous wavs, they said, to show
solidarity with reformers in China.

Should we take such arguments seriously? Go back ro 1 993,
when Clinton publicly threatened not to renew MFN the following

year ifChina didn’t show progress in seven specific human-righrs cate-

gories. When the summer of 1994 rolled around, China had shown
no improvement in five, the administration admitted. Clinton was

forced into an agonizing about-face; this was when he first announced

the “delinking” position. He renewed MFN but adamantly insisted

the decision did not spell an end ofAmerican efforts to promote

Chinese democracy.

As proof; Clinton announced a “new human-rights strategy” to

appease his crirics. It consisted of a statement of principles to guide

American firms doing business in China; a Radio Free Asia ro broad-

cast into the mainland; heightened condemnation of Chinese human-
rights violations within international forums; and increased support

for Chinese non-governmental organizations “working to advance the

cause ofhuman rights.”

California Congressman Tom Lantos took up the first ele-

ment of this strategy. He introduced a bill to create a code of con-

duct for American firms in China analogous to the “Sullivan prin-

ciples” in apartheid South Africa. The bill imposed no criminal

penalties for firms flouring the code. It merely denied them

American diplomatic aid in securing Chinese contracts. But it still

proved too strong for Clinton. Instead, the administration issued

new guidelines. These included no incentive for compliance, and

they applied to U.S. companies chroug^ut^the,worid,
,making90

special mention ofChina. •<’ v. :.*s.- jo,.; • /d .l..,-:,

The second element was a Radio Free Asu/In 1992, after rest]-
~

menials citing the remarkable success of U.S. broadcasting to Eastern

Europe during the cold war, a joint presidential-congressional study

commission recommended setting up a similar service to reach China

and Asia’s other totalitarian regimes. During the presidential cam-

paign. Clinton endorsed die idea, but, when diplomats suggested it

wouldn’t offend Chinese government sensibilities, he promptly put it

on che back burner. In 1994, Clinton said he had ordered “increased

broadcasts for Radio Free Asia,” an extraordinary statement since,

thanks to him, it didn't exist. It still doesn’t.

The third pan of Clintons agenda was to enlist other countries

in the effort to improve che human-rights situation in China. The

U.S. would “insist chat the U.S. Human Rights- Commission pass a

resolution dealing with' the serious human-rights abuses in China.”

We have never won such a vote, and this year we lost ground: Beijing

managed to block even its consideration. This setback is attributable

partly to changes in the composition of the Human Rights

Commission and waffling by some European democracies, but the

administration’s half-hearted effort was also responsible. “Months of

divisions in Washington and mixed signals from the Clinton

Administration on how it would deal with Beijing’s human-rights

record,” The New York Times reported, had allowed China to launch

a successful “international campaign against die measure.”

Clintons final initiative was to “support the many new private

organizations springing up in China and working... ro express their

views on a range of subjects including human rights.” At best, this

was wishful thinking. During the liberalization of the 1 980s, such

entities did emerge, but after Tiananmen they were all suppressed.

Non-govemmental organizations were replaced by what people in

che field call “gangos,” short for “governmental nongovernmental

organizations.” These are nominally independent groups controlled

by che state. Recently, some more autonomous groups have begun

to re-emerge, but none of them expresses unauthorized views, espe-

cially not on human rights. None has yec to receive U.S. govern-

mental assistance.

Alternatively, the Clinton Administration could have pursued

reform by increasing support, possibly through che National

Endowment for Democracy, to Chinese human rights and democracy

groups in exile. There are many such groups, all operating on a shoe-

string, and they find ways to transmit their views into China. But no

such increase has been proposed.

When Bill Clinton announced in 1994 he would grant China

Most Favored Nation trading status in perpetuity, he might have

argued that Americas economic interests in China, and our desire not

to provoke a new cold war, simply outweighed our concern for

human rights. But he did not make that argument. Rather, he insisted

that human tights in China still mattered to his administration, that

the debate between supporters and opponents ofMFN was over

means, not principles. Two years ago, ir was possible co take that argu-

ment seriously. Today it no longer is.

Joshua Muravchik, a resident scholar at theAmerican Enterprise Institute,

is die author most recently o/The Imperative ofAmerican Leadership:

A Challenge to Neo-Isolationism (AEI Press).

© 1996, The New Republic
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Self-esteem and education:

America’s feel-good trap

By Richard

Weissboukd

I
n die last 25 years, self-esteem

has become a watchword, in

American education. Some
schools have set up self-esteem

classes and days. Others tack

posters to the walls rhar exhort and

praise: “You Can Do Anything,”

“You Are Beautiful.”

Plenty of liberals as well as

conservatives agree that tills atten-

tion to self-esteem is not just use-

less but dangerous. Yet the self-

esteem movement has at least tried

to deal with serious problems that

its critics have ignored. Indeed, the

critics’ back-to-basics call to teach

just reading and writing will also

fail large numbers ofchildren.

Yes, children should be aware of

racism and discrimination, but no

amount of talking about discrimi-

nation can substitute for raising

Hopwhtrg childrens achievements.

And the focus on self-esteem has

sometimes, as critics contend,

detracted from academics: teachers

dumb down curricula, inflate

grades and avoid discussing real

academic problems with parents.

Nonetheless, to harp on acad-

emic achievement is irrelevant and

insulting to most educators. It sim-

ply doesn’t answer die question

they struggle with daily. Most

teachers care deeply that children

learn basic skills. The problem is

how to overcome the hurdles that

interfere with that learning.

Educators know what self-esteem

critics done that huge numbers of

Instead, educators need to embark

on a third path: developing a wide

range ofintellectual and social

skills in children, and creating

more sustained relationships

between children and adults.

For good reason. Thousands

ofstudies on self-esteem have

shown that the tenets ofthe move-

ment just don’t hold up. While

there are different definitions of

self-esteem and problems in mea-

suring it, a multitude ofstudies

reach the same findings. Programs

to raise self-esteem are not raising

it. And the very premise that

greater self-esteem will boost acade-

mic achievement is simply wrong.

Self-esteem has little or ntiin^act
'

-.r.

on academic achievement^or bn
“

children suffer from social and

emotional problems that both

shrink their self-esteem and choke

their ability to learn. Some children

can’t concentrate in class, for

instance, because they have been

abandoned by a parent, or because

their violence-wracked neighbor-

hoods deprive them ofan elemen-

tary sense ofcontrol, or because

they live with caregivers who arc

too depressed to be involved in

their ljlves. For all its failings, the

self-esteem movement has at least

tried to deal with these problems.

To ralk ofacademic achievement

without addressing these devastat-

ing troubles is fantasy.

drug use, violence or any other

serious problems. Violent crimi-

nals, studies show, often have high

self-esteem. And black children

already have levels ofself-esteem

similar to white children- They

take an equally positive view of

themselves, but they’re less likely to

have a sense of efficacy; they see

the outside world as placing obsta-

cles in their path.

What’s going on? For one

thing, self-esteem doesn’t lead to

greater academic achievement

unless a child values such achieve-

ment, and its no secret chat large

numbers ofchildren don’t. Nor

should we expect self-esteem to

reduce violence or encourage ethi-

cal self-conduct. Self-esteem comes

in part from feeling powerful, and

playground bullies, violent gang

leaders and all sorts ofother non-

academic achievers can feel power-

ful. If children grow up in cultures

that condone unethical conduct,

they may end up feeling good

about such conduct.

The self-esteem movement

has often been harmful. Children

Programs to raise

self-esteem are not

raising it. And the

very premise that

greater self-esteem

will boost academic

achievement is sim-

ply wrong.

Further, academic achieve-

ment often doesn’t boost self-

esteem. Many children, girls espe-

cially, achieve at high levels yet

have little self-esteem. And anyone

who believes academic achievement

is a royal road to self-esteem should

spend time.with first-year law stu-

dents at Harvard, who are disgust-

ed with themselves because they

find themselves ranked not at the

top but wallowing somewhere in

the middle of their classes.

Finally, harping on achieve-

ment ignores the evidence that

both effectiveness in adult life and
know when they have really

accomplished something and when

they haven’t, and too much uncon-

ditional praise produces not self-

confidence but cynicism about

adults and doubts about them-

selves. Talking about children’s

selves all the time can also teach

them to make how they feel about

themselves paramount.

All this advertises for serious-

ly rethinking the entire self-esteem

movement. Some of this rethinking

has argued that self-esteem is the

result ofacademic achievement,

not vice versa; others say academic

achievement is important for its

own sake, regardless ofwhat it does

for self-esteem. Both groups argue

char schools should be dedicated ro

academic achievement—
> in some

cases ro rudimentary skills.

There’s no question schools

should focus on academic achieve-

ment, both for its own sake and

because it builds self-esteem in

some (though not all) children.

self-esteem depend on a wide range

of intellectual and social competen-
cies. Harvard education professor

Howard Gardner has documented
many different types of intelli-

gence, including interpersonal

skills, that are crucial to success in

adult life. Cultivating capacities

such as self-awareness, control of
one’s impulses and persistence

needn’t detract from teaching acad-
emics. Good teachers build these

competencies in the course of acad-
emic instruction.

Schools need to forget about
self-esteem altogether as an explicit
goal. They should instead set high
expectations of children, cultivate
in them a wide range ofcompeten-
cies, coping strategies and ethical
sensibilities, and show them the
value of these abilities. Non-white
children need to be given tools for
understanding and responding to
dfcriminadon while still meeting
high academic expectations.

To prepare children for adult

life schools also need to focus on

something else, which neither self-

esteem proponents nor critics talk

about. Critical qualities that chil-

dren need to develop for adulthood

— persistence, the capacity to han-

dle shame and disappointment, the

ability to recognize the needs of

others and to balance them with

ones own— cannot be simply

transmitted. They are the ingredi-

ents of maturity, and this kind of

maturity typically develops when

children have a certain kind ofrela-

tionship with adults.

The psychoanalyst Heinz

Kohut argues that a childs self

matures in two ways: by being mir-

rored by adults and by being

esteemed by consistent, admired

adults. By “mirroring,” Kohut meant

thar all children need adults who lis-

ten to and understand them and reg-

ularly reflect their understanding;

such reflections develop childrens

sense ofcoherence and rightness in

the world. Kohut also recognized

that at certain stages ofdevelopment

every child needs adults whom he or

she idealizes. Psychologists have long

recognized that in adolescence chil-

dren get a second chance to internal-

ize the confident expectations of

esteemed adults. That chance should

not be squandered.

To listen and reflect, adults

need first to spend more time with

children. The self-esteem move-

ments constanr praising of chil-

dren is a shortcut, a desperate sub-

stitute for the inability ofreachefc

and other adults to pay sufficient

attention to any one child. But

rime and attention are real to a

child in ways that praise is not.

Parents, of course, best provide this

rime and attention, but when par-

ents cannot or do not do so, other

adults should. This doesn’t entail

“baby-sitting.” It means spending a

few (or more) hours a week listen-

ing to, challenging and developing

the strengths of a child.

Schools need to push beyond
the academic achievement versus

self-esteem debate and embark on a

variety of strategies chat involve

adults more in children’s lives. Class

sizes need to come down. Schools

need to work harder to involve par-

ents, including absentee fathers, in

their childrens education. And
schools need to keep trying to bring

more adults into childrens lives

who are worthy of esteem by mak-
ing teaching and other types of
work with children more attractive,

including through higher status and
better pay. Granted, this all

amounts to a tall order. Yet these
steps, taken together, would be far
more meaningful than focusing

simply on a nostrum like returning
to basics, or on a spurious metaso-
lution like self-esteem.

Richard Weissbourd is the author af
The Vulnerable Child: What Really
Hurts America’s Children and
WhatWe Can Do About Itfrom
Addison Wesley. This articlefirst
appeared in The New Republic.
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ACROSS

1 Raced

5U1 Abner* creator

9 light beam
14 Purple shade

19 Stop

20 Field: pref.

21 Oweneeighl

22 Actress Massey

23 Chestnut horse

24 Jester

25 Receiver of

stolen goods

26 On the up and up

27 Amo. anas,—
29 Goiter’s peg

30 Actuality

32 DeOdous

34 Resident sufl.

35AgL
aeChfldren’sgajne

37Andw«orCart*y

38 Mature

K injury m®*

42 1996 Kentucky

Derby wlnnar

45 Lightbrown

47 Recede

49 Ending far vat

50 Lustrous fabric

52Stibf'spartnof

56 Barge

59 Hasty

61 Gold O'

$2 Canceled (a

gpacfl mission)

84 Actor Linden
65-fadbnadiy

88COUP—
flyCftafa"

68 Heavenly

70 Pre-Easter pwod

71 Whafft—

G

flb8rt

CrmT
73 Near&*)«*»"
74-Maka sound*®*
75geeted

77 Before tong

78 Dispatch

79 Mails Of

membership

81 Enemy
84 Ouster (of grass)

87 Math course

08 Lounged about

90 Actor Mickey

—

94 Historic period

953181 president

gr Highland group

ge Look at intentfy

90 In flight

101 Alaskan Norway

103 Lively dance

104 Now Zariond parrot

105 Knotty crafi

106 Type dpipa

107 Soil drink

108 Hammer head

109 Thin

11Q Constraint

112— down: write

113 Fish eggs

115 Commotion

117 Certain epidamc

120 Mean
124Uahc6y

.

129 Seep
laoGonyi

1 32 Garden Ofo* .

133 Sandwich meat

134 Begin

IK 1'— of Green

Gables'

136CSS rhral

137Monift hood

138 01 bees

MO-M-
142 Spiamh river

144 Take e trip

, 49(4000 v^oy
l47ReiflloussWue

148Ge«*"
148wow txw
l 50 An Astalra

151 Contuse^
152 Winter vehida

153 in the***

1 Mexican bianIM

2 Component
3 Compass pL

4 River section

5 Restaurant

8 In the put
7 Irreverent

8 Lech Walesa’s

country

9 Attic

10 Uncokfs nickname

11 Guard
120n4»4ooM

convict

13 Deb—
.

lAEsaforkowr
15— de France

16 Caramon senee

17AutwrLoos

18 Provide food tor

tin party

19 Hot prospect

23 Actress G#*rt

29 Han's product

31 Cartridge

33 ExpletiveW&-
36 BarbU
37PSUW
38 Turn

39 Bergen's
UotWner—

41 Fresh

43Optimistic

44 Toodto-oo

46lnilWi»mpanyot

48 Bright kits .

51 Countiy

53' OITWO
Odes’

54Showed agdn

56 (found »e sum

56 Boa source

57Waking^
SBGynttaMKdfbut

60OrclBP*t
eioimomfad
SSBnployertiflg*

658^0^"

B8 Lucy’s pvMr
67 Got 141

69 Check copy
70 Fencer's move
72 Colorado ski raeoit

75 Pointed arch

78WWW (em
78 Ticket pan
80 Pressed
82 Scheme
63 Seasonal song
84 AMsrie groups

as— Hasp
88 Broad comedy
89 Special dme
91 Gather (leaves)

92 Swiss paWer
Paul—

93 Erttiueiasm

B5HkUannppiy
96 Hardest lo Ind

98 Snel—raflah

WOFieatwfrBati
102 Shopper's aid

103 Sch-mtoy prog.
"

106Peapirad

107 Ica-cnuun treat

108 Pod veggfe

111 Citldn severely

112Ahab’s wrie

114 Single

116 Cereal gram

118 Redoes
ligSafesaam
121 Pushed

i22Tsl bulling

123 Scream
124 Searielft surname

125 Fast

126Author Zds
126 Cigar city

laiAddrtkmsi

134 Daggerofdd
IK Wrings

IKPM
137 Stone Age boms
IMEveiyiing
141 NATOF
143*Norma—

’

145 Umbrab pan
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‘Urban crisis’ won’t be issue

this presidential election
By Nathan Glazer

I
ft 1977, U.S. Presidenc Jimmy Carter came

to the South Bronx; posed among the ruins

and said that now that he was president

something would be done. In 1980, U.S. presi-

dential candidate Ronald Reagan came to the

South Bronx, posed among the ruins and said if

he were president something would be done.

Can anyone imagine candidates Bill Clinton or

Bob Dole doing something similar this year?

The “urban crisis,” which played so large

a role in U.S. poiirics in the late 1960s and

1970s, will not, we can be confident, be an

issue this election. Not that it wont be dis-

cussed in some ocher context. But the rerm

“urban crisis” was more than shorthand for the

poverty and crime, poor housing and poor

schools that plagued cities then, and remain

today. Ic implied an approach ro those prob-

lems— symbolized by the visits of politicians

to scenes of urban disaster. This was something

the U.S. federal government could and should

do something about.

To speak ofa national urban crisis meant

that devastated inner cities were not simply

matters for New York, or Chicago, or Detroit,

but a national problem like the Depression of

the 1 930s, our of which came, for example,

federal public housing. And the federal govern-

ment, which had devised a national program of

urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s, was

expected to respond.

But by the late 1970s the U.S. govern-

ment already faced substantial deficits, and

what it could, or should, do was no longer

clear. Reagan settled the issue: Washington

would do as little as possible. His critique of

wasteful and mindless federal spending was not

entirely wrong. Nonetheless, the case for deep

federal involvement in the problems of cities, as

a matter of logic or even justice, was persuasive

then, and it is persuasive now.

For 50 years, urban experts have argued

that the federal government bears some respon-

sibility for urban blight because of two major

federal programs: It made it easier for people to

buy homes through programs ofmortgage

assistance and rationalization, which began in

the Depression and expanded in the postwar

years; and it buifr a major system of federal

freeways, which made it easier for aspiring

homeowners to move to the suburbs, where

land was cheaper. Cities had once dominated

their hinterlands, annexing additional land as

they developed, but in most of the United

States this was no longer possible.

The wealthier suburbs did not want to be

annexed, and state law protected them. Cities

were left to cope with their problems without

the resources ofan entire interlinked metropoli-

tan region, because the suburbs did not want to

be subjected to higher city taxation, even

though many who lived in the suburbs worked

in the city and drew their income from
1

if:

Theres more. The federal government also

imposed expensive mandates on cities (for

example, expensive requirements governing the

education ofhandicapped children). And one

effect of the federal programs encouraging home

ownership and mobility was to contribute to the

separation of black and white, and to reduce the

resources available in cities for the assistance of

the urban poor, increasingly black, or in some

places, immigrant. Poverty, race, immigration

— these are, after all, national problems.

One reason the presidential

candidates won’t go to the

South Bronx is that the

photo opportunities are not

as good as they were for

Carter and Reagan. There

has been so much new build-

ing and rehabilitation of

trashed apartment housing

that the background of

urban devastation is no

longer impressive.

Metropolitan government was once seen

as a possible solution. By drawing the wealthier

suburbs into a common political framework,

the central cities would become less dependent

on federal aid. But the suburbs, of course, were

not interested. The United States is not Great

Bricain, where Parliament can shape city

boundaries and responsibilities as it will. The
federal government can’t, and the states won't,

unless one can prove that rigid state and town

boundaries infringe on the constitutional rights

of minorities. (In New Jersey, the plaintiffs have

made just such a case in the lengthy Mt. Laurel

litigation, the subject oftwo recent books—
Suburbs Under Siege, by Charles Haar, and Our
Town: Race, Housing and the Soul ofSuburbia,

by David Kup, John Dwyer and Larry

Rosenthal. New Jersey now requires suburban

towns to enact zoning regulations that permit

denser, cheaper housing.)

So the cities are saddled with problems

that are, for the most part, beyond their capaci-

ty to deal with, and for which they are. local

mismanagement notwithstanding, mosdy not

responsible. Yet todays political realities are

such that major outside assistance, whether

'from--regional,, state or fedeiajg^.ernment^^yill

not come. The riots of the late
-

1960s spurred a.

good deal of federal assistance, but the condi-

tion of the federal budget in the 1990s, with its

huge fixed and rising costs for Social Security,

Medicare and debt management, is such that

even riots will not matter now.

While the mayors complain bitterly, and

justly, a strange thing has happened: As federal

aid has dried up, as hope for new programs has

waned, it has turned out that many cities can

arrack problems and even undertake major

improvements with their own resources, public

and private. One reason the presidential candi-

dates won’t go to the South Bronx is that the

photo opportunities are not as good as they

were for Carter and Reagan. There has been so

much new building and rehabilitation of

trashed apartment housing that the background

of urban devastation is no longer impressive.

New York City has poured billions ofdollars

into this effort, has found scores ofcommunity

groups willing and able ro serve as developers

and landlords, and has built many new and

rehabilitated housing units using a creative mix

of city, state and federal fends. This was not the

best way for New York ro deal with its housing

problems: the abolition of rent control, the

shrinking of the regulatory maze, the reduction

of its crippling tax burdens, would have been

infinitely better, but those were no more likely

politically than was expanded federal aid. And
the new partem of small-scale community

housing is at least better than the huge housing

projects chat New York threw up with abandon

in the age of federal largess.
^

Other cities have done ocher things. Many

are building enormously expensive stadiums in

their misguided competition fer sports teams.

The cities somehow find the resources for these.

(The federal government, with no intention to

do so, helps— they are largely built wirh tax-

exempt bonds.) In other cities we have seen

elaborate new central libraries, museums and

restored waterfronts, with minimal federal aid.

Cities have been managing, some wisely,

many otherwise, some not at all owing to the

scale of their problems. But what the demise of

the urban crisis as a national issue reflects is not

only that there’s no point in trying to get more

from the scrapped federal government, but also

that when central cities are thrown on their

own resources, there is still much they can do.

That, at least, is good news.

Nathan Glazer is a contributing editor to The

New Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared,

© 1996, The New Republic

Republican platform

settles abortion issue

BY Robert Novak

S
AN DIEGO-The amicable settlement

in the U.S. Republican platform was achieved o y

Dole’s agents overrode the U.S. Republican presidential can-

didates persistent desire to baede pro-life forces.

Dole had to be talked into accepting elimination ofthe vrord

abortion from platform language promising tolerance of dissen g

views in order to satisfy the pro-lifers. When pro-c oice

Republicans threatened a floor fight. Dole was ready to try to p
-

vent that by abandoning his agreement with the pro-life movemen .

U.S. Rep. Henry Hyde, platform committee chairman, and

convention manager Paul Manafort are credited by insi ers wit

heading off this disaster. They devised the expedient publishing of

the rejected pro-choice positions as an “appendix" to the platform

which was then presented to the candidate as a fait accompli.

Pete Wilson’s motives

The low esteem for California Gov. Pere Wilson held by Dole

and national Republican leaders dropped even deeper when Wilson

grabbed headlines across the country with a dramatic news confer-

ence in San Diego threatening a convention floor fight on abortion.

Wilsons intervention aroused speculation that, after his trun-

cated 1996 bid for president, he was staking out early ground for

the 2000 campaign. But Dole operatives grumbled rhat Wilson

was just reflecting his frustration over a miserable political year.

The governor did not think it was a good idea to put the

convention in his hometown of San Diego, has been critical of the

way the convention is being managed and feels he has not been

given due respect as host governor.

Bill Bennett’s problem
Values guru William J. Bennett has told friends he turned

aside a serious chance ro become Bob Dole’s running mate because

• of the deep invasion ofprivacy such a campaign would require.

Bennett decided, after long consulration wich his wife,

Elaine, char he would nor subject his family to the scrutiny of a

national campaign. He feared his vice presidential candidacy would

entail disclosure of the considerable fortune he has amassed since

^tikstying his last government post as federal drug czar, as well as deep^ his wife’s past.

Another Quayle problem
Operatives handling logistics for the Republican National

Convention were ready to identify their biggest single problem:

Dan Quayle.

The former vice presidenc is demanding limousines, extra

rooms and security. Quayle is nor on the convention speaking

schedule and has no particular role in the proceedings.

But he obviously would like to make an impact at San Diego.

Having turned down a golden chance to run for governor of

Indiana this year, Quayle is aiming at a presidential run in 2000.

Who’s that delegate?
Members of che Republican platform comm itree were

stunned to find that one of their fellow delegates writing the party’s

official document was none ocher than conservative activist Floyd
Brown, author of the notorious 1988 Willie Horton television

commercial.

More recently. Brown ran a Washington-based operation dis-
pensing scandalous information about President Clinton. But he
recently moved to Spokane, Wash., won election as a convention
delegate from chat stare and was named to the platform committee
by the state’s delegation.

Brown did not hide himself in the platform proceedings. He
proposed amendments that would abolish the National
Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the

Services Corporation Ail of Browns proposals ended up in
the final version of the platform.

Rohm Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist of,he Chicago
Sun-Times. &

© 1 996, The Creators Syndicate
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S
ITTING back at the cafe
able where he was writing
nis latest novel about life on

either side of the fault line of the
Holocaust, Aharon Appelfeld res-
olutely brushes off questions
about bis current work.
“Whyshould we not begin the

Aharon Appelfeld: The man and the writer
P rsfo I! ~dreamlike quality that reflects his

own child’s-eye view of the hor-
rors that surrounded him. His
novels are filled with characters
maddeningly blind to the signs of
their approaching fate, yet so
human, so like us in their weak-

story from the Z K? “5 munda,le foiblcs - «“<

«ks. Then, firmly- "we ’hsin £i,?
e
rtl

e
? "* "• ®«™helmed

begin from the begging
Sha" & ""“""S' of -ta “•«

“I was bom in a rowi. .
— - town called

Czemovitt m 1932. When World
War 13 broke out I was seven years
old.”

It has been a half-century and
26 books since Appelfeld made
farad his home. (His first book.
Smoke, a collection of stories
was published in Israel in 1962)
But unlike most authors in this
relentlessly introspective coun-
cry, Appelfeld makes no conces-
sions to the tune or place he lives
in, refusing to write about Israeli
politics or current affairs. His
books, like his interviews, begin
at what for him will always be

In TheAge ofWonders, a young
Jewish boy and his family live in
heart-aching denial as their world- Austria in the late 1930s -
crumbles around them. “In the
last, bitter months when he had
been expelled from the gymnasi-
um and they were gathering in
the youth club yard wearing
brown uniforms, he would sit for
hours m his room, stniD E |jne

difficul' La.in jg£*
Appelfeld writes. "... And thus,
while everything around them
warned of the approaching earth-
quake he was tied to algebra

SS1
?**:. to anaIyzing compli-ihe beginning: the vanishing of cated Latin semen'**

11

?
comPj*‘

Europe’s Jewish communities mother^ wish
-

1 was hls

and his own childhood world. Elsewhere*Append writes of“We were deponed, first to the
ghetto and . then to a
camp “Appelfeld said in a recent
interview. “My mother and my
grandmother were killed, and then
I got separated from my father,
and I was on my own.”
The Holocaust is an overpower-

ing presence in Appelfeld’s
books, but he never confronts its

horrors head on. He has called it

“beyond tragic” and said its enor-
mity belies any attempt to
describe or explain.

Instead, his characters move
about in the years before the war,
as die world closed in on Europe's
Jews, and in its aftermath, or
Many Years Later When
Everything Was Over, as he enti-
tles the post-war half of one of his
books.

Appelfeld writes with a spare,

sun'ivors like himself trying to
tind their place and meaning in a
world where everything is differ-
ent, but nothing has changed.
Even the Jewish shops have pre-

served their outward appearance,
like the Lauffers’ drapery shop,”
the same character in The Age of
Wonders observes when he
returns to his village, years after
the war. “None of them have sur-
vived but their shop is still stand-
ing at exactly the same angle as
before, perfectly preserved, even
the geraniums in their pots. Now
a different man is sitting there
with a different woman. Strange
- they don't look like murder-
ers.”

Appelfeld is perfectly round-
faced and completely bald, with a
grandfaiherly twinide and old-
world charm thar make him seem

Aharon Appelfeld’s writing began as a kind of therapy, ‘to understand myself, where I am, to
whom I belong.*

older than his 64 years. He and his

wife Judith have three children:

Meir, a painter in England.
Yitzhak, who just finished a law
degree, and Balya, a university

student.

He grew up in the Bukovina
region of Romania, today part of
Ukraine. When the war began, he
was sent first to the ghetto in

C2emovitz, then to a labor camp
from which he escaped after sev-

eral months, eight years old and
completely alone. For the next 2
1/2 years, Appelfeld roamed the

Ukrainian countryside with a
gang of half-criminals.

In 1944
the Soviet army

,
swept through

and he joined them as a kitchen
boy. Two years later - homeless
stateless, speaking half a dozen
languages and literate in none -
the 14-year-old Appelfeld came
with a group of war orphans to
Palestine.

His writing, he said, began as a
kind of therapy, “t0 understand
myself, where I am, to whom I

belong.” His books met with
resistance in 1950s Israel, where
literature was expected to glorify
Zionist heroes and socialist
ideals. Nobody wanted to read
about flawed characters full of
fears and weaknesses. And
nobody wanted to read about the
Holocaust.

“
‘Appelfeld,’ they

told me, ‘Forget about the
Holocaust. You're a Hebrew
writer, you should write about the

kibbutz.’”

That slowly changed, however,
as a new generation of survivors'
children sought out the past their
parents had tried to bury.
Appelfeld said the 1960s trial of
Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem also
helped Israelis realize the
Holocaust was something they
could not hide. “We have to speak
about it, and - if possible - with an
insight,” he saidL

In Israel, Appelfeld threw him-
self into the study of Jewish litera-

ture and philosophy, as well as
Torah, Talmud, Hebrew and even
Yiddish,

It was ironic for the child of
assimilated. German-speaking
parents, who practiced no religion

and forbade the speaking of
Yiddish in their home.
“We were Jewish, yes, but we

never spoke about it

openly,”Appelfeld said. “It was
not something you should be
proud of.” His rediscovery of the

Judaism of his grandparents -
today he considers himself reli-

gious, although not practicing -

“was a need,” he said. “It was a

need to be — what I should be.

First of all a Jew, who identifies

himself wiih the Jewish sources.

Nothing Jewish should be alien to

me.”

As Appelfeld has aged and
matured, his writing has grown
from a deeply personal odyssey
to a broader exploration of the

Jew’s role in the modem world
and the very nature of that world.

In The Immortal Bartfuss, the

title character says he expects

“greatness of soul” from
Holocaust survivors- a sentiment

Appelfeld says he shares. “From
people who have undergone such
an experience you would expect a

new world,” he mused. “It is

unbelievable that a person sur-

vived the Holocaust and then is

just a normal person. It’s terri-

ble.” But Appelfeld conceded that

he has not always found that

greatness of soul. “This is anoth-
er thing that I’m exploring,” he
said. "Whai suffering does 10 us.”

His books examine the tension

between Jewishness and the

desire, sometimes 10 ti\e point of

self-loathing, to be accepted by
the outside world - a contradiction

that continues today. “You can see
it in Israel,” Appelfeld saicL “On
one side there are the secular

Jews, saying 'We want to be uni-

versal,’ and on the other side the

religious Jews saying ‘Let us be
Jewish.’ These are two very strong
elements. The elections were
about il”

A modem Jew is caught between
one whisper saying "Leave it ...

it’s provincial, it's a ghetto," and
anoiher saying, "It’s good, it’s

warm, it’s my tribe," Appelfeld
said.

“More than trying to deliver a
message, I’m trying to under-
stand what a modem Jew is, to

try to understand all the whis-
pers." (AP)

D
Sraya on Sraya: Literature under distress

EAR Editor, THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

$ Dogs are not only man’s best friend but are good for one’s health. (Hanoch Gutianarm)

Pets are great for your health

AJerusalem man recently

bad a heart attack.
HEADS *N’ TAILS

P’VORA BEN SHAUL

When be had recovered and was

ready to leave the hospital his car-

diologist puthim on a diet and told

him to lower his cholesterol and

shed several kilograms of weighL

He cautioned him that diet alone

was not enough and instructed him

to exercise.

The patient protested that exer-

cise is boring. “So walk,” said the

doctor, “at least two kilometers a

day." When the patient, an unmar-

ried graphic artist, insisted that

just walking without a destination

was also not for him the doctor

asked: “How do you feel about

dogs?” The patient said he liked

them and had, in fact, owned a dog

when he was younger. “OK,” said

the doctor, “I want you to go

straight to the animal shelter and

eel yourselfa dog. And I want you

to take that dog out for 15 minute

walks twice a day and once, in the

evening or early morning, for a

full hour ” _ . . ...

The patient agreed. Certainly this

was a way of getting the- sedentary

artist to get up and move about. Put

there are other reasons why the

doctor's advice was excellent

At the City University of New
York researcher Erica Friedman

found that walking a dog is a good
way for otherwise sedentary people

to get exercise.

She found that dog owners, in a

sampling of more than 100 people

between 65 and 78, all had lower

blood pressure, lower cholesterol

levels and less heart complica-

tions.

At first it seemed that exercise

alone was the factor but then, to

her great surprise, when she did

the same study on people of the

same age and general health, die

found the same results among peo-

ple who kept cats as opposed to

those who didn't.

She was forced to conclude that

the difference was actually between

pet keepers and non-pet keepers.

In Australia, Warwick Anderson

and colleagues studied lifestyles

and general conditions of 5,741

patients who were attending a

heart disease reduction clinic.

They found that * 784 of the

patients who had a dog, cat, Bar-

ium fish or cage birds had 2 to 4

percent lower blood cholesterol

and consistently lower blood pres-

sure.

They concluded that keeping a

pet was just as effective in pre-

venting heart attacks as avoiding

alcohol or observing a rigid diet.

In an earlier experiment Sid

Gerard of the University of
Florida found that almost all of

300 patients selected at ran-

domshowed a significant drop in

blood pressure after watching an
aquarium of tropical fish for half

an hour twice a day.

Relaxation video tapes of an
aquarium have been sold by die

hundreds of thousands and some
computer programs have incorpo-

rated such a scene as a “screen

saver,” used when the computer is

on but not in active use.

No one is really certain why
keeping a pet improves one’s

health, but it’s pretty certain that it

does.

One researcher, Clyde Harper of

Cambridge, says it is simply the

overall feeling of well-being that

keeps you well. “When your dog

lays his head on your knee or your

cat curls up in your lap,” he says,

“their affection is aon-judgmental

and you feel good about it.”

It was not altogether fair to ask

me to write about myself. An hon-
est autobiography, said Tolstoy,

should not gloss over failures.

Nobody likes to admit failures -
Tolstoy himself failed to do so.

Even Rousseau in his Confessions
was hardly honest - and Rousseau
was a literary man.
The undersigned has failed to

become a literary scholar, though
he had intended to become one,

when, as a boy, he was thinking of
his future. But journalism, as he
has painfully learned in the course
of years, is akin to literature only
because both arts use the same
ingredients: words.

The writing germ was intro-

duced into this 10-year old boy by
bis Hebrew teacher. Benno
Schneider. He was a young actor

in the Habima troupe, not many
years older than his pupil. Benno ’s

lessons consisted mostly of gossip
about behind-the-scenes goings-

on at the theater. He acquired a
thick copy-book on which was
written in big letters: The
Collected Writings of S. Sraya.

“Shapiro,” he explained, was a

hackneyed name; Sraya was rather

unusual.

Together we began writing a

novel about Reish-Lakish, the brig-

and turned talmudic sage. We had
not advanced that far by the time I

left Moscow with my parents.

We went to Poland, the birth-

place of my father, in 1921. I

entered the Hebrew secondary
school in Bialistok. I protested

vigorously - as Zionists, we were
supposed to proceed straight to

Palestine - to my father but

my father argued that there was no
business opportunity for a textile

manufacturer in Tel Aviv. A few
years later, driven out of Poland

by antagonistic government poli-

cy, my parents went 10 France, and
I was sent to the Herzliya sec-

ondary school in Tel Aviv in 1 925.

As viewed from the ship, off

Jaffa, Tel Aviv was disappointing:

just a few white-washed little

bungalows scattered on a distant

dune. The Gymnasia, the most,

imposing building in town, was
uninviting with its long grey
echoing corridors. I found striking

the crude individuality of teachers
and fellow pupils - each was a
lone star. The patina which per-

meates society after living togeth-

er for a long time. had as yet been
lacking among people who had
come from widely disparate back-
grounds. Their uniting force was
intellectual: all had come here to

leam Hebrew and expect a Jewish
state to, one day, miraculously
emerge.
A personal handicap was the

stutter I had developed in Moscow
after the death of my younger
brother and the uncertainty of life

under the Soviets. Death linked

around unexpected comers.
Expressing an opinion or ventur-

ing a joke might be fatal.A friend

of my parents who studied medi-
cine was liquidated because he
had remarked that some facilities

of the old regime were no longer

available. The story was told of a

Jew who had been in the park hur-

rying home when he heard that the

police were looking for a camel
that bad escaped from the zoo.

“You are not a camel!” the Jew
was informed, to which the Jew
answered, “but just how would
you prove it?”

Most of my friends at Herzliya

Gymnasia belonged to socialist-

minded groups and took part in

public demonstrations carrying

red banners. I could have told

them that Russia was acutely anti-

ZionisL but the first lesson one
learns in a totalitarian state, sim-

ply by intuition, is not to volun-

teer information or state an opin-

ion.

PARIS, WHERE I joined my par-

ents after leaving the Gymnasia,
was a miserable place: grey, cold,

impecunious. We led an immi-
grant life - so different from the

semi-bohemian atmosphere of the

Latin Quarter where some of my
schoolmates lived while they stud-

ied.

My parents insisted I study archi-

tecture because it was considered

a promising metier. 1 hated it A
long illness put an end to this idea.

Helping my father in his small

workshop took up most of ray

time, but somehow I managed to

graduate from the Special School
of French Tbacbers Abroad at the

Sorbonne. 1 also attempted to

study modem history, but this was
halted by my return to Tel Aviv.

Napoleon’s eneigetic propagan-

da campaigns fascinated me - the

Soviets and the Nazis just fol-

lowed Napoleon's steps. My tutor

at die university encouraged me to
pursue this subject for a degree,

but it was not to be.

Ln Tel Aviv I found a low-pay-
ing position with the newly estab-

lished daily paper, Haboker. I

have always envied journalists

who were able to pursue their

academic studies while working
on a daily basis. I failed abysmal-
ly-

Haboker, a frank political paper,

was financed by General Zionists

supporting the right-wing Yisrael

Rokach, then mayor of Tfel Aviv.

One of Rokach 's supporters sug-

gested that I join the party. I

refused. I believed that journalists

should be free - and let the editor

cross out what he did not like

politically.

Haboker was virulently attack-

ing kibbutzim, but some of my
friends from school bad founded
kibbutz groups and I respected

them. I thought they were doing a

great service to Zionism.
While in Paris, I was persuaded

by a friend to edit the Cahiers du

Betar. I have never joined Betar.

but had seen no reason not to help

young men with clear Zionist aspi-

rations - though it was somewhat
shocking to see them concentrat-

ing on just hating Mapai.
When in Bialistok my mother

had been persuaded to let me join
the Hashomer Hatzair movement
I was shocked when my instructor

began praising Moscow. I never
reported to Hashomer Hatzair
when I came to Palestine.

Just before the establishment of
the State of Israel, I joined The
Palestine Post.

Moshe Brilliant, then head of
the Tel Aviv bureau, was looking
for somebody to translate the

official communiques, which
were being published in Hebrew.
Never mind that my English was
rudimentary, all Brilliant wanted
was to learn the gist of the

Hebrew text. The arrangement
suited me fine. Surely, l felt, ray
work was quite temporary. There
will be no difficulty to find work
for one with the experience of a
couple of years with The
Palestine Post.

My assumption was false, how-
ever. Instead of translating die

Hebrew, my efforts were directed

for many years towards acquiring

sufficiency in a foreign language
so I could be understood by native

English speakers.

If that is not a complete fiasco

for somebody who bad aspired to

regard journalism as Literature
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ATLANTA (AP) - John Smoltz

Ucaroe the firei 20-game winner

season, taking a four-hitter

intoUie ninth inning and lading

the Atlanta Braves to a 5-4 victory

over the Pittsburgh Pirates on

Friday night-

Smoitz (20-6), who never won

more than 15 games in a season

before 1996, allowed seven hits,

walked one and struck out six in

innings as he raised his major

league-leading strikeout total to

217.
After Orlando Merced's RBI

single in the ninth, Mark Wohlers

00t two outs for his 30th save,

allowing a run-scoring single to

Charlie Hayes.

Andrew Jones hit his first major

league homer as Atlanta won for

ihe fifth time in six games.

Pittsburgh lost for the sixth time in

’seven games.
Rockies 8, Reds 4

Ellis Burks’ two-run single

broke open a close game and

helped visiting Colorado snap a

four-game losing streak.

' Burks' single completed a three-

jun rally in the sixth that put the

Rockies ahead 7-4. Vinny Castilla

added four hits, including a two-

run homer that was his 30th, and

tarry Walker hit a solo homer, his

15th.

The Rockies won for only the

fifth time in 19 games at

Riverfront Stadium and improved
their road record to 22-40.
Thomas Howard had four sin-

gles for the Reds, giving him 10
hits in three games. His single in

the sixth inning was his seventh

consecutive hit, a streak that

ended in the ninth inning when he
grounded out.

Padres 15, Mets 10
When baseball came to

Monterrey, Mexico, on a perfect

summer evening, Fernando
Valenzuela was every bit the
national hero he’s been for 15
years.

Valenzuela won the first regular-

season game outside of the US and
Canada as San Diego beat New
York.

His teammates provided the fire-

works - literally - when they hit

'

four home runs, including Greg
Vaughn’s, grand slam. Every time
a ball cleared the fence at Estadio

Monterrey, a short burst of fire-

woiks went up.
It was Valenzuela the 23,699

fans came to see, and they hung on
the 35-year-old left-hander's

every move.
Dodgers 8, Expos 2

Eric Karros hit a three-run

homer two pitches after catcher

Smoltz wins 20th; Padres
beat Mets in Mexico

Tim Spehr raisplayed his foul pop
in the first inning, and Los
Angeles went on to win at home.
Pedro Astacio (7-7) won his

third straight decision, allowing
two runs on nine hits and no walks
in seven innings. Hie right-hander

was aided by five double plays as

he earned his first victory at

Dodger Stadium since May 18
against Philadelphia.

Chad Curtis also had a three-run

homer, pinch-hitting for Wayne
Kirby in the seventh inning
against Omar Daal. It was Curtis’

first career homer at Dodger
Stadium and secoad since joining
Los Angeles on July 31 in a trade
with Detroit.

Raul Mondesi led off" the eighth

with his 18th homer for. Los
Angeles.
Spehr committed his first error

of die season in the first, when he
ran to die dngout boxes to die right

of the plate and shied away from
the padded railing as the ball fell

at his feet. Karros them drove a 2-

2 pitch to right for his 26th homer.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Orioles 14, A’s 3

Orioles 5, Oakland 4 (2nd, 10)
The Orioles, who erupted for 15

runs in the last three innings,
against the A's Thursday, trailed 2-

0 heading into the seventh in the

opener when they exploded for

seven in die seventh then added

NATIONAL LEAGUE

three in the eighth and four in the

ninth.
.

In the nightcap, Palmeiro hit a

run-scoring double in the top
_

of

the 10th inning for the winning

run.

Angels 6, Red Sox 3

Tun Salmon, Chili Davis and

Garret Anderson hit two-run

AMERICAN LEAGUE

AIM HIGH - Polish Paralympian Slowomir Kaepinski trains for the javelin in the Paralympic
Games, which opened Thursday night in Atlanta. Thousands of disabled athletes, including many
Israelis, are among the participants. cap)

No more ties in college football
LOS ANGELES - Holy scholar-

ship! It's August and college foot-

ball already is making news, like

when the Rose Bowl woke up and
heard the cash register and joined

hands with the bowl alliance.

Granted, it was a touching, his-

toric moment, but chances are it’s

not going to have the biggest

impact on college football games
this season.

"So what is? Well, maybe some
hints would help. What are die

words college football coaches
least like to hear?
l_Quarterback controversy.

_Maybe you should hold off on
making that down payment
_Some guy from the NCAA is

here to see you.

"They’re bad, all right but the

actual answer is something far, far

worse _ tie game.
Yes, that’s right die dreaded

non-won, ncn-Iost football game,
the original sister-kissing knotted
deadlock of an impasse.

Tie games must have been the

worst thing ihey could think of in

college football because they went
out and changed the rules this year
in Division I-A just to make
absolutely certain we've seen the

last of diem.
No longer will any poor coach

have to answer why he went for

the tie. Now he doesn't have a
choice in the matter.

•It’s probably a welcome change.
After all the other things a coach

has to worry about in a

game_"Should I run?*' or

"Should I pass?" or"Am I stand-

ing on the right sideline?" _ it’s

one less decision to make.

Maybe that’s why all the Pacific

10 coaches are in favor of the

concepL especially Dick Toroey at

Arizona, who in 1987 watched his

team finish with four victories,

four defeats and three ties.

In the last 10 seasons. Pac-10
teams have played 30 ties. That
may sound like an average

Father’s Day, but it’s not some-
thing they want to experience any
longer on the college football

fields across America.

It's a good thing the NCAA foot-

ball rules committee waited until

now to put the no-tie rule into

effect or the athletic scholarships

for Tie Detmer at BYU and Tie-

rone Wheatley at Michigan proba-
bly would have been revoked.

There is so much to think about.

By eliminating ties. It’s going to

give more teams a chance to reach
the six victories against Division
I-A teams that are needed to be eli-

gible for a bowl game.
And near the end of games, if a

teanf scores to get within one
point, you’re also going to see a
lot fewer coaches go for two-point
conversions. In fact, probably
nobody will.

Initially and from now on. OT
will be OK.
Here’s how the new, no-tie sys-

tem works. There is a coin toss to

begin the overtime. The team that

wins the flip chooses the ball or to

play defense.

The team with the ball gets it on
the other team's 25-yard line. It

gets one possession. Then it’s the

other team’s turn at the 25-yard
line. It also gels one possession.

If neither team scores, a second
overtime begins.

If the first team with the ball

scores a field goal, the second
team needs a touchdown to win or

a field goal to send the game into

a second overtime.

There is no clock. There is a

great deal of excitement, however.
At least that’s the idea.

Washington Coach Jim Lambright

said he is a big supporter of die

no-tie setup because he doesn’t

want people to think it's more
entertaining to play Nintendo than

to watch a college football game.
We’re not sure if they've got

Nintendo up there in Pullman yet,

but Washington State Coach Mike
Price is well aware of die level of
excitement associated with over-

times.

Price was involved in five of
them when he coached at Weber
State in Division I-AA, which
already had the rule. He may be
getting calls from nine other Pac-
10 coaches to ask what the heck to

do.
The best advice is don’t punt

The second-best advice is don’t
fumble. Price said what you'll
probably see happen is the team
that wins the coin toss will elect

to play defense. That way, the

team that begins on defense will

know exactly what it needs to do
when it has its turn with the foot-

ball.
1

For instance, if the other team
has scored a field goal, you need a

touchdown to win. If die other
team didn't score, all you need is a
field goal. If the other team didn't

know the new rule and left the

field at the end of regulation, all

you need is a couple of kegs to

start the party.

(Los Angeles Times)

Atlanta

Montreal

Florida

New York

Houston.

SL Louis

Cincinnati

Chicago
Pittsburgh

West Division

Los Angeles
San Diego
Colorado

w L- Pet. GB East Division W L Pet GB
75 46 .620 — New York 70 50 .583 —

66 54 .550 SIS Baltimore 65 56 337 5'A

57 65 .467 18'A Boston 59 63 .484 12

57 66 .463 19 Toronto 54 68 .443 17

49 74 .398 27 Detroit 42 79 347 28tf

an Central Division

66 SB .541 — Cleveland 73 49 396 —
65 57 .533 1 Chicago 67 56 349 6Ji

59 59 .500 5 Minnesota 61 60 .504 11 'k

59 61 .492 6 Kansas City 57 66 .463 16#

52 69 .430 13IS Milwaukee 57 66 .463 16*4

West Division

65 57 .533 - Texas 70 52 374 -

66 56 .532 — Seattle 62 56 .517 7

62 59 JS12 2\S Oakland 60 65 .480 1114

51 66 .429 12V4 Cafifomta 56 65 .463 134

homers, giving host Boston its

and

Tim Naehring homered for BostOT

off Russ Springer (3-1). »»
allowed four hits in >ix-p*us

i

’Tm
S5
Wakefield (10-10 gave up

10 hits in 7 2'3 innings, struck out

six and walked three-

Indians 3, Tigers 1(12)

Sandv Alomar, in a Ib-tor-vi

slump, hit a two-run.homer in

bottom of the 12th off Richie

Lewis (3-6), giving the Indians

their 14th final at-bat win of the

season. . , ,

Paul Assenmacher (o-2) pitched

a perfect 12th.

FRIDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Houston 8, Chicago 3

Colorado 8, CBncinnatM

San Francisco 6, Philadelphia 4

Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh 4

S?n Diego 15, New York 10

St Louis 6, Florida 2

Los Angeles 8. Montreal .

THURSDAY’S NL RESULTS:

Cincinnati 3, San Diego 2

Atlanta 8, Philadelphia 5

Florida 7, Montreal 6

Los Angeles 5, St Lonis 2

SFrancisco at Pittsburgh (ppd. rain)

Mariners 6, Yankees 5

Ken Griffey Sr. reached the 100-

r£i mart, scored the go-ahead

run in the eighth inning and threw

out Cecil Fielder at the plate.

nous Strange put visiting

Seattle'ahead 6-4 with a Iwo-out,

two-ton double in the eighth as the

Mariners took advance of

Jimmy Key's early «?'**“
The Mariners, conung off a 1-S

homestand that was die worsl irj

ream's 20-year history, fed *
Shind 3-0 when Sterling

Hitchcock (12-5) gaveup five

straight singles starting the first.

Dale Policy (M) *L!Pfr-

Mike Jackson struck out Fielder

with a runner on first to get his

fifth save.

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:

Baltimore 14, Oakfaod 3 (Irt)

Baltimore 5, Oakland 4 (2nd, 10)

Milwaukee 9. Chicago 7 (1st)

Milwaukee 3, Chicago 2 (2nd)

California 6, Boston 3

Cleveland 3, Detroit I (12 ) wnings

Seattle 6, New York 5

Minnesota 5, Toronto 4 (10) innings

Texas 5, Kansas City 3 .

THURSDAY’S AL RESULTS: >
Baltimore 18. Oakland 5

Only game scheduled

Dawson: This will be my last season
MIAMI (AP) - Standing at a
microphone to bid baseball good-
bye, Andre Dawson uncharacteris-

tically choked up in the clutch.

Dawson held a news conference
Wednesday to confirm that he’ll

retire at the end of the season, and
die words didn't come easily for

the 42-year-old Florida Marlins

outfielder.

He nibbed his eyes, sniffled,

sighed and stopped several times

to regain his composure, once
pausing for more than a minute.

“I shocked myself,** Dawson
said later with a smile. “It just

wouldn’t come out That’s when I

knew I was in trouble.”

Dawson’s wife, Vanessa, came
to die rescue by joining him at die

lectern and reading the first part of
his statement.

“Some nine years ago, most crit-

ics thought that I was physically

unable to continue as a profession-

al baseball player,” she read. “But
1 did. Now the time has come for

me to bid farewell to my jealous

lover -baseball.”

The announcement was hardly a

surprise; Dawson said last month
he expected to retire this year.

Now on the disabled list with

inflammation in one of his long-

troublesome knees, he hopes to

play at least one more game.
Yet the acknowledgment that the

end is near made Dawson want to

cry.

Andre Dawson's Career Statistics

Regular Season
Yearjeara AB R H HR RSI AVG
1976, Mon 85 9 20 0 7 236
1977. Mon 525 64 148 19 65 222
1978, Mon GOO 84 154 25 72 253
1979. Mon 638 90 178 25 92 -Z75

1960. Mon 577 96 178 17 87 .308

1961, Mon 394 71 119 24 64 302
1982, Man 608 107 183 23 83 301
1983. Mon 833 KM 189 32 113 299
1984, Mon 533 73 132 17 66 348
1985, Mon 529 66 135 23 91 355
1986, Man 496 65 141 20 78 384
1987,01 621 90 178 49 137 387
1968,01 591 78 179 24 79 303
1989,01 416 62 105 21 77 352
1990,01 529 72 164 27 100 310
1991,01 563 69 153 31 104 372
1992,01 542 60 150 22 90 377
1993, Bos 461 44 126 13 67 373
1994, Bos 292 34 70 16 48 340
1995, Ft# 226 30 58 a 37 357
1996, FM 40 3 12 1 10 357
Rrtafa 9909 1370 2770 437 1587 380

Division Championship Sales
Year, 0pp. AB R H HR RBI AVG
1983 vs. PN 20 1 6 D 0 300

league CfaniOMMi Sahas
Year, Opp. AB R H HR RBI AVG
1863 vs. LA 20 2 3 a 0 .150

TSSSvsSF 19 0 2 0 3 .105

Totals 39 2 5 0 3 .128

“This much emotion I’ve never

seen from him,” Mrs. Dawson
said. “I didn’t think this,would
happen. But it’s very hard. It’s

been a long time coming.” -

Despite 12 knee operations,

Dawson, a probable Hall of Famer,

has spent 21 years in die major

leagues as one of his generation's

greatest talents. He played for die

Montreal Expos, Chicago Cubs
and Boston Red Sox before return-

ing to his hometown of Miami and

joining the Marlins last year.

Dawson’s announcement came
one day after die Marlins traded

another former National League
Most Valuable Player, Terry

Pendleton, to the Atlanta Braves.

The Florida media guide
includes rules for election to the

Hall ofFame, and next to them are

Dawson's career statistics. He has
437 home runs. 22nd on the career

list, and 31 4 stolen bases, making
him one of four players with more
than 300 homers and 300 steals.

The others are Willie Mays, Barry
Bonds and Bobby Bonds.

“For the people who didn’t get to

see him play in his prime - you
missed something.” Marlins gener-

al managerDave DombrowsVti said.

Even in his final season, the

player nicknamed Hawk stands at

the plate with a menacing look

few can match. And as a right

fielder, he has won six Gold
Gloves..

Dawson reached the majors in

1976 and his first big-league hit

came against Steve Carlton.

In 1987 he hit 49 homers and
was the NL MVP with the sixth-

place Chicago Cubs. He played in

eight All-Star games but never

reached the World Series.

“You can’t have everything,

right?” he said with a smile. .

As Dawson put it, he pushed his

body to the limit Bone rubs cm bone
in both knees, and he faces replace-

ment surgery in 10 to 15 years.

“What I’ll miss the most proba-

bly is the postgame ice packs,” he

joked.

“He’s been hurting for a long

time,” said Tony Perez^ a Marlins
executive and a teammate of
Dawson’s in Montreal. “To play

through all that pain, that guy has

to be some kind of man.”
Dawson will travel with the

Marlins the rest of the season.

Tributes are already planned in

Miami, Chicago, Montreal and

CLASS ACT - Andre Dawson of the Florida Marlins announces
last week that be will be retiring at the end of this season. (Reuwi

Philadelphia.

The Marlins hope to keep him
with the organization, perhaps in

,
the front office, but he’s not ready

to accept a job.

“I want to give the family some

quality time and give my body a
chance to regroup,” he said.

He'll continue to live in South
Miami, where a street honors one
of his 437 homers. It’s called
Andre Dawson Drive.

Dawson's Achievements
'. rAn eight-time All-Star.

- Won six Gold Gloves as an outfielder.
' - 437 career home runs ranks 22nd on the career list. Only
one active player, Eddie Murray, has more.

.

• 314 stolen bases.
• One of four players with more than 300 homers and 300

steals. The others are Barry Bonds, Bobby Bonds and Willie
Mays.
"•11 ,587 RBIs, 23rd on the career list.

• National League Most Valuable Player with the sixth-place
Chicago Cubs in 1987, when he had 49 home runs and 137
RBIs. .

• 1977 National League Rookie of the Year with the Montreal
Expos.

It’s art imitating baseball, or vice versa
For Ripkin and Gooden, it’s a short jump from ‘The Show’ to Tinseltown

BALTIMORE (AP) - Few base-

ball players attract more zealous

fans than Cal Ripken, whose
tremendous popularity proved
indispensable to screenwriters of
the new movie, “The Fan.”

Ripken signs hundreds of auto-

graphs each week, most times in

the ballpark while dozens of kids

and grown men fervently call out

his name. Some fans usually wait,

hours after the game just to say
hello to Ripken as be leaves for

the drive home.
The adulation is not without a

price. It’s virtually impossible for

Ripken to spend a private night on
the town with his family without

someone coming up to him and
asking for an autograph or a hand-

shake.

When the Baltimore Orioles go
on the road, Ripken checks into

another hotel under an assumed
name. That way, he knows he can
at least make it to tbe lobby with-

out being mobbed by fans.

Given his experience in the mat-

ter, Ripken had plenty of informa-

tion for the author of a movie
about the lengths a ballplayer must
go through to deal with impas-
sioned followers.
“The Fan,” which opened in the

United States yesterday, is a story

about a baseball player (Wesley
Snipes) who must cope with the

twisted obsession of a psychotic

fan (Robert De Niro). Ripken
went to California last October to

serve as the film’s technical advi-

sor.

‘1 don’t If I was really a techni-

cal advisor or not Actually, it was
a series of many different inter-

views," he said. “They asked how
it was to take my kids out in pub-
lic, bow the fans are in different

cities and my relationship with

baseball fans in general.”

Phoef Sutton, who wrote the

screenplay, said: ‘Talking to Cal
Ripken gave me a real feeling of

what it is like to be a baseball

star. We always tell our children

not to talk to strangers, and yet,

strangers are always coming up to

Cal and talking to him, and he
responds.”

Ripken is an old fashioned
ballplayer, quite unlike the flam-
boyant athlete portrayed by
Snipes. But Sutton still learned

from the Oriole shortstop, whose
popularity peaked last September
when he broke Lou Gehrig’s
record for consecutive games
played.
“Seeing how he copes with fame

and die pressure of so many peo-
ple counting on him and pulling
for him to succeed, was invalu-

able,” Sutton said.

'

Ripken didn’t help write the
screenplay, bur he quickly recog-
nized his input when he viewed
the final script and some of the
action.

“There were many, many things
I saw in which I thought to myself.
‘Hey, 1 said those words.' It was
sort of a combination of several
things we lalked about," Ripken
said.

Ripken has mei and shaken
hands with thousands of fans over

his 15-year career, but he has
never had a serious problem with
any of them. Most of the time, the
experience is pleasurable for
both.

He would like to believe that
most baseball fans are good peo-
ple. But he knows that there’s
always a chance of running into
someone like the character played
by De Niro, whose fixation bor-
ders on maniacal.
“To me, it’s all been positive,”

Ripken said. T don’t think base-

ball players have a fear of fans, but
there are some bad people out
there, so you have to be careful."
Ripken, who requested that his

name not be used in the movie’s
final credits, enjoyed the experi-
ence of watching a movie being
made He also got a kick out of
his three-hour lunch with De
Niro.

“We talked a lot about basehalL”
Ripken said. “I think maybe,
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‘Doc Hollywood’
DWIGHT Gooden made the move Thursdav
movies.

1 nursaay from the mound to the

life story.
exclusive movie rights to his

N^Yortwitfi
5'^ Me^ ^“"ih^Wo^d's’ to ““«*

cocaine drag him down. Senes, then alcohol and

saai- » ufiiasttx's
appearance on "La"/Show wi^Da^d UtTeiS „Gooden *ped an

the way I did in ’94,”CoS l£dS C0Uldn ’
1 ,eave New York

^er'r^^ lhe immunity i?£§** back here* do wel1
*

hin^ln^ ^ you,” Letterman told
great, made a lot of jokes about vou whe?!^ Ifl yoUr iife werc
so great. And to me, jfg the sign of a rail .SS**

m your life we not
to come on here now and visifwith u^tonh?ht

*man *at yOU ‘

re aWc
‘ (AP)
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Cantona leads United to

PSft 3-0 win; Newcastle stunned
:?>ri .
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LONDON (Reuter) - Eric
Cantona, the key figure in
Manchester. Unjted’s league and
cup double triumph in May,
launched the new season with a
typical goal in a 3-0 win over
Wimbledon yesterday.

The gifted Frenchman latched
on to a cross from Nicky Butt
midway through the first half and
drove a fierce half volley beyond
goalkeeper Neil Sullivan.

United’s class brought further
goals from Dennis Irwin and
David Beckham in the second
half.

‘

While United made a flying
start to the new campaign,
Newcastle, parading the world's
costliest player in Alan Shearer,
had a nightmare day, losing 2-0 at

Everroa
Shearer, who cost big spenders

Newcastle £15 million to recruit
from Blackburn, Had a headed
goal disallowed in the first half
and later struck the bar with
another header.

But Newcastle can take heart

from the fact that the champions
lost their opening league game last

season, 3-1 to Aston Villa.

Fabrizio Ravanelli, one of sev-
eral big-name foreigners plying
their trade-in the Premier League
this season, scored a hat-trick on
his debut for Middlesbrough, his
last in the 81st minute earning it a
3-3 home draw with Liverpool.

Kevin Campbell was another
hat-trick man. He struck three
tiroes in the opening 47 minutes in
Nottuigham Forest’s 3-0 win at

Coventry.

Cantona, playing on the ground
where his kung-fu attack on a
Crystal Palace fan 1 8 months ago
cost'him a lengthy ban, was at the

heart of much of United's inven-
tive -build-up.

But it was Beckham who earned
the biggest roar from the United
fans with a superb goal in the final

minute. Spotting Sullivan off his

line, he lobbed the embarrassed

Maccabi cruises

past Hapoel
in Tel Aviv derby

DM CONTROL - Manchester United’s Eric Cantona (1} jumps for the ball as Wimbledon’s Chris*
Perry watches.

llVi iiw. *

Wimbledon goalkeeper from the
halfway line.

Irwin had similarly embarrassed
Sullivan with a shot from an acute
angle in the 57th minute.

Newcastle, routed 4-0 by
United in the Charity Shield last
week, must quickly put its house
in order if it is to be a serious chal-
lenger for a championship it has
not won since 1927.

Hard though Shearer worked to
mark his debut with a goal, he was
outshone by Everton's Scotland
international striker Duncan
Fetguson.

His sheer physical presence cre-
ated both goals, a 29th-minute
David Unsworth penalty and a

40th minute strike by Gaiy Speed.
Middlesbrough made an imme-

diate return on (he £7m. it paid
Juventus for Ravanelli.

He canceled out a Stig

Bjomebye fourth-minute strike

with a 26lh-minu(e penalty and
scored again 10 minutes later after

John Barnes had restored

Liverpool's lead.

A Robbie Fowler goal midway
through the second half threatened

to spoil Ravanelli ’s day but the

never-say-die Italian came up
trumps again nine minutes from
time.

In the Scottish Premier Division,

Rangers' veteran striker Ally
McCoisi took his tally of goals to

five in four games this season with

a second half hat-trick in the 5-2

win over Dunfermline.

Rangers', who carry a 3-1 lead

into the second leg of their

European Cup qualifying round
second leg away to Russian side

Alania Vladikavkaz oil

Wednesday, carried just too much
firepower for promoted
Dunfermline.

McCoisi s goals can*- rr* the

46th. a penalty. 73rd anti >oth
minutes.

Dutchman Peter Van VosA.r.

doubled his season's tally with

goals in the 17th and 8&h min-
utes.

Celtic, the side most likely to

challenge Rangers' lengthy

monopoly of the championship,

also enjoyed an emphatic win - 4-

1 over Raith.

Two strikes by Andrea* Tnc.r.

were sandwiched bciwee:. ica.;

by Pierre Van Hooydonk and sub-

stitute Simon Donnelly.

Dundee United had skipper

David Bowman sent off after just

three minutes for elbowing

Hibernian’s Keith Wright and his

side paid for his indiscretion by
iostng at home.

Kevin McAllister headed the

only goal in the 29th minute.

PREMIER LEAGUE
Arsenal 2, Weil Ham 0; Blackburn 0,

Toranbam 2: Coventry 0, Nottingham

Forest 3: Dcrbj 3, Leeds 3; Everfoo 2,

Newcastle Qt Mitldlesbrotigh 3, Liverpool

3: Shufttcki Wcdnmby 2, Aston VQla l;

SuuderLiuti 0, Leicester 0; Wimbtedon 0,

Manchester United 3. Today:

Southampton v Chtisea

DIVISION ONE
Bradford 3. Portsmouth 1; Grimsby I,

Wol tor(tampion 3; Huddersfield 2,

Charlton 0; Norwich 2, Swindon 0;

Oldham t. Stoke 2; Pori Vale I. Bolton 1;

Queens Park Rangers 2, Oxford 1;

Reading l. Sbeindd United 0; Southend

i, Trauawrc 1; West Bromwich 1.

Ba/iislcv 2. Today: Birmingham v

Ceysui Palace

Di VISION TWO
Blackpool O. Chesterfield 1:

Bournemouth I. Watford 2; Bristol

Rovers i. Peterborough 0; Bury 1.

Brentford 1; Crewe 1 Stockport 0;

Gillingham j, Bristol CUy 2; Luton 1.

Burnlt) 2: MDlwali i. Wrexham 1; Notts

County 2, Preston 2: Plymouth 2, York i;

Walsjll 1 , Rotherham 1. Today:

ahrettsbury \ Wycombe.
DIVISION THREE
Brighton 2, Chester 1: Cambridge

Lniteu i. tfsmet 0: Colchester 0.

Marti*pool 1: D.VKastET 6. Carlisle i:

ruitUuu i. uciM-tord 0. htni j. Dariingion

2: Lvytou Orient 0, Sciuitaorpe i;

Ma&stieM 0, Exeter 1; Scarborough ft,

Cardiff 0; Swansea 2. Rochdale i;

Torquay 2, Lincoln I; Wigan 2,

Northampton 1.

SCOTTISH PREMIER
Critic 4, Raith I; Dundee United 0,

Hibernian I; Dunfermline 2, Rangers 5;

Hearts 3 Kilmarnock 2: Mulhervrell 2,

Aberdi-'c.;

OR1 LEWIS

MrtCCABI convincing
Hapoel 3-0 in the Tel Aviv Totu
Cup derby yesterday, with all

goais coming front ihe feet of Avj
Nlmni.

Maccabi was reduced to 10 men
early in the first haifwhen nation-

al team captain Sir Klinger wa»
sent off, but Hapoel failed"to cap-
italize on iis advantage, and
Hapoel 's Nis&im Aviteif missed
two golden opportunities to le.ei

the scores at 1-1 early in the first

half.

Be tar Jerusalem returned to
winning ways with a dramatic 2-i
win over Maccabi Herzliva at

Teddy Stadium. The win comes as
good news for the Betaris who
travel to Norway this week for

what looks like just completing
the formalities in its UEFA Cup tie

with Bodo/GIimt. The
Jerusalemites hope the nightmare
of the last 10 days, during which
they lost 5-1 tc Bodo-Glimt and
ended the Toto Cup fixture in a
goalless draw with Hapoel Taiba

at the end of which some of me

Naor wins at
Paralympics
ISRAELI racket Gii Naor beat
Vladimir Dimaneki from Russia
6-1. 6-2 in a Paralympic- match
yesterday in Atlanta.

Today, Naor faces what wilt

most likely be his toughest
match rfhcE he goes up against

Scott Douglas fioro the L b.

rated ninth in the w orld.

In women's tennis. Tiki
Aharaoni lost to Helena White
of the US 2-0 and Kinneret
Yisraeli lost to Donna Cortir
from New Zealand by the same
score.

The national volleyball team
iGst to world champion
Germany i5-i. 15-6, 15-9.

Bailey

bounces
back,
Henkel
bows out
COLOGNE (Reuter) - Olympic
sprint champion Donovan Bailey
bounced back from defeat with a
victory and a smile while former
gold medalist Heike Henkel left

athletics with a tear in her eye at

the Cologne grand prix on Friday.

Bailey, beaten over 100 meters

at the richest meeting in athletics

in Zurich on Wednesday, produced

the same strong finish which took

him to Olympic gold and a world

record of 9.S4 seconds in Atlanta

to beat a world-class 100m. field.

Competing in her last major

event, the svelte, blonde-haired

Henkel, the 1992 Olympic

women’s high jump champion,

could only clear 1.90m. but left

her home stadium with a standing

ovation ringing in her ears.

“Those were the nicest

moments of my career but at the

same time the saddest,” Henkel

said. “Many thanks to Cologne.

What is my future? That’s simple

- family, career and a bit of high-

jumping.”
American Dennis Mitchell, who

had beaten Bailey in Zurich, could

not live with the Canadian in the

final 20m. of the men’s sprint, the

highlight of the meeting.

Bailey powered through to win

in 10.03 seconds despite damp

conditions with Mitchell second in

10.07. .. „
Namibia's Olympic silver

medalist Frankie Fredericks was

third with 10.14. TYinidad s

Atlanta bronze medal l<rtAto

Boidon could only finish fifth in

10.19 behind fourth-placed

Canadian Bruny Surin (10.16).
_

As world and Olympic spruit

champion, Bailey can command a

huge appearance fee for turning up

at meetings around Europe. In

Zurich, for example, he™Mgy
to have picked up at least:

S70.WW

for just putting on his spikes.

“How much would 1 as a meet

director pay the winner- of a race

like this. Believe me, a lot!, he

said afterwards. “Because you had

both the Olympic winner^
world record holder in the field.

Mitchell, sporting

bright green outfit,
«***»“

liantly and was ahead of BailfiJ

halfway. But the towering

Canadian ate up the ground in the

Iggi 50bl
Norway's Olympic champion

Nfcbjoem Rodal.won the mens

SOOra. in one min 43.67 wnds-

In thewomen’s 100m. Jamaican

veteran Meriene Ottey look tne

scalp ofAmerican Olympic cnarn-

pion GaiLDevecs .for the second

time,m toe, days.. Devers ju5|

pippedTJney- at the; Olympics i

the tightest of photo finishes.

Maccabi TA hoopsters

set out for Argentina
with new-look squad

New Zealand holds
off Springboks 23-19

JOEL GORDIN

• i

i ;

.
•

MACCABI Tel Aviv basketball team leaves today
for Argentina to play in a tournament with five local

teams including national champions Olympia. The
boys in blue and yellow are optimistic about their

chances, having returned last week from an extreme-
ly successful four-club practice tournament in Italy.

The season opens with the first round (home and
away) of State Cup action on September 4 and 8.

League play begins September II.

The Jsraeli champions won all their games in Italy,

defeating Italian side Stefand Milano, Turkey's Efez

Pilsen and Ulker. The big (91-69) win over Turkey’s

Ulker was especially sweet for the Maccabeans who
are in the same group in the European champi-
onships.

After announcing that Doron Sheffer would return

here with a three-year contract rather than take his

chances at making the Los Angeles Clippers who
drafted him in the second round, chairman Shimon
Mizrahi and head coach Zvi Sherf also stated that six

leading members of last year's squad have been

given their marching orders. They include such pil-

lars of the local basketball establishment as Doron
Jamchee, Motti Daniel, Tomer Steinhauer, foreign

players Radisav Curcic and Tom Chambers and Jeff

Kent, once hailed as the club’s golden boy.

They will be replaced by Sheffer, foreign player

Buck Johnson and three naturalized citizens: Borku

Radovic, Constantine Popo and Derek Sharp. Randy

Waite is the candidate to be the second foreign play-

er. but has not signed officially.

Those retained by the squad are Nadav Henefeld

(the new captain), Oded Katash, Guy Goodes and

Brad Leaf. It was as if Sherf and Mizrahi had con-

fronted their critics through the years and retorted:

“You want change? We’ll you've got it!”

The new-look squad has no superstars or prima

donnas. Johnson, formerly of the Houston Rockoiz.
Hapoel Tel Aviv and the Greek league, is ai ihe end
of his career and has most likely not turned down a

far contract from elsewhere to come to Maccabi. He
will be only too grateful to be in the Maccabi jersey.

Sharp and Radovic were both rescued from the

local second division, and the Romanian-bom Popo
graduated last season from the University of Miami.
In short, coach Sherf will be able to concentrate on
coaching and “will not be afraid to tum his b^c-k or,

the bench" as a veteran club official put it.

For the first time in many years, the hack court is

visibly stronger than in front. Johnson. Sharp ana
Radovic are all power forwards who pisy better or.

the outside than in the color. Tne only naiurai -enter

is the 7-fooi-2 Popo.
Maccabi also has a plethora of guards from which

to choose. The club has now cornered the three best

point guards in the country: Sheffer, Katash and
Goodes. In addiUon. Henefeld and Leaf, although

power forwards, can both fill in as playmakers.

It seems the club management has been trauma-
tized by events during the past season when Goodes
was injured, leaving Katash to battle on singleband-

edly. Who will get the playing time? The best solu-

tion would seem to be Katash as point guard and
Sheffer as shooting guard (Jamchee ’.s old role), with
Goodes coming off the bench. Henefeld, with his

awesome defensive skills, should also be in the start-

ing five. His natural replacement is Leaf.

Both Katash and Sheffer are excellent shooters;

and if Maccabi plays it right, it could prove tc be an
unorthodox, but extremely effective combination.

If Sherf can change the pace of the game to suit his

new-look squad, Maccabi fans are in for a fascinat-

ing season of attractive basketball. A good start was
made m Italy.

DURBAN lAP) - Jeff Wilson
and Christian Cuilen scored first-

half tries and New Zealand held

{off- the . Springboks. - .23- -.9

i Satefday ufthe first of fee .Mi
Blacks’ three-test South African
tear.

Wilson and Cullen’s tries gave
New Zealand a 15-9 halftime
lead, and after an exchange of
penalties, Zinzan Brooke's 48th-

mir.ute try gave the All Biacks the

final points they needed and a 23-

12 advantage.

Despite the poor kicking of Joel
Stiansky, who converted only
three of his first seven attempts.

South Africa dosed the gap on
Dante van SchaJkwyk’s try and
Stransky's conversion, but get nc
closer.

‘(South Africa.) really took il tc

us today, but we stood up to it and
i think the South Africans showed
a lot of steel, showed how united

they are," New Zealand captain

Sean Fitzpatrick said.

Both teams’ forwards played
fast and aggressively with New
Zealand making more of its

opportunities, but South Africa

controlled the majority of posses-

sion and territory in the second
half.

Tne All Blacks took the lead

shortly after kickoff when wing
Glen Osborn broke down the ieft

before the Ail Blacks moved the

ball right across the field in long,

looping passes to allow Wilson to

run over in the comer.
Cullen added to the advantage

in the 23rd. Wilson again figur-

ing in on the play that saw
Culler, touch down in the same
comer.

In the second half, the South
African forwards dominated die

rack:- and mauls keeping the All

Biacks back pedaling for most of

ihe final 40 minutes.

After Brooke’s try, Mark
Andrews' and Hannes Strydom's
line work finally put the South
Africans over the line when they

provided good bail for the back
line and van Schalkwyk scored 15
meters in from touch.

South Africa was without center

iapie Mulder, who was ruled out
of the match earlier yesterday

because of a back injury. Stransky.

whose wife gave birth to a baby
daughter ovemighL finished with

:4 points on four penalties and a

conversion.
All Black Simon Culhane, who

replaced the injured Andrew
Merhtens. kicked for eight points

on two penalties and a conversion.

The victory was New Zealand’s
third straight over the World Cup
champions, having won twice in

the recently completed South
Hemisphere Tri-Nations tourna-

ment.
"2 think the All Blacks played

very well today and we made a

few mistakes and handling errors

but 1 think. I know, we can beat
them next time," South African

coach Andre Markgraaff said.

The two sides meet in ihe sec-

ond test next Saturday in Pretoria,

with the third scheduled for

Johannesburg on Aug. 31.

Gooch to

coach
England
‘A’ to

Australia

e£S,"£S»
, -<SS

cSSch will com* the natronal

SvsIdTon their tour of

Australia four times andj>b^

England selector and tour roan-

™.sq
.fcLr- fniir-dav matches

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rales

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words

(minimum), each additional word NIS

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS

17530 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 1 7.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-

DAY (oackaqa) - NIS 257.40 lor 10 words

{minimum).each additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 351.00

tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

roUfi
N
FRiDAYS (package) - NIS

444.60 for 10 words (minimum), eacn ad-

ditional word - NIS 44 .46-

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00

for i0 words (minimum), each additional

SS?e;
N
a ™«ild until 31.10.96.

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT jpar:-
merrt in Tel Avtv or Jerusalem Best loca-

tions. air-condiiiomng. Immediate Tel.

WHERE TO STAY

SELECTION OF APARTMENTS and
rooms lor tourists throughout Israel- HA-
VIVA Tei. 02-244-415.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ' Short and
long term rentals' Bed and braaktasi

*

P.O.Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044. TeL

02-

SI 1745, Fax; 02-31 SS41.

THE JERUSALEM INN atttie City Can-
ter - Double or large (amity rooms, pfiv.

Bathroom, T.VJTei, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757. Fax 02251-297.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH, FOR rent. 4 bed-
room cottage with swimming pool, long

tease, immediate entry, to MORAN REAL
ESTATE. Tei. 09 - 672759.

RENTALS
DWELLINGS

Tel Aviv

SALES

RAMAT ESHKOL. RAMAT HAGOLAN.
4.5 rooms, lovely, sunny, renovated, dou-

ble conveniences. S850. Tei. 02-826678.

SALES

n-ckpw
TeLwandQuccnslupO.

'j^hHomar^
Sports:Ed'tpr

DEADLINES offices:

- weeMays; 12 noon the day
and Sunday.

TelAviv
1

and
C

Halfa - weekdays: 1

2

r~-, 9 iav; stsfcra auDitaa-ic-.: .o: rnday

Shi Si-iJay: J

iSiSnoor. Thursday in rwrta

DWELLINGS

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground

partem Immediate. "ISRABUILD" Tel OB-

666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies, imme-

diate ISKABUlLD. T«s 02-566-6571

.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES,
Gan Ha ir, near sea. tourists / business-

men, short/long term. Tel. 03-695-9092,

05D-35B97Z

RENTALS

RAMAT - AVIV GIMMEL, 5, luxurious,

long term. Azorei Chen. 4. sea view. YAEL
REALTORiMALDAN) . T$t. 03 - 642 -

6253.

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE
and pool, air conditioning and central va-

cum.. near the seat Tel. 050-2317%. 06-

363261.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, EXCLUSIVE vil-

la, near the sea, with swimming poo).

SI .200.000. ILTAM REAL ESTATE,
TeL 09-565611.

HERZLYIA PITUAH LOVELY cottage
lor sale. Best location. Immediate enlry.

Exclusive to MORAN REAL ESTATE.
TEL 09-572759.

home nup porter*, attacked the

laiba fans. Be tar looked to be

heading for a 1 -0 win after a 36th-

uiinuic own goal by Herzliya's

Carlos Olenin." But with just three

minutes left, referee Haim
Lipkuwitz awarded a penalty to

Herzliya. Roman Ftlipchuk con-

vening from the spot.

Ronnen Hurazi immediately
redressed ihe balance for the hosts

when he struck with Betar's sec-

ond to ensure the win with just

one minute to go. In other match-
es. Maccabi Haifa convincingly

beat Hapoel Bcersheba 3-1 due to

Hezi Shirazi's hat trick. Tsabar

Daniel got Beersheba's consola-
tion goal. Hapoel Haifa crushed
Hapoel Jerusalem 5-0 at home,
with Ofer Talkar scoring a hat

uick and Tal Banin getting the

other two. Hapoel Taiba lost 4-1

in its home fixture to Bnei Yehuda
at Nutanya while debi-riddep
Zafrinm Holon who is playing
without many of the first team
players were dumped 3-0 by lrohl

Rishon Lezion.

TOTO CUP
GROUP A

Irani Rtsiwri 3 Z*Mrim Union —

.

Hap. Tot Aviv 0 Mac. Td Aviv _
GROUP B

Hap. Beersoeba - 1 Uae. Haifa _

—

nap. Soft Siw'an . t Mac. FT

GROUP C
Hap. Taiba ,.i Bmu Yehuda —
Bet. Jerusalem ... 2 Mae. Herzliya ....

GROUP D
Hap. PI 1 Hap. Kte Sava .

Hap. Haifa .5 Hap. Jerusalem

...4

...4

-J,

National League Toto Cup.'

Group A !

L
0Mac. TM Aviv

Hep. TaJ Aviv
Irom Rishon
Zafrnim Holon

Mu-. Haifa

Har- aecrchate:

\AX- PT
Hap Bat Slw'an

Bnei Yehuda
Bet Jerusalem
HapTafca
Mac. Herzliya

Hap Harts

Hac. Ida: Sa/a
Hap. PT
Hap. Jerusalem

P W D
2 2 0
2 0 1 1

2 1 1

2 0 0 i

Group B
P W D L
2 2 0 0
2 10 1

2 i o :

2 0 0 2

Group C
P W D L
2 2 0
2 1 1

2 0 1

2 0 0

Group D
P W D L
2 110
2 110
2 0 2 0
2 0 0 2

A PIS

0 ft

3 1

0 4
7 0

0 8
0 2
1 1

2 3

A Pts

1 ft

3 3
2 3.
5 0-

A Pts

3 B'

1 4.
4 1.
6 0 .

A Pts

4 4
I 4.
5 2
7 0

This week's winning Sportoto line:
*

This week's winning Toto Pius line: r

lAXA2.l. 1 JL-AX, 1 ri.--

Winning Tototefco numbers:
8, 10, 11 , 20, 22, 24, 31 .

Cards land
first-round

draft pick
TEMPE iAP) — The Arizona
Cardinals landed rookie Simeon
Rice and got ready to wave good-

bye to running back Garrison
Hearst.

Wee, die team's first-round pick,

and No. 3 overall in April's NFL;
draft, ended his holdout Friday-

and agreed to a four-year contract'

Financial terms were not dis-

closed, but The Arizona Republic

reported the deal was worth
between $9- to $10 million.

Rice, a defensive end wha
played at Illinois, is expected to'

join the team after signing his con-

tract today. He could play in the

Cardinals’ final preseason game
August 23 at Atlanta.

Hearst, the Cardinals' first-

round draft pick in 1993, was sent

home Friday and told he would be

waived today unless rookie

Lee Iand McElroy gets injured in

tonight's game against the

Chargers.

McElroy. a second-round pick

front Texas A&M. signed a three^

year, 51.75m contract with the’

Cardinals on August 7.

INCOMING TOUR OPERATOR, ex-

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE RESTI! We are the'
best)! The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For the ntghest quafity live-in jobs’
phone Au Pair international 03-61

*nn jobs
90423.

,

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, that
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call

Hilma TeL 0&-9659S37.

HOUSEKEEPER WITH EXPERIENCE
+ live-in. central region, good conditions.

Also Filipinos for tha elderly, Tel. 03-‘

6889858/9.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE

SALES

HOLIDAY RENTALS

great opportunity, wolf-
son. j.

. is- *-• ••MBSet. Kft-

aoe. parking. S^w.iiuu. iSnAoJiLj, lei

fy-6571

WHERE TO STAY

NEVE AVIVIM, 5, MASTER, AC, Stu-

dy, lixturfis. Tel. 03-5106891, 03-

5T0042&'9. 050-56590).

NORTH AFEKA. LUXURIOUS, villa.

250 m / 500 m.. beautiful garden.

SI .500,000, Tef. 03-642-801

a

1 SERVICES GEFILTE FISH - DO-IT-YOURSELF
with Deglicatesse's Iresh, no skin, no *

bones ground mixture. Tel. 02-611488Tel Aviv

HEBREW STUDIES, "HOLYLANG" in-

tensive Hebrew courses in Tel Aviv. Tel.

177-022-6207.
Jerusalem

SITUATIONS VACANT
UNRESTRICTED

Jerusalem

GENERAL
ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, leasing, trading.

Tei. 02-6523735, 050-240977.
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Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St.,

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826

Fax. 02-244876
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

Stocks advance FTSE at new high
EETRE WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

NEW YORK (AP) - Slocks ad-

vsneed broadly Friday as the lat-

est signs of a moderating econo-
my helped the bond market, but
a troubling earnings report in the

computer industry pulled the

technology sector lower late in

the day.

'

Bonds posted strong gains,
sending long-term interest rates

lower, after the Commerce De-
partment reported that construc-

tion of new homes and apart-

ments fell 1.3 percent in July to

the lowest level in four months.
The downward trend was con-

sistent with the recent perfor-

niance of most other sectors of

the economy, furthering expec-

tations the central bank will not

feel compelled to raise short-

term interest rates next week to

head off inflation pressure.

Inflation lowers the value of

fixed-income investments, driv-

ing down bond prices to force

their yields higher. Rising bond
yields - a key influence on bor-

rowing costs - and higher lending

rates can hurt stocks by raising

corporate operating costs and
slowing consumer spending.

Technology shares were firm

until late in the session despite

Hewlett-Packard's 26% drop in

third-quarter profit, reported af-

ter trading on Thursday, and a
warning that some profitability

problems could continue.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered declarers by a 2-to-l mar-
gin on the New York Stock Ex-
change, with 1,577 up, 781 down
and 813 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 333.27

million shares at the close vs
322.85 million in the previous
session.

LONDON (Reuter) - The FTSE
100 Index - at its lowest point of

the year exactly one month ago -

jumped to a new record dose,

fueled by favorable economic
data, a strong bond market and

an early wave of buying linked to

the expiry of index options.

The blue-chip index closed

35.5 points higher at 3,872.9 for

a gain of 622 on the week.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks

closed lower as profit-taking

overwhelmed the telecommuni-

cations sector, which bad rallied

earlier this week. But trading

was extremely thin.

The 225-share Nikkei average

closed down 134.25 points at

20,834.00 but showed a net rise

of 28195 on the week.

JOHANNESBURG - South

African industrial shares re-

ceived a last-minute boost from

Wall Street to end a dismal day

off their lowest levels. Golds

were hit by a lackluster bullion

price and limited interest. Cur-

rency worries, when the rand

was bid at a new all-time low,

initially depressed industrial

shares but a firm Wall Street

helped them revive a little at die

end.

The overall index slipped 36.9

points to 6527.4, down 13S5 on

the week.

The NYSE’s composite index

rose 1.74 to 355.96, and the Stan-

dard -and- Poor’s 500-stock in-

dex rose 2.93 to 665.21.

The Nasdaq composite index

fell 1.04 to 1,133.65, and the

American Stock Exchange's
market value index rose 3.61 at

556.14.

Dollar surges against mark
CURRENCY REPORT

Dole makes market queasy

WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - The strains

of Republican hannony emanat-

ing from San Diego over the past

week may not sound so musical

on Wall Street, where pro-busi-

ness Republican presidencies are

normally cause for celebration.

Putting aside semi-sarcastic,

semi-serious barbs that a Repub-

lican already occupies the White

House, the Republican National

Convention has added some bad-

ly needed momentum to Bob
Dole’s underdog campaign, at

least enongh to prompt some
members of the investment com-
munity to consider the implica-

Tions of the former senator’s pro-

"A fax for you"
ASyou want to know aboutfour

axounts, onymfax,wilhm 15minutes.

m ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK i

posed economic platform.

Fittingly, that means hearken-

ing back to Ronald Reagan, as

Republicans have been all week,

ft was the Reagan administration

that pushed through the last tax

cut of the dimensions that candi-

date Dole has suggested. And
Wall Street's memories of those

days aren't necessarily pleasant

“Obviously, there’s a fear that

we'd get a reprise of 1981, when
the Reagan lax cut went into ef-

fect and the bond market
plunged," said John Shaugh-
nessy, research director at Ad-
vest Inc. in Hartford, Connecti-

cut “Anyone with a memory of

’81 remembers how badly the

market got whacked."

As the Republicans are first to

point out, a big tax cut would

mean oodles of new spending

money for Americans, spurring

dramatic new growth in the

economy. It would seem hard to

find fault with that, especially

among those with a vested inter-

est in corporate revenue growth.

But unbridled economic ex-

pansion can stretch America's
production capacity, spurring

the sort- of rapid inflation -.that

can negate a simultaneous im-

provement in investment re-

turns.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

hit its highest level against the

mark in nearly a month Friday,

strengthening on intensified

speculation that Germany's cen-

tral bank will cut a key interest

rate next week.

The dollar's strength against

the mark also helped it advance

against most other key curren-

cies, but it ended lower against

the yen as some traders sold dol-

lars to lock in profits before the

weekend.

Talk of a rate cut in Germany

was the main theme in foreign

exchange transactions, following

remarks earlier in the week from

influential officials of the

Bundesbank suggesting interest

rates might be lowered.

At the close in New York, the

dollar traded at 1.491S marks, up

from 1.4854 Thursday and the

highest level since July 18.

Against the yen, the dollar end-

ed at 107.70 yen, down from

108.10 yen.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (29.7.96)

Currency (deposition) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12MOI
U.S. doDar ($250,000) 4.750 4.875 5.3
Found staffing (EIOQ.OOO) 3.975 4.000 4.1:

German mark (DM 200,000) 1.750 1.875 2.Z
Swiss franc (SF 200,000) 1.000 1.125 1.9
Yen {10 miftan yen) — —

(Bates vary higher or tower then indicated according to deposit)

3 MONTHS
4.750
3.975
1.750
1.000

6 MONTHS
4.875
4.000
1.875
1.125

12 MONTHS
5.375
4.125
2.250
1.500

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates*1 (16.896)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.

Buy Sett Buy Sen Rates**
Currency basket
U.S. dour

3.5123 3.5690 —

.

— 3.5437
3.1228 3.1732 3.06 322 3.1510

German martt 2.0968 2.1308 2.06 2.17 2.1158
Pound sterling 4.8396 4^177 4.75 4.99 4.8818
French franc 0.6138 0.6238 0.60 0.64 0.8190
Japanese yen (100} 2.8999 2.9467 2.85 Z99 2.9250
Duteh florin 1.8890 1.8992 1^3 1.93 1.8852
Swiss franc 2.5881 2.6Z79 2.54 2.67 24082
Swedish krona 0.4704 0.4780 0.46 0.49 0.4746
Norwegian krone 0.4861 0.4940 0.47 0.51 0.4802
Danish krone 0.5423 0^511 0.53 0.58 0.5472
Finnish mark 0.6967 0.7100 0.68 0.72 0.7048
Canadian doDar 2-2729 2^096 Z23 245 22834
Australian dodar 2.4447 2.4842 2.40 2.52 2.4668
S. African rand 0.6863 0.6974 0.62 0.70 0.6925
Belgian franco 0) 1.0179 1.0344 1^X> 1.05 1.0270
Austrian schrang (10)
ItaSan flra (1000)

2.9800 3.0281 252 348 3.0074
2.0572 2.0904 2.02 2.12 2.0761

Jordanian dinar 4.3400 4.64Q0 4.34 4.64 4.4902
Egyptian pound 0.8900

3.9527
0.9700
4.0165

0^9 0.97 1.0004
34852 \

Irish punt 5.0147 5.0956 4.92 547 5.0570

Spanish peseta
(1 00) 2.4798 2.5198 2.43 2.56 2.5028

*Thase rate* vary according to bank. **Bank of Israel

SOURCE: BANKLEUNI
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
theater
Helen Kaye

*2™ IVGI, in another of his loser against thewwjd roles, plays the title role in the Haifa Theater

5^Shvr
f ThC

^9ptain fay Car! Zuckraayer
directed by Gennan director Georg Kayser. Ft’s the

w?i rv
^ CI

?
minaJ ™ militaristic pre-Worldwho wanls 10 8° straight. For that

he ne?ds a job and an internal passport. He can't

SESTf0
?

1116 <

?
her 50fcNwSfil.

ant^ Captam (whom all obey without question)
10 Th

? cJothes make the man!
OT ^ ,^ie Haifa Theater mainstage
tonight and through Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.

^
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

RENOWNED piano teacher Yoheved Kaplinskv
gives a masterclass today (4) at the Tel Haj
Rodran Regional College as pan of the annual Tel
Hai Piano Masterclasses. Tomorrow's masterclass
(4) is presented by Viktor Derevianko while
tomorrow at 8 there is a concert presented by the
participants m this exciting program.

DAHCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

TONIGHT is your final opportunity to savor the
magic of Baryshnikov, as the legendary dancer
performs at the Roman Amphitheater in Caesarea
with his White Oak Dance Project (8 : 4S) present
ing American modem dance works bv Merce
Cunmgham, Mark Morris, Jose Limon. Hanya
Holm, Kraig Patterson and Joachim Schlomer Not
to be missed!

FILM

Adina Hoffman

**** FARGO - The least fraught and mosi
affectionate of brother Joel and Ethan Coens’
films to date, Fargo is based on an improbable-
s°undmg true story about a Minneapolis car deal-
er (William H. Macy) who runs into debt and con-
cocts a desperate scheme to make back some
quick cash. But things don't go quite as planned
and by the time the movie ends, many people are
dead and ample blood has spilled across the clean
Midwestern snow. Although the crime-gone-afoul
plot feels plenty familiar, it’s clear from the outset
that the Coens are up to something else, a tonal
torsion that’s evident the very first time the char-
acters open their mouths to speak and the pinched,
pseudo-Scandinavian sing-song of the region

Moshe Ivgi stars as ‘The Captain’ at the
Haifa Theater.

comes out, with just the slightest cartoon edge. As
a guileless and very pregnant smali-town police
chief, Frances McDormand brings into amiable
focus the whole warped-lender-checrful caustic
battery of feelings the Coens still seem to harbor
for their home stale. (English dialogue, Hebrew
subtitles. Parental guidance very strongly
advised)

*1/2 THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME - Putting aside the prospect of kids the
world over lining up to buy iheir huggable, love-
able Quasimodo dolls, there's something surpris-

ingly effective about Walt Disney’s attempt at the
gothic. The Hunchback is a spooky film, and one
that doesn't shy away from the heavier themes of
the Victor Hugo novel. Of course, when push
comes to shove, Disney will always be Disney: at
the (happy) end of the movie, the filmmakers
can't resist the urge to plant a smiley face on the

great tortured romance, and exchange
Quasimodo's ami-social suffering for a

Bambiesque moral about tolerance, friendship and
the need to look beyond appearances. All things

considered, though, it’s a remarkably eerie and
engaging cartoon. (In both English and Hebrew
versions. General audiences.)

•I l«
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ACROSS
1 Where aB the goods will be
' sold out (4-3,6)

10 Here Roman vessels made
spasmodic attacks <7)

11 ApoUo, for example, has
wings and flies (7)

12 Matters of give and take
between our betters (4)

13 Fifty knocked out of the
squadron in battle (5)

14 Cut in two, we hear (4)

17 Possibly nearing the
position a target is in
danger (2,5>

18 Family house in Berkshire
17)

19 Where to find the greatest

urbanity in Scotland (7)

22 Rise to show appreciation

(5,2)

24 Some resistance over
taxing demands (4)

25 Dirt, for example, left
round the edge (5)

26 Matches are always
exciting in this game 14)

29 Sharing out with relish (7)

30 It's expected to be
unaffected (7)

31 Nobody’s late so there’s no
need to hurry (3,2,4,41

DOWN
2 Pious rogue or one
mounted in a ring (7)

3 It may be proper for a sister

to admit nothing (4)

4 Breathe fire (7)

5 Dull hack? No, an apostolic

writer! (7)

s-:vsB:v”i

6 Bank gives free change (4)

7 Takes parents out (7)

8 Baby's rattle—could be
dangerous 18,5)

9 It holds up communication
when you contact someone
in Warsaw (9,4)

15 Getting a horse into a ship
poses unexpected diffi-

culties (5)

16 Happen to come later (5)

20 He has main control of his
craft (7)

21 Strange growth a person
may see on safari (4,3)

22 It reminds chaps to give me
top priority (7)

23 A furious pet 17)

27 Pm in a new car (4)

28 It’s in poor taste to let it

stand (4)

SOLUTIONS

amtuasm anaaQBQBSE
HaaanaaHia amaaaossann
sBasaas saassaa
a a a a an
HI3BID3 aonanssa

a a h s
HEQmasEQ anans

a a a a a a a
anasana gjshsidbiiinoaasaaa
anssQ nssaannac]amaaanaa
HDHQ3BS0 BQOQSH

Quick Solution

ACROSS; 1 Lewe* 4 C.rrdU, 8
Neutral, 9 Buffo. 10 Tight. 11

Cadence, IS Clog, 15 Cliche, 17

Inteat. 20 Arno, 30 G*«Upo. 84

Sushi. 26 Swim. 27 Termite. 28

Ottoman. 29 Might.

DOWN; 1 Lunatic. 2 Wrung. 3

Stretch,. 4 Calico, 5 Rabid, 6

Offence, 7 Looae. 12 Ajp*. 14 Leap,

18 Instant, 18 Noatram. 10Tbde*L
21 Rotten. 22 Gesso. 23 Axiom. 25
Swing.

Biiiiii

HTh-h
"Sanaa
aaaaa aaagaa

Sanaa jjajjaaaa

"SnaaS Sa(a)

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Scribers (7)

5 Rule 15)

3 At no time (5)

9 Wreath (7)

10 Obvious (7)

11 Faithful (5)

12 Weak (6)

14 Summary *6*

17 Redbreast 1 5 J

l9Pbisef7)

22 Height (7)

23 Board-game 1 5i

24 Penetrate 1 5*

25 Playhouse i 7)

DOWN
1 Flinch (5)

2 Bill (7)

3 Weird 15)

4 Security (6)

5 Cattle thief! 7)

6 Sarcasm (5)

7 Perplex 17)

12 Anticipate (7)

!3 Torpor 1 7)

15 Pleased 17)

16 Away (5)

18 BragfS)

20 Filthy—

.

money 15)

21 Follow to)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

&31 NewsnArabc tfc4S Ewarise Hour7.-00

GoodMommg Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Animated senes on animals 8:30 Tom
Cats 9:00 Gaya, Gal and GA 9:16 Kafimaru
930 Huckleberry Fmn- antrraied production
10:00 Unfa Women 1030 Vacation Studio
1330 Cartoon senes on animate 13:30 Tom
Cats 14:00 Gaya. Gal and GUi 14:15
Kafcmaru 14:30 Moomms i4£0Wtti a dear
head 15:00 Prefly Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap on the Wave 15:33Tcm andJany
15=50 tappers i&OO Heartbreak High 16:45
Zap on the Wave 16:59 A N6wEmm«
17.-34 Zap on the WSve 17:50 Yatdudas
18:00 Zap on the wave 18:15 News in

English

ARABIC PROGRAMS 1830 2 Point 4
Children 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS 1941 Grade wider
Fire 20:00 Mabat News 20:45 Warm
Summer Nights in Jpfla 21:45 Katie and
dish. Siamese Twins - Two part documen-
tary 22:45 Distant Relatives - Three pan
senes on American Jewry 2330 News 24^00
Time lor Language

CHANNEL 2

10:00 Sz and Mdz 1030 Tom and Jerry
(1903) - Animated Movie 12:05 Tush Tush
13.-00 Without Limas 14:00 Tick Tack 14:30
Ai Together Now 15:00 Gerae and the
Captain 1530 Davefc World 16.-00 The Bold
and the Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Fteshet 17X0 46 Allenby 18:00 Senora
19:00 Wbrking Girl 1925 The Woes of
Ephraim 20:00 News 2030 Wheel of
Fortune 21 :30 PrvneTime 22:00 Murder One
22:57 Cracker - suspense 0030 News
0fc05 A Small Ptace 00:18 MoonSght 135
Beadles About 2^)0 On the Edge of SeSheH

JORDAN TV

15.-05 The Mask 1S30 Bush School 15:45
Mac & Madey l&oo itafian Soccer 17:00
French Programs 1930 News Headlines
19:35 Cinema. Cinema, Cinema 20.-00
American Chan Show 20:45 To be
announced 21:10 Black's Mage 22:00 News
in English 2225 Fienchie - mini-series

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30 Lighthouse
11:30 Hourot Power 1230 Central Message
1330 Love Worth Finding 14:00 Benny Him
1430 John Osteen 16:50 in Touch 16:00
Light lor all Nations 16:30 Odyssey 17:00

Remraton Steele 21 KM Cats’ Eyes 2230
Htt Street Blues 23X0 Lou Grant

CABLE
ITV3 (33)

16.-00 News 16:15 Zohara and the Unknown

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at
NIS28.08 per line. Including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NJS52Q.65 per line, tacludtttg VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 a_m. Irom Bronlman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,
28. For info, call 882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Rosenborg Collection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism - Wild
Beasts. Josef Beuys - Drawings and
Objects. Prints - new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Summer Exhibition lor

Children: Celebration of Colour - games
and workshop. I Am You - Artists Against
Violence: 20 posters. Hours: Weekdays 10
am-6 pm Tue. 10 am-io p.m. Fri. 10
am-2pm Sat 10 -3pm MeyerhoffArt
Education Center, TeL 691 9155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupar Hoton CfaRt. Straus A,
3 Avigdori. 670-6660; Balsam. Saiah e-
Din, 627-2315; ShuafaL Shualal Road,
581-0108; Dar Aldawa. Herod's Gate,
628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 1bn
GviraL 546-2040; Kupai Hofim Maccabi. 7
HaShta, 546-5558. Till 3 am Monday:
Pharma Oaf Jabotinsky. 125 Ibn GviroJ,

546-2040. Till midnight: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730:
London Mlntetore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hamelech, 6964)115.
Ra'anana-Klar Sava: Kupai Holim Clafit,

8 HarashuL Hod Hasharon, 981175.
Netanya: Netanya, 11 Herat, 822842.
Krayot area: Deganya, 19 BusseL Kiryat

Haim. 841-4737.
Haifa: BaHour, 1 Massada, 862-2289. -

Herzilya: Cial Pham, Belt Medcazvn. 6
Maskh (cnr. Sderot Hagatlm), HerzTiya
Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 am to
midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Cial Pharm, Lev Hair
Mad, 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shears Zedek (Internal,

ofthopeefles. obstetrics. ENT); Bfleur Hofim
(surgery); Hadassah Eln Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Metical Career (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
BRSTAID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 011

(English) in most pans of me country. In

Ashdod- 8S61333
AsrttBtan 6551332
Beorshdba' E74767
Bek Shamesh 6529133 PaahYikva' 93HH1
Oai Region- 5703333 R^M|rWS1333
Sat* 63^444 fliShon' 9642333

SSta* 6512233 Sated 920333

Jerusalem' 523133
KarmW 9985*44 Ttoerias* 792444
- Mobile tmensfve Cara Unit (MCU) serelce in

tf» area, around me dock.

Metical help for tourists (in Engfish)

177-022-9110
, „ . , ,

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852*9205, 24 hours

a day, lor ^formation in case ol poisoning-

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-1111

(chridreniyouth 696-1113). Halla 867-

2222/3. Besrshfiba 649-4333, Netenya

625110, Karmiel 988-8770, Kfar Sava

767-4555. Hadera 346789,

Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-1111, 03-546-1133 (also In Russian).

07 •637*6310, 08^0506 (also in

topewisls Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

523-4819. 544-9191 (men), Jenrsarom

625-5558. Haifa 853-0533, EUat 833-

1977
Hadassah Metical OrganfcraUon- Israel

Cancer Association support seretca 02-

624-7676).

War Sava' 9D2222
Nahariya* 9912333

Man 17:00 Weekly Column - wen Arabc
subtses 18:00 Amores 1WX) News in Arabic

19:30 Today - news in Russian 20:00 Maba:
news 20:15 Tetokessel 21:15 The Mayor ol

Caaertndge 22:05 Oancmg- documentary
senes 23:00 international Crime 00TO0
Closedown

ETV 2(23)

1530 Vacation Tune 18.-00 Butterfly island

1&3P weekend Magazne (rpt from Friday)

19:00 ZomM 19:30 Poire of View - maga-
zine m Russian 20ti0 A New Evening, with

Russian subtitles 20X0 Zonta Business

21:00 Guarefan Angel - Rim based on the
true HOry o( the eaptataton of gypsy ertkipn
in what was once Yugosteva. (83 mins.)
22:40 star Trek; The Naa Generation 23d25
fAxherand Son23H5 Jazz at the end of the
smmer

FAMR.Y CHANNEL (3)

8:00 vjkhp m Cramati &-30 WKRP n
Cincinnan &S6 The Carof Bumett Shaw92S
FM - comedy £50 Designing Wbmen 1Ch20
waiter anoEmW 10:45 The Stand - pan 5
(rpt) 11 XS The Stand - part 6 (rat) 1225 The
Stand - part7 (ipt) 13:15The 5®nd - part 8
(ipp 14-.05 Seeing Stars 1435 Stolen Uves
1525 Scenes Irren a Marriage 1620 Rosie
O'Neill 17rf0 The Commsh 18:00 Acapubo
Hea 18:45 Key Postten 19-^0 Local broad-
cast 20:00 Jose Feliciano and Devd Breza -
special broadcast from the Brza festwai

21:40 Mad About Ybu 22X5 Mad About Ybu
22«3Q Lavr and Oder 2320 Tales tram me
Crypt 23:45 Babyton 5 - science fiction 0030
Basket Case (1982) - Low-budget honor
fan about a young man who arrives in New
Yorkwjfia ba^<et containingsomrehing that

eats jimk food and moans. (67 mins.}

MOVIE CHAIOta.

6:10 Seeing Stars 6ti5 Mgreon (1988,
Itahanj (rpt) 8^0 Behtna the scenes of 77>e

Huncnback tit Notre Dame &50 Love Bites

(1992) - spool of vampire moriesfrpt) 1&35
A WaJton Reunion (1993) - the Wattons meat
tor Thanksgpring and hear the news of

President Kennedy's assassination (rpt)

12:00 What's New at the Movies 12:15WWe
Justce Steeps (1994) (mr) 13:45 The
Odessa Re (1974)- Adaption of Fredrick
Forsyths novel about a Gorman journalist

who unewers a secret omantzston of former
~

Nazis. MAh Jon Vbght (128 mins.) 16.-00

Blue Tornado (1990) (rpq 17:30 The West
Stoe Waltz (1995)|rw) 19:10 Eminem
Domain (I991)(rpt) 21:00 Murder in the Fast
(1995) The trial ot an Alcatraz prisoner

accused ol murdering his ceSmate exposes
the sadatic methods used there and causes
it to be shut down. Based on a true story vrth
Kevin Bacon, Gary Otdman and Christian

Staler. (122 mins.} 23:10 Dead Again (1991)
(rpt) 1:00 Deadly Desire (I99i)(rpt) 2*0
VWhnaii and! (1987) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6^0 Cartoons 8.-05 The Mage Bus 8ti0
Mighty Max 0X0 Where on Earth is Carmen
Sandiego? 9ti0 Jormey to the Center of the
Earth 10:00 Free Wily i(h30 Pinky and the
Brain - new cartoon series 11:00 Children's
Channel City 11:15 Ananantacs 11:40
Sweet Valley High 12:15 Rocto s Modem
Ute12^ Rea) hfensers 13ti0 Stay by Step
14:00 T-Rex 1425 Speed Racer 14*45
Hurricane ISrlO The Bay of Animals 15:35
CaHorrea Dreams 16^0 Warner Brothers

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Georgia 5 *
Rosemary's Baby 7:15 * Raffling Stones
9:45 * Hata 930 G.G. GIL Jerusalem
Mai (Malha) * 78844S The Eraser 11 am,
1:30, 430. 7:15. 9:45 * FHpper*Cutthroat
Istand 11 am, 1X0 * Fargo 9:45
Babysitters 11 a.m., i^a 430, 7:15 *
Little Princess 11 am, 1 30. 4:45 * To Die
For 7:15, 9:45 * Crying Freeman 430,
7:15, 9:45 * American Quill 9:45
Legend of the Wild 11 am. 130, 430.
7:15 * Mission Impossirie 11 am, 130,
430, 7:15, 9:45 * Babe (English datogue)
7:15 * Babe (Hebrew diaAMue} 11 am,
130, 430 Jerusalem™eater 20
Marcus St « 617167 Angels 5 * Cold
Comfort Farm 7, 930 * The Brothers
McMullen 7, 930 RAY CHEN 1-7 *
792799 Credit Card Reservations *
794477 Rav-Mecher Building, 19 Hatxnan
SL, TbJpkx Independence Day 11 am.
1:45, 430. 7, 9:45 Four Rooms 730,
9:45 * The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * The
Hunchback or Notre Dame (Engfish tie-
Jbgue) 73a 9:45 * Stolen Hearts 9:45
Toy Story (Hebrew dfe/bgue) 11 am, 5 *
Tranmi To Do In Denver730, 9:45 ANow
andThen 730TheHunchback ot Notre
Dame (Hebrew tiatogua) •Swan Princess
(Hebrew dafcgue) 11 am, 1, 3. 5 * It

TakasTWo 1 1 am. 1 . 3. 5, 730 Muppets
Treasure Island 11 &m_ T, 3. 5 JumanD
11 am, 1, 3. 5:15 SEMADAR * 618168
Trainspotting 10 a- Antonia's Line 6 *
Cold Comfort Farm 8 MEVASSERET
ZION G.G. GIL Eraser 7:15, 9:45 *
FBppertNSabe (Hebrew dialogue* 11 sun,
4:45 * Mission Impossible 9:45 Babe

CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St »
5772000 Smoking 7 * The Italians Are
Coming 10 DIZENGOFF v 5172923 The
Brothers McMuIlenWWhrtc Squall 1 1 am,
1, 3, 5:15, 7:45, 10 Leaving Las VBgas
7:45, 10 * Cutthroat Island ft am, 1, 3,

5:15 DRIVE IN The JurorlO The
Golden MaS Gangs Sax Film 12 mid-
night GAN HATR » 5279215 71 ton
Gabiroi SL Prisdlla 230, 73a 9:45 Stolen
Hearts 5, 730. 9:45 Lata Summer Blues
230 GORDON EaL Drink, Man. Wommi
530, 7:45, 10 aGTHOD 1-4 w 5226226

Cartoons 16:55 Family Pactaoe 17,

-

n
Sweet VaBey High 18:00 LaUe Ho«* ^'£1
Prone 18:45 fciny Of Five 19:00iw
- Summer Vereion 40:00 Mame? vSS
Children 20s25 Roseanne 2030 Tie
and sampy Show 21.-05 e>,
2130 Whcse Une Is This Anyway?

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Europeans (1979) - Adepttn Q r

HenryJames' story aboutadivorcedAusman
baroness and her bohemian brother yXs
arrive in New England and shack their sari
American relatives. With Lee Remck^S
Robin EB& Directed by James lutw me
mins.) 2330The Piano (1993) (rpt)

1

Discovety pi

7:00 Open Urwereay (rpts) iftoo Human
Nature (rpt) 11:00 Ruby W&x (rpt) n-3o
Taste of Africa (rpt) 12:00 TeJeswpe
1230 Wonders d Weather (ro«i3M
National Geographic Explorer ;rpi) 14-00
Cousteau (rpt) 1S.-00 Soviet Echoes (imi
ittOQ Lee Malar ^Through the Looking GaS
(TO0 17:00 Beyond 2000 17:30
18:00 Empty Arms. Broken Hearts 19-00
Amazing America 1930 Telescope fmn
2035 Ram Oass 2135 Visions ol Heavpri
and Eaiih 22:00 Eye of the Thxd Rech 23-00
Morereux Jazz Festival 1990 - ozr ooion
Hancock/ZawnuVGuBa

SUPER CHANNEL

6ti0 The Sefina Scott Show 730 lns«te
Russia 730 NBC News wan Tom Brokaw
&0D The McLaughin Gtcup 630 Hello
Austria. HeSo Vienna 9:00 rTN Word News
Live 930 Europa Journal 10:00 Compuier
Magazine I3ri» Executive LSestytes 1330
Bicycte 14,-00 Adventure 15.-O0 WPGtT GoH
Tbumamert, Ireland i&OO PGAGcti, Eurcoe
17.-00 NCAA Champonshps Finals 18-00
Beach VoCevfcaS 19:00 UN Wcrid News u,t
1930 Av CcarbBt 20:30 The Bea of ir©
Sefina Scon Show 2130 Executive Life Style
2230 TaMni Blues 2230 ITN WorU News
Live 23:00 Tennis: RCA 1996 loumameni -
tore 1:00 The Late Show with Conan QBrien
230 Tatar Jazz

CHANNEL 5

830 Dangerous Games (rpt) 9:00 Hoi
Wheels (rpt) 1030 Larger Than Lite (mil
11:00 Fdlbol Moncta 1130 Special preview
ol the English League season 12:30
European Soccer Magazine i330 Special
Broadcast: 3 on 3 basketoad tournament
Jerusalem (rpt) 1430 Pro Beach VQUeybao
from the United States 15:00 To be
announced 16:00 Bowling 17:00
Showjumping 1730 Game to Oder: Bushdo
(rpt) 1830 Kick Boxing 19:00 Baseball -
Game of the Wfeek 2030 Boxing 2130
Futool Mondial 2230 Laiger Than Lite -
sumo wrestling 2330 Game to Order soccer
tram around toe world 0030 Car Rarina-
indy (rpt)

EUROSPORT

930 Jet Skiing: World Championships.
France (rpt) 10:00 Mountain Bices: World
Cup. Austria (rpt) 11:00 Recreational Sport
Magazine 1130 Ibnnis; ATP tournament, US
- quarter-finals 13:00 Tractor Pufmg 1430
Motor Sports Magazine 1530 Car Radrig:
Grach Grand Prix. heats - live 1630 Go#:
European Tour, Czech Open - live 1830
Formutal Magazine 18:30 Car Racing:

CINEMA
1-3 * 8246553 The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (EngBsti dialogue) 7, 9:15 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew tSa-
togue) 11 aim 1, 5 * Swan Princess
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 sm, 1, 4:45 ft

Takes Two 11 a.m, 4:45 * Four
RoomsGThingSTo Do In Denver 7, 9: 15 *
ft Thkes TWo 1 1 am, 4:45
AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 Mission
ImposslbteteThe Eraser 7, 930 * The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew efia-

toguejWt Takes Two 11 a.nx, 5 *
Independence Day 4:15, 7, 9:45* Leon 11
am
ARAD
STAR * 9950904 Independence Day
1130 atru, 4:45, 730. 10:15 * The Rock
730 The Hunchback of Noire Dame
(Hebrew dtetoguej 1130 am, 5 * The
Eraser 10 * Mission tinposstole 1130
am, 530. 730. 10Aounnn
G.G. GIL » 8647202 The
ErasartfTrainspotting 730, 10 * Swan
Prtncessatt Takes Two 5 * The Rock
430, 7:15, 10 * Independence Day 430,
7:15. 10 G.G. ORI 1-3*r 711223 The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew Oa-
togue

)

11 am. 5 * Babe (Hebrewdialogue)
11. a.m, 5. 730 * Mission Impossible
730.l0*ToDieF0r 10 *FHpper 11 am
Crying Freeman 730, 10

A3HKEL.ON
G.G. GIL * 729977 The EraserteCrylng
Freeman 11 am, 5, 73a 10 * To Die FOr
10 -k Babysitters 11 am, 5, 730 e
Mission Impossible 730, 10 * Babe
(Hebrew OatoguefUWe Princess 11
am, 5 RAV CHEN v 711223 Stolen
Hearts*RestorartJon 730, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsti dia-

logue) 730. 9:45 * Independence Day
4:15, 7. 9:45 The Rock 7:15, 9:45 * «
Takes Two JumanJI • The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am,
5 * MLDoets Treasure island 11 am, 5

11 am, 130 * Primal Fear 10 *
Babysitters 11 aro. 130, 5, 730 * Babe
(HaawdfeJbojei ^Legend ol ttte WId 11

am., 130, 5 LEV 1-4 w 5288288
Tratoiraiotllng 12:15, 2:15, 5, 7:45, 10 w
Cold Comfort Farm 12 noon, 2, 5. 7:45. 10
* Shanghai Wad 5, 7:45, 10 * UtBe
Princess 11 am, 1 * Shallow Grave 1, 3.

5, 7:45. 10 4r The Secret Of Roan Irtish 11

am. 3 G.G. PE*ER Mission
knposs&teteFargo 5, 730. 10 * To Die
For 73a 10 * Bflbe (Hebrew oKafcgue) 5 *
Braser 5, 730. 10 RAV-CHEN* 5282288
Dizenaott Cemer Independence Day 13Q,
4:15, 7/9:45, 1Z15 *The Rock 43a 7:15.

9:45, 12:15 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew tStioaud) it am, 1,3,5
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (English

datogud) 9:45 * Jumanji ii am, 730 *
Johnny Mnemonic 9:45 Now and Then
11 am. 1, 3, 5, 730. 9:45 * Muppets
Treasure Island 11 am, 1 * Swan
Princess (HebrewtSalogue/) 11 am., 1, 3,

5

* The Hunchback erf Notre Dame (English

efiobgus) 730 * It Takes Two 11 am, 1 . 3,

07-M RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera
House fl PosttnobftesraratkmteTWngsTo
Poin DenvefStar ManTriur «ais 230,
5. 7XO, 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 «
5177952 2 Yana Hanavi SL Sense and
SensfofWy 7:15, 10 * The
BlrdcageteFargo 730. 10 G.G. TEL
AVIV * 5281181 XS Plnsker SL Msslon

UM HrtMtefty et M. Amaud 5, 8. 10

HAIFA .

CINEMA CAF€ AMAMI » 8325755 II

Postteo 7:15 Star Man 9:15 FErt 7:15,

9:15 ATZMON 1-5 « 8873003 The
BasortCrylng Freeman•The
BkdcageAAmericai QuBt 430, 7, 9:15 *
Sense and Sensfottoy 4:15, 8^5, 9:15

CINEMA CAFE MORIAH * 8243477
Tralnspotling 730. 930 CINEMATH-
EQUE Crimson Tide 7* Unstrung
Heroes 9-JO GLOBECffY - ORI Crying

peemantoThe Eraser 11 am, 130. 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The eabystttere ii an. 130
* To Die For 7:15. 9:45 * Babe (Hebrew

(fialogud) H am., 4:45 * Mission

Impossible 7:15, 9:45 * Legend of the

WM n am, 130. 4^5 ORLYw 8381868
Restoration 7, 9:15 RAV-GAT 1-2 «
8674311 The Rock 11 am, 43a 7. 930 *
independence Day 11 am, 4, 6:45, 9:45

RAV-MOR 1-7 8416898

Independence Day 11 am, 430, 6:45,

930, 9:45 It TakesTwo n aia.1.3.5,7

* Four RoomsfTHngsTo Do bi Denver

7 930 * The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(EnqB$h dialogue) 9:30 * Toy Story

diak^) 11 i ,5 TheRock

7 930 * Stolen Hearts 7. 930 The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (EngBsti dia-

logue) 7:15 * Swan Princess (Hebrewdo-

fcSW ii am. i.a 5 * The Hunchback of
ran Dame (Hebrew dafpguej 11 am,i.

G.G. GIL 6440771 The EraserteCrying
FreemantMfisslon Imposslbte 730, 10
Babe (Hebrewdialogue) • Flipper 5 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 s 235278 Independence
Day 4, 7, 9:45 * The Rock 7:15, 9:45 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Erigfisb

diatogue)*Things To Do In Denver 730,
9:45 Leon 1 The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew dtotogue) 11 am, 12?45

I 5
Swan Princess fHebrew dialogue) 11

am. 5 It Takes Two ii am. 1. 5
KfogteteTraasure Island 11 a.m* 1

LEV 1-4 *343555 The Eraser 7>15. 10 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame 1030
am. 430. 6 * The Eraser 4:46, a 10
The Rode 7:45, 10 Mission impossible
7:45. 10 It Takes Two 1030 am, 1230.
6 * Trainspotting 6 Flipper 1230, 430

Cutthroat Island 1030 am *
Independence Day 1030 am, 430, 7:15,

10 Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 1,430

COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
6902686 Woman in Blue Dress 6. 8. 10

Independence Day 5. 730. 10 DANIEL
HOTEL Nelly et ML Amaud 8 Babe
(English dotooue) 6 Utile Princess 4
STAR® 539(568 The Eraser 7:45, 10

Mission Impossible 7:45, 10:15 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1:15, 4:15 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsh dia-

logue) 6 independence Day 4jJ5, 73a
10:15 * Swan Princess (Hebrew dialogue)

n am. 1:15. 4:15 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

CfNEMA 1-3 *887277 The ROCK 930*
Endepndenee Day 4:15, 7. 9:45 * Stolen
Hearts 7, 930 + It Takas TWo 11 am., 5 *
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew
d&ogue) ii am, 5, 7:15 Muppets
Treasure tslaid it am Leon i

KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew tSalogue) 11 am,
130, 4;30 Mission ImpossIWeSThe
Eraser 730, 10 * Swan Princess#!!
Takes TWoeLegend of the WikWBabe
fHCtraw datogue) 11 am, 130.
5 * Trainspotting 10 Babysitters 11

am, 130, 5, 7XO * Independence Day
420, 730, 10 * Flipper 11 am, 130 *
The Rode 10 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Engfish tSabguejWBabe (EngBsh
d^OCueJTXO .ToDieFbrIO

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue) n am, i,

<1 c x ii.wwag Treasure Island 11 am, l.

3, 5 Jum3 ft a-™-. W5. 5 RAYOR

STAR « 5491979 Independence Day ti

am, 4. 63a 7:45, 9. 10:15 * Flipper 11

am^*The Erasw 730JO *Toy Story

HECHaThATARBUT Cutthroat Island
5.8:30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL * 561332 Crying
Freemanlndepndence Day4:3a 7:15. 10
* To Die For930 Babysitters 43a 7:15

Mission impossfitisCThe Eraser 43a
7, 9:50 i he Reek 9:46 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew cSa-

totawi430.7
NESSZIONA
G.G. GfL 1-4 tr 404729 The
EraserbMSgrion Impossible 11 am. 130,

5, 730, 10 To Die For TO * Ripper ii

am, V3Q * Babe /Engfehcfeto5ue)730 *

Czech Grand Prix - bve 1930 Car Racm
Grand Prix - heats (rpt) 20:30 Truck

racing: European, Cup, Finland ft*)
Jehno: ATP tounamenL US. senMnalS-

23:00Sumo Wteltirig0030Boxing 1:00
Car Rating: Czech Grand Pnx (rpt) 2d»Car
raerg: Czech Grand Pm - heate (rt*)

PRIME SPORTS

6.-00 wwf wreatemana 630 NBA ins*te
Siufl 7:00GAdte Sport Magaztoe730 Asian -

SoccerShow 830 This WSek n Cricket 930
Cycling; Wbrtt Championships. Czech
rabutfc - preview930 Indan Soccer1130
Termts ATP infimy toumamera - senMnals
[jm 1330 Beach Soccer Pro Tow, Spain
1430 Fuihol Mondial 1530 PGA Go# 1&00
Safing Magazine 1630 Ftoflefskating 1730
Specer Masters Open, Borin - Bayern
Muerchen vs Mtan 1830 Soccer Masters
Open, Borin - MSan vs Paris St Germain
1930 Soccer: Masters Open, Bfirfn - Paris
Sl Gem-EM vs Bayern Muenchen 2030
Tennis: ATP infiroy roumameni- totals 2230

Sports Show 2330 Classic Soccer
Q^mes 130 Thai Boxing Boxing

BBC WORLD

!£ws on the hour 635 Assignment (rpt)

720 WhekBr^ World: A Tested &3air 830
Window on Europe (rpt) 935 Everyman
10:05 The Technologial Revototion 1130
Time Out Tbnxxrpw's World (rpt) 1230
Summet Hobday (rpt) 13:05 Horizon (rpt)

1430 Bream in View (rpr) 1430 Eoth Repcrt
1535 Madness Opt) 1630 This WBek 1730
Building &ghrs (rpt) 1836 Assignmere (rpt)

1*30 Airport - docufitertt^y 2030 This
W&ek (rpj) 21:20 WhiqherlS Wprict ATas® cf

Spam (rpt) 22:05 Horizon 2930 Jeremy
Clarkson's Motorworld 0035 Window on .

Europe (rpt) i:25 This Week (ipt)

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Handel:
Sobmon - Amval ol the Queen of Sheba:
Amaga- Symphony in D; Faure Piano
Guana no 2 in G Mmorop45; Elgar Enigma
Variacons; TchaStovsky: Violin Concerto;
Vaughan Wifiams: Symphony no. 6 c £
Minor 12:00 Light Classical -

.

^enbach/Fbsentiiat Mery Widow waltz;

,

Khachaturian: Excerpts from Gayane. Suite
no 1 13:00 Artist of me Week - Paul Jacobs,
prana Busonc Six Etudes lor the study of

'

Contrapuntal Writing; Banotc Three Etudes, ]

op 18; Messaen: Etudes (4) de Rhythms:
«fcom: Three Ghost Rags. 14:06 Summer 1

Days 15.-00 Mtersdoff: Metamorphoses!
Symphonies 1630 Music lor Sunday -
Bach: Cantata no 46; FrescobaUi: Oman -

Partita, Tavener 18:00 New CDs - Handet •

Suite in G minor (Janes, piano); Brahms:

'

viohn concertonD 2035 From Our Conceit

.

Hails - (i) Israel Phtiharmonic Onto. cond.
David Zinman. soloist Itzhak Perlman.

-

Mendelssohn: Overture to Fingars Cave op
'

26: Barber Vein Concerto op 14; Brahms:

'

Serenade no 1 in OMajoropn. (2) Gennadi
2!agur. piano. Bacfr French Surte in C Mttnor;
Criopir Scherzo no 2 in B Oat 'Ntoior. op 31.
Etudes nos 1, ti, 12 op 10, Four Mazurkas
op 24; Shchedrin: Basso Ostinata: isrf
Sonata in B Minor. 2330 Sounds to End
the Day

B^JHetoewdialogue) 11 am, 130,

5

NETANYA
G.G. GlL 1-5 628452 Babysitters 11
am., 430 * The EraserMIsslon

-

Impossible 7:30, 10 * Utile

'

STytittl
logue) 11 am, 5 To Die For 10 Babe-
(EngBsh dialogue! 730 Crying Freeman
11 am., 5. 730. 10 RAV CHEN'
Indepndenee Day 4, 7, 9:45 Things To
Do In Denver 730. 9:45 * The Rock 7:15,

•

9:45 Trikes TWo 11 am 1.5* Stolen'
Hearts 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre.
Dame (Engfish dafogue) 730 Leon 1 «
The Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew
dakiguejm Swan F*rlncess (Hebrew dja-]

topt^L=5l am, 1.5 The Htmchteckof

.

Notre-̂ Dame (Hebrew—dialogae)-^—*
Muupets Treasure Island 11 am '

PEIAHT1KVA
G.G. HBCHAL The Erasor#Mission.
impossible 730. 10 * Indepndenee Day-
430, 7:15, 10 Swan PrtocessWabe*
(Hebrew dialogue) ii am. The'
Hunchback of Notre DameJHebrew dSa-,

logue) 11 am, 5 GLG. RAM 1-3 «•
9340818 The Rock *30, 7:15, 10
Woman in A Blue Dress 730, 10 *'
Cutthroat Island 5 Kansas City 10 *!
The Huncbcak of Notre Dame (EngBsh.
dialogue) 5,730

PARK Indundence Day 11:15 am, 2,

43a 7:15, 10:15, 1&45 The Eraser 73a
1230 * Mission tmpossOtievnw Rock
730. 10:15, 1230 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew dratogue) 1130 am,
5 Jumanji H30 am, 3 * The Woman
In a Blue Dress 10:15, 1230 Swan
Princess (HebrewtSalogue) ii30 am.,3.

5

tt takes TVro 1130 am, 3, 5 CfN-
MOFET Nelly at M. Amaud 830
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4*6197121 The Rock 7:15,

9:45 The Hunchback of Notie Dame
(EngBsh tSalogue) 730, 9:45 Things To
Do In Denver#Four Rooms 730, 9:45
The Hunchtxack of Notre Dame (Hebrew
dtetogueWSwan Princess (Hebrew tSa-

iogue)m& ippets Treasure isiancmt
Takes TVro 1 1 am, 1. 3, 5 RAVOASIS 1

-

3 v 6730687 Mission ImpossttrieOThe
Baser 730. 9:45 indepndenee Day 11

am. 4. 7, 9:45 JumanjNHtetoo (Hebrew
diaiggiHlli am, 5
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Trainspotting 730 * *
Antontors Une 730
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 » 362864 Heaven's Prisoners
7:15, 9:45 Cold Comfort Fam 7-A5, 9:45

American Quilt 11 am, 5:15 FHpper
11 am., 530 The McMullen Brothers
7:45 * Trainspotting 10 Babe (Hebrew
dialogue.

)

11:15 am, 530 Mission
ImpossfiWe 11 am, 5:15, 730. 10 RAV
MORw 949359S The htonghto* ol Notre

9:45 * Independence Day it am, 4. 7,

9:45 The Rock 7:15, 9:45 Swan
Princess (Hebrew dialogueJWTbB
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew da-
logue/an Tates TVWMuppcts Treasure
Island 11 am, 5 Jumanji n a.ra, 5
FUSHON LE&ON
GAL 1-5 * 9619668 Israel FBms 5. 730.;
10 GIL Msslon impossfitie 5. 73a 10 .
Flipper 11 am The Eraser 73a 10
Babe (Hebrewdialogue) 11 am, l:ia 5
Heaven’s Prisoners 7:15, 10
Babysfflare 11 am, 130, 430 HAZA-
HAV Mission Imposslbte 730, 10 * B
takes Two ii am, 13a 5 The Rock iv
am. 13a 5, 730, 10 Babysitters if
am, 130, 5, 730 s American Duilt 10 *
Heaven's Prisoners 430, 7:15, 10
Flipper 11 am, 130 * To Die FOr 73a 1

0 * Legend of the WBd 11 am, 130,5
Trainspotting 10 * Babe (Hebrew da

-

logue) it am. 130, 5, 730 The Eraser
10 * The Hunchback of Noire Dame
(EhgSsh dialogue) 730 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew datogue) 11 am,'
130. 5 * The Eraser 11 am, 5, 73a 10
RAV CHEN v 9670503 Independence
Day 4, 7, 9:45* Stolen Hearts 045* The
Hunchback of urara Dame (Engfish de-
kgue) 730 * The Rock 7:15, 9:45 It

TrikesTWo n a.m.,1.5*TTilngsToDoln
Denver 730, 9:45 Thehunchback of
Noire Dame (Hebrewdialogue) 11 am, 1 *
Muppets Treasure Island 11 arn.l *The
Hunchback of Notie Dame (Msbrewdte-
togue) 3. 5 * Swan Princess (He&re*d&-
tagua) 11 am, 1.3. 5* The Golden Mall

Gang 3 RON The Birdcage 730, 10 *
Fargo 7:15, IQ STAR* gfiflOBS Crying
Freeman 1130 am., 5. 7:45, 10
Independence Day 1130 a,m., 430, 7:15,

10. 12 * Jumanji 7;45, 10 * Swan
Princess (Hebrew dabgue) 1130 am, 5
YEHUD
RAV OfEN Independence Day4, 7. 9:45
The Rock 7:15, 045 Things To Do bi

Denver 7:30, 9,45 Stolen Hearts 9:45
it takes Two ii a.m„ 1, 5 The
Hunchback of notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) ii am, i, 5 Swan Princess
(Hebrew 1 1 am, 1. 5 * Muppets
Treasure Island it am, 1

Phone reservations: Tel Avtv 52S2244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
AD times are pm unless otherwise Indi-

cated

.-.-vjtf
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Government sets up council
on narrowing social gaps

National Economic and Planning Authority shut down

2 escape from

P. Tikva lockup
RAINE MARCUS

THE cabinet on Friday approved

the establishment of a Council for

the Narrowing of Social Gaps and
Eliminating Poverty.

In its weekly session, the gov-

ernment also decided to dismantle

the National Economic and
Planning Authority, in what Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
called a "step toward reducing

bureaucracy and government
expenditures.”

At the same session, the govern-

ment approved the appointments

of three deputy ministers.

The planning authority was one
of the major bodies comprising
the Economics Ministry, which
was shut down in March under the

Peres government.
Netanyahu said the authority's

work was superfluous. From now
on, he said, economic planning

will be conducted through
“already existing economic frame-

DAVfD HARRIS and Itim

works.”

Labor and Social Affairs
Minister Eli Yishai told the cabi-

net that a council on social gaps is

needed since the gap between the
rich and poor has increased over
the past few years.

Since the Finance Ministry first

proposed its NIS 4.9 billion in

budget cuts for 1997, Yishai has
been pressing fora comprehensive
safety net for poorer families. The
council, whose bead and members
will be appointed soon, will look
into causes of economic gaps and
recommend appropriate solutions.

The council has been given a

long-term tenure, with an expect-
ed first-year budget of NIS 6 mil-
lion.

Yishai blamed the deepening of
the social gaps on the Labor gov-

ernment.

"The new government must slop
the process begun a few years ago
and act via the council in order to

prevent the harming of the lower
classes,” he said.

Netanyahu said the country
could not allow the creation of
two societies. He said he had held
discussions last week on ways to

improve the long-term future of
the lower classes.

Under one plan, personal com-
puters would be given to the two
lowest income groups. This would
enable these families to become
familiar with advanced technolo-

gy-
Netanyahu noted that the estab-

lishment of the council would not

harm the authority of the intermin-

isterial committee on labor and

social affairs.

The cabinet also approved the

appointments of Deputy Religious

Affairs Minister Yigal Bibi

(National Religious Party) and

Deputy Religious Affairs Minister

Aryeh Gamliel (Sbas).

They will serve the entire four-

year term, while die position of

religious affairs minister will

rotate’ every year berween the two
parties. Shas MK Shlomo
Benizri's appointment as deputy
health minister was also approved.

Benizri had wanted to serve as

deputy to National Infrastructure

Minister Ariel Sharon.

However, Sharon repeatedly

refused to accept the idea. As a

result, a compromise was reached

and Benizri will serve under
Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi.

With the three appointments, the

government filled the legal quota

of deputy ministers.

SHARON police have set up an

inquiry into the escape from the

Petah Tikva lockup yesterday

morning oftwo prisoners who fled

by smashing an iron bar through a

wall in a small room next to the

exercise yard.

The iron bar was probably pried

from a manhole cover, police said,

adding' the escape was apparently

not planned in advance.

Anwar Ibrahim, 25, of Nur A-
Shams, near Tulkarm, had been

sentenced to seven years for bur-

glary, and had been at the lockup

since August 12. Amur Mustafa,

21, from Tulkarm, had been in the

lockup since August 8. He had

been given five years for car

thefts. Both were awaiting transfer

to regular prisons after having

been sentenced.

Their absence was noticed at 8: 1 5.

At 7:45. the two. together with 13

other inmates, had been taken by
two police guards from their cells

for exercise in the adjacent yard.

The lockup had recently under-

gone renovations, and adjacent to

the exercise yard was a
.

snia
j

room that was used during the ren-

ovations for washing dishes. The

prisoners apparently snuck hi

i

the

room and succeeded in smashing

through cement slabsm one or the

walls? creating an opening to out-

side the lockup. No one apparent-

ly saw or heard anything amiss.

'When the escape was discov-

ered. Sharon police chief Dep.-

Cmdr. Benny Kaniyak alerted

forces in the area, and a helicopter,

patrol vans, and all-terrain venr-

cles beuan searching the surround-

ing areas. But there was no sign of

the fugitives as of last nighr.

A senior officer said there was

no doubt the two police guards

had been negligent but that the

inquiry would decide their fate.

“There are usually strict control

and supervision on the movements

of inmates at the lockup” said

Kaniyak. “We have asked for

cooperation from the Palestinian

Police to find the fugitives."

Intemat’l conference
to hear reports on

deciphering genomes

rail

JUDY SIEGEL

REPORTS on the deciphering of
four genomes of micro-organisms

during the past year will be pre-

sented at a joint international con-
ference opening today in

Jerusalem. The Eighth
International Congress of Applied
Bacteriology-Microbiology and
the Eighth International Congress
of Mycology (study of fungi), will

take place at Jerusalem's

International Convention Center.

The genomes are the complete
genetic codes of simple organisms
containing at least 100 genes, each
of which have a thousand base-

pairs linked in a specific sequence
making up their DNA. These
breakthroughs are part of the

worldwide effort to map the

human genome.
The congress, held under the

auspices of the International

Union of Microbiological

Sciences with support from the

Hebrew University, will be attend-

ed by.over 1,000 scientists from
57 countries.

Congress chairman Prof.

Yitzhak Kahane of the HU-
Hadassah medical school said that

the discoveries - by American and
German scientists - are very

important, as they show that the

techniques for deciphering
genomes of simple organisms
could work for analyzing human

genes as well.

The genomes that were deci- fe«
phered this

Hemophilus
Mycoplasma
Metanococcus

fear are of
influenza,

genitalium.

vanashi and
m

Mycoplasma pneumoniae. So far,

the complete genomes ofonly five

genomes of micro-organisms have
been deciphered.

Only pans of the human genome
have been deciphered since the

Human Genome Project began
early in the ’90s, and the work is

expected to continue for at least

another decade.

Deciphering genomes provides

information helpful in the treat-

ment and cure of diseases and
understanding how living crea-

tures function.

Kahane noted that until a decade
ago, scientists thought they had
conquered infectious diseases

such as diphtheria, tuberculosis,

cholera, pneumonia and diarrhea

caused by bacteria.

But many new outbreaks have

occurred in the developed world

due to resistance to antibiotics and
other drugs. Knowing the genome
will provide extra ammunition in

the fight against these diseases.

Israeli researchers have not

deciphered whole genomes but are

participating in identifying parts

of them, Kahane said.

Rabbi Hlrscb Minkowicz (1eft) and Rabbi Reuven Mintz stroll on a Hanoi street last Tuesday. The two newly ordained rabbis are

on a seven-week mission to East Asia to help small and isolated Jewish communities strengthen their identitites.

< Richard Hcrzfelder/APi

More than 1,000 quit smoking in Health Ministry contest

OVER 1 ,000 smokers have kicked the habit in order

to compete in the Health Ministry and Israel Cancer

Association's “I Quit, I Win" smoking cessation cam-
paign.

Three of them will today receive airline tickets for

a uip abroad or free vacations in Israel from Health

Minister Tzahi Hanegbi in his office.

The campaign, organized three years in succession

with help from the Society for the Prevention of

Smoking, the health funds, the IDF Medical Corps,

the Pharmacists Association and the Israel Police,

JUDYSIEGEL

was open to residents aged 18 and over who had

smoked at least one cigarette a day for a year and

who quit at least a month before the lottery was held

on June 1

.

Each contestant had to provide the names of two

witnesses who could testify to these qualifications

and be willing to undergo a medical test to prove that

he or she had not smoked for at least a month.

The first prize winner will get a ticket to North

America on Air Canada (a smoke-free airline); the

second prize is a tour package to Turkey; and the

third is a vacation for two in Eilat

According to a recent ministry survey, 28% of the

adult Jewish population smoke, 11% have quit and

6 1% have never touched a cigarette. Men (32%) are

more likely to light up than women (25%).
The smoking rate is especially high among men

aged 25 to 44 of Oriental origin and with only a par-

tial high-school education.

The average smoker lights up IS cigarettes a day. A
third smoke 10 cigarettes a day, another third

between 10 and 20 and the rest more than 21 daily.

The main reasons they give for their health-risking

behavior is habit, enjoyment, nervousness and ten-

sion.

This year, 57% of the smokers tried to quit smok-
ing and still want to try to do so.

Over 60% of the men want to quit, compared with
48% of the women.

A Must for Every Microsoft, Lotus and Internet User

Library of37PC Training Tutorials on a Single &D ;

Finally - just in time - training software ENCYCLOPEDIA
The BCEUP plus library represents an exciting development in interactive CBT - Computer-

Based-Training. Created to meet the growing need for on-line training and support products for

software applications,HELP plus covers most Microsoft, Lotus and Internet training needs. '

•

Developed by a team of training professionals, software specialists arid experts in educational,

software design, HELP plus is suitable for computer application training in any, setting - at

home, in small offices, medium and large corporations and government agencies.

* SP '
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Major features and benefits:
j

* Precise simulation of software t
* Teaching through real-life tasks
* Links to the Help menu of the application

* Intelligent Feedback System (IFS) responds to the user, offering hints and encouraging self-correction

Hardware requirements:
* PC 386 minimum (486 preferred) with 5 MB free on hard disk
* 4 MB RAM, Microsoft Windows 3.1 or 95, CD drive

JP Special Price - NIS 249 inci VAT. and p&h in Israel

To: JP Mart, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81 , Jerusalem, 91000

Please send me copies of HELP plus. Enclosed is my check,

payable to The Jerusalem Post, or see my credit card details.
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Demand
drops for
cantors

worldwide
ON the eve of the High Holy Day
season, there are not enough jobs
in the Diaspora for all “of the
skilled cantors and prayer leaders.
Cantors in the Diaspora usually

depend on the High Holy Days as
their best money-making season.
The biggest cantor employment

crisis has been noted in South
Africa, where Jews have left in
large numbers recently and syna-
gogues have closed.
Many of the cantors there have

moved here, and have been adver-
tising for jobs in the religious
press.

“For every small notice in the
newspaper by synagogues search-
ing for High Holy Day cantors
there are dozens of cantors who
respond," said Akiva
Zimmerman, a researcher on can-
tors.

According Zimmerman, the
cantonal profession is in a serious
crisis. “Cantors, both the mobile
ones and the ones who have syna-
gogues, are heard more today in
concerts than in synagogues " he
said.

“

Even in England, cantors are
not given full-time jobs in syna-
gogues, he said.

inU^Mc
8

*?

si
!Tj

lar PhenQfnenonm the US, he added.

t_Z^‘
s Problem *'s also apparent in

Israel, he said, noting that in Tel
Aviv there are only five cantors
bo are full-time employees ofsynagogues, though there are 600

synagogues in the area. (itim)
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Forecast SUgMty cooler.

AROUND THE WORLD

Amnsn&n —
Athens
Auaraa
Sara*™
BOiiq
Bertn
Buenos Am .

Can
Bary
israaa
Cracaoo
Colombo
Capwmagen ..

Dunran
Rantdul
Geneva
Hand.
Havana —

—

Hetartfl

Hong Kong
Hono&Ai
Jo'turg

Kuala Lumpur ..

Lena
Usoon
London
Los Angolas ...

Macro
Manned
MOSCOW
New York

Osaw
aw>
Parts

Winning cards ,•

The winning cards in Friday's

Mifal Ha pay is Chance draw were

the jack of spades, eight of hearts,

nine of diamonds, and 1 0 of clubs.

Second
indictment

for inciting

Crown

murder
MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

FIVE years after Yankel
Rosenbaum, a yeshiva student,
was fatally stabbed during riots

in Crown Heights, Brooklyn, a
second man has been indicted on
federal charges of inciting the
murder.
According to an indictment

unsealed last week, Charles
Price is alleged to have incited a
crowd of young black men in the
Brooklyn neighborhood “to find
and attack Jews.”

That would have violated the
civil rights of Rosenbaum by
leading to his death on August
19, 1991.

6

Price, 43, is the second person
charged in the Crown Heights
incident.

Lemrick Nelson, now 20, also
faces federal civil rights
charges. Nelson was previously
acquitted of murder in a state
court in New York.
This is a case thar now hinges

on antisemitic speech, legal
experts told The Mew York
Times.
To convict Price, prosecutors

must convince a jury that, by
expressing antisemitic invective.
Price can be held as responsible
for Rosenbaum's murder as the
man who stabbed him, the »
experts said.

If convicted. Price and Nelson
could be sentenced to life in
prison.

Rosenbaum was killed on the
first of four days of riots
between blacks and Lubavitch
lews that began after a hassidic
driver lost control of his car and
killed a seven- year-old black
child, Gavin Cato.

The 1 99 1 riots were the worst
black-Jewish violence in New
i ork m 20 years.
There also has been lingering

political unrest, as Jews have
brought a civil suit against the
city and its former mayor, David
Dinkins. That suit has yet to be
resolved.

“This (indictment] comes as a
pleasant surprise, and certainly
something that vindicates the
position my family has taken ah. .

along,” Rosenbaum’s brother*
Norman, told The New York
nnies in a phone interview front
ms home in Melbourne
Australia.

_ :
-

"But as far as I’m concent^
this means that out of the group ^or 30 who we believe attacked f
Yankel, and urged the attack*

-

there are 28 people still capable
°f being indicted.”
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